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TERRACE ~ 46.year-old Burke,t, and 14:year-old Gregory tug"  They used four tmnmer-tankcr 
Thomhill woman)~ the lone sur- Burkett - -  and 16-year-old Dar- Just minutes after firefighters trucks, a rescue vat, a,~d a mini- [ \~, 
vivor of au early nlorning house leiieP0issant, arrived, the .roof fell in. After pumper. II was more than six [ . , \  
fire last Wednesday that killed ',:Poissant , Michael's girlfriend tha t, he said, all they could do hours before the fire was ex, l_  ~:, _ :~, ~ i , ,  ' \  
most of her family fr0nt.. Wainwri~zht, Alta, was was put water on it to try to cool tiuguished One firefi,hter was I i ~ ; ~ ;:~ ..... .~L f~...',, , " . .  " ~;...':,~' 
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Jeanette Burkettwas pushed out staying with the family for the it down and protect neighbouring treated for smoke inhalation and [~' t='_~= ~ ~ ~i } :& 
of a second-storey windowby her h o l i d a y s . . h o m e s .  ; released. I ~ ~ ' i  ~ : i l i  'i:~' ~IJ~i!iiii~i:}: 
husband, 49-year-old Lawrence : The five bodies were recovered :i,'You, re t ra ined , to  help " Old Lakelse Lake Drive was  ~ ~ ~ - : !  
Burkett. Thursday but had not been post' people, he said. It s a helpless blocked for more than eight h0urs ~ ~ ~ ~ - f ~  
"Obviously he went back to get tively identified a t presstime, : : feel ing-- - .knowing you  have while,he firewas fought. ~ ~ : ~  
the others and didn't make it Assistaut Thomhill fire chief " people imide and you can't do ,-,.:, ,-, : . , ,  ~;= I I I lg~~s&,  ' '~- - '~  " ?'~"~]l~l~.~-.~#  
, ,., . - ' : . ' ~ ,  r i fe  L .o lnnuss ioner  l%eu Dam,  ~ ~ ~ ~ : " - Z  . " . . .  a ' " 
out," sa,d RCMP S.Sgt John Guy:Be[anger sam:are.righters any.thing about ~t. : : ofPri|ice::George;:wasiti~e:giigat-:=: ~ ~ . i ~ :  
Veldman. uever nag a cuance otsavmg any, Ine  more than 20 firefighters it,,.:11," ht~.., ~,,a ~. ~, ,.. ~, ~ ~ ' . , ~ ~ .  ~ ' ~  
' . . ... . , / .~- , ,~ , , -  ~ , .u~, . ,  =.~ .~t  a , .~tvV.~ 3 . ,o  ~ ~ . , q ; } ~ T ,  l lN l l~  No one else escaped from the one else. :: : . .battled the freez,ng weather as be;-" ,-,,,,~,,,i,,,~ : ~ ~ " ~  
blazing log house, located at 3786 Firefighters responded tO !the much as the fire. The temperature ~'~' . . . . . . . .  :~" ~ ~  
' ' " d a 'red fe ' lne cause ot the fire has not yet ~ ; ~ 7 - ~  . . . . .  "?~,~,./:"* ~'~'" : ~ , ~ .  :~ Valleyvmw. Ave call at 6 43 a m. au rn !1 to -18. degrees that mght and been be' . . . .  ' . . . .  ~tw'~ ~6"~,-"-~. ~'~ ..... "¢"~;J  ~-,-~' ,............. ,,x.~ ~. . ,~  ....... ,~,v,. 
'1 ' I e rn l lned ,  but  Vc ld lnau  , .e , , -= . - ,o  "~r2- :  . ' , "  ~ .~- .  .~ . . . . .  , .  .... Desl.. tte a h~p . mjury she mutates later to find. the house h~gh winds buffeted the fire all . , . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  _ . ,  - . .~~7.~. :  . . . .  . ,~  .,~-. ~ ~ ~ , . .  .  . 
rccewed wheu she htt the round, corn letel en ulfed nt fames day sam foul play ~s notsus ected ~ ~ '  • g p y g . . P . _ , , ~  ,.~,~.,~e" " 
• - -  . " "~ . , . • : , : '~'~:: ' . '~7..~ ~ ~,L; ~. .~."  . . , ' , 'w  ~ ~'" .  " "  .;:~ ~f . ,  ' ~ ~ " . , 
IC:nre,:thCraeW~oedhOe~;. to a ne,gh B;'lIatn~Ssa~;~t.,y,~_hOer~asr jgo:mb: .w :  ~VS¢:~?l~l|g=;SW~g:e:ol~dUPi~: D~ faFm]~ciWe~ a~ b~:lr:7;: " . . . . .  .., ~S~ ~ 
Five d ie  , in Thornhi l l  b laze  
solutely no ~ay'  we  could :have what we had," Belal!ger said. bowling alley is couducting a col- GUTTED: A log house burnt to the ground Dec. 28 in a tragic fire 
:jeopardized any fircfighter by ~'That's all you can do in this lection this week to help Jeanette onValleyview Ave., inThornhill. 
seuding ' him:ii|side that build- kind of weather." Burkett. 
: ! : : . .~  ' .  
Dead are: Larry Burkett, their 
three sons ~ 22-year-old Russell 
Burke,t, 21.year, old Michael 
Gitksan 
look at 
casino 
By RUTH COOPER 
HAZELTON-  Gamblers may 
no longer have to make the pil- 
grimage to Reno or Las Vegas to 
pay homage to Lady Luck ~ the 
Hazeltons could soon be the site 
of the Casino of the North. 
Several Gitksan native leaders 
attended workshops about casiuos 
in Vancouver last month. Among 
them was Jack Sebastian, chief 
councillor for the Hagwilget 
baud. 
" It 's just at the talking stage 
uow," Sebastian said. "But 
we're-looking at getting them 
(casinos) set up early in the new 
year." 
One idea, he said, Is to have a 
..... atobile/-casino,-.th..iV-could --move ' -~ 
from reserve tO reserve, town to 
town, wherever the most people .~- 
|u rn  out ,  '~ ;  . ,  ' ;  
"What I plan to do is hold a 
couple of workshops with all the 
organizers in the area, and if sup- 
port looks good, we'll do it. 
Otherwise one of my committees 
will do it.,' 
A recent provincial court deci. 
siou that came down against a 
special aboriginal righ't to gamble 
will be appealed, Sebastian 
added. 
The Vancouver workshop ad- 
dressed concerns .about the asso- 
ciation between gambling and 
crime. 
Sebastian, however, said exist- 
ing casinos on r~erves in the 
United States and elsewhere in ~: 
Canada don't seem to have a~ 
problem. 
The profit generated by the 
casinos would be used to benefiG=:: 
the community and social welfare~: 
of the local people. ~.~'~ 
The math reason I m starting[;i!~ 
this is because it brings in big~;? 
money," Sebastian pointed out,;~f~ 
"up to $500 million profit a~ 
year." ,~:~ 
Local fundraisi~!g efforts ar e 
pushed to the limit of  what Iocal'~i:,. 
people can contribute,.-.he.,said, 
attd the casiuo could bring itl but- 
side money. 
Sebastian said the money would 
go towards everything.. . .... 
"Education is" ciit back: by 38 
per cent. (The money) wguld help 
education, Social:, assistance is 
cut. Ev, eryttiingis'eut':"~:.. 
Sebastian has staffed negotia- 
tions with "a cotiple of outfits in 
the States", which he declined to 
name, and expects representatives 
from there to visit the Hazelton 
area either this month or early in 
February." 
k : j  ? 
LIFE-UKE and potentially life saving is the baby doll used to teach CPRcourses at the 
aquatic centre. The child-size version serves to remind that kids get involved in the kind of ac- 
cidents where a knowledge of CPR can make the difference between a bad scare and a trage- 
dy. Above, that's Joan Moldenhauer, a water safety instructor and lifeguard at the city pool. 
This lifesaver for kids too 
I '~:TERRACE -- They are alarming statisticS. 
::i:~ .Choking is the number one cause of death in in- 
;.,'fan,s under the age of one and drowning ranks in 
L:'ihe top three causes for children from 1-14 years. 
:;':~i"'; The common de'nominator in both choking and 
!'i~'dr0Wnlng deaths is a stopping of the heart. That's 
iwhere, cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
~:i;comes in. 
~i! ~Although; cam,hardy associated with adults who 
~iahve hea'rt attacks or other medical emergencies, 
,,CPR can be just as vital with children, says Fred 
i(Adair. ' ' 
" For Adair~ an industrialflrst, aid and safetyin- 
struct0r at Northwest Commumty College, CPR is 
an integral p'art of his courses. 
? " I t  is n6t justfor adults," says Adair. 'tit has 
:greatuse in the general population." 
..Infants and young' children can  Suffer from 
• strahgulafioii:-"when, curtain cords get wrapped 
;;around theiilneeks, have air passages blocked off 
by:.weariug plastic bags and fall victim to electri- 
cal shock by sticking fingers in sockets. 
:. ~'AI! of these will stop breathing, and if you 
I 
' Stop b'reathiug long enough, it'll stop the heart," 
• said Adair. 
, Various levels of CPR instruction include 
proper procedures for infants and young children. 
The compression depth portiou of CPR, for iu- 
stance, is taught by the number of inches the 
depth should be. 
"When you say 50 pounds pressure, that may 
not mean a lot. But one and a half inches or two 
inches deep does," said Adair. 
He's careful to make the distinction between 
CPR and artificial respiration. The latter is when 
there is still breathing and the former is when 
there is no breathing. 
There used to be a big emphasis on spi:cialized 
CPR instruction and that perhaps kept a lot of 
people"from learning more. The emphasis now, 
said,Adair, is to spread as •much geuerai knowl- 
edge as possible. 
" I f  it takes 10 or 15 minutes'for an ambulance, 
all that equipment i has isn't worth auything," he 
said. 
" I f  nobody does anything, you're.dead. If you 
don't have a heart beat and you're n.ot breathiug, 
you're dead. People can at least try," he added. 
Adair and others will be setting up mall dis- 
playg and courses during Heart Month hi Febru- 
ary. More information on CPR is available from 
the city's aquatic centre. 
It's the lead agency offering CPR here because 
of its lifesaving water safety use. 
Another boom 
year forecast 
TERRACE- -  'Permits director 
Bob Lafleur says the city's build- 
ing boom will slackeu ia 1993, 
but not by much. 
And, based on his past predic- 
tion, who's going to argue with 
him? 
In February last year Lafleur 
forecast he total value of build- 
ing penuits for 1992 would hit 
$24 million -- the city's best ever 
previous had been $15 million in 
1990. 
Lafleur has now released 
preliminary year-end figures 
which show the total value of 
construction here. last year just 
topped his markat  $24.16 mil- 
lion. 
At $13 million, housing activity 
accounted for more than half the 
That assumed contiuued 
strength in the siugle family 
housing market which was, in 
turn, dependent on interest rates 
staying low. 
However,. Lafleur pointed out, 
he kuew of at least 15 eases 
where homes originally planned 
for construction in 1992 had to be 
put on hold because the property 
owners could not find a builder. 
And given the speed with which 
"spec"  homes -- built by d~vel- 
opers in hopes of finding a buyer 
-- had sold • last year , he 
aniicipated more would appear on 
the market in '93. 
He therefore expected, single 
family housing starts ill the 50-75 
rangethis year. 
Although that would bedowa 
total with the building o f  82 from 
.... slug16 :ffi'~|i~':"~,'dllhf~s-'a'ii~l-30"-~'., Ta-ll ~'  
units in eithcrdu-plexes or four- 
plexes. 
The commercial sector also had 
a stroug year with more than $5 
million in new constructiou or 
renovation, new industrial 
dcveladded another $3 million 
plus aud more than $2 million of 
work was carried out in the iu- 
stitutional sector• 
While conceding predictions 
were really just "guesstimates", 
Lafleur said he felt "reasonably 
safe" in forecasting constructiou 
would top $20 million this year. 
92. Lafleur said the short- 
covered by, new multi-family de- 
velopments. 
He explaine d.plans were al- 
ready in the works for an apart- 
ment block on vacant land at the 
Scott.Sparks intersection and an- 
other developer was considering 
construction of apartments at the 
east end of the downtown core. 
Total units from those two 
projects could top 100, he added. 
And, Lafieur pointed out, uone 
of the figures he was predicting 
took into account he Orenda pro- 
ject. 
Soup kitchen 
joins, homeless 
TERRACE - -  The local soup 
kitchen joiued the ranks of the 
homdess it served last week. 
The kitchen closed down after a 
year and a half in operation be- 
cause Lutheran Church officials 
decided to stop renting the church 
to the Terrace- Anti-Poverty 
Group Society. 
About 50 people turned up for 
the final meal at the soup kitchen 
- -  a last supper of turkey dinner 
on New Year's Eve. 
"They didn't really give us a 
reason why," society spokesman 
Gerry King said of the decision. 
He said the church originally 
took In the soup kitchen because 
it served children. With many of 
them now being s~rved by a 
school lunch program, he noted 
the kitchen now serves mainly 
adults and that ,hay be one reason 
for the change. 
Another could be some people 
were apparently seen driuking 
outside the church. However, he 
pointed out, "We've got uo cou- 
trol of that - -  they're drinking all 
over town." 
Two church board members 
were contacted but refused to 
comment on the decision. 
Kiug said the Aztti-Poverty 
Society is uow looking for a new 
hall to house the soup kitchen. 
If  community volunteers are 
suecegsful in their efforts to find a 
building for a hostel for the 
homeless, he suggested it might 
also serve as a soup kitchen dur- 
ing the day. 
" I 'm grateful that we did get it 
established," King added. 
"People know there is -a 
need...aud hopefully that'll make 
it easier to find a new place." 
Now that the school lurlch pro- 
gram is in place, the soup kitchen 
is serving about 40 or 50 people a 
day, and most of them are adults. 
More than 800 children were 
served at the kitchen in October, 
but that fell to 275 in November. 
KITSAULT 
, Moving house takes on 
a new meaning as miners' 
homes come south ,  • 
FEATUREII.:. A5 
L 
, i 
ON STRIKE 
, Monica Peacock 
cuts loose at the local 
alley to .post a per- 
sonal best, 
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THE SCHOOL district has received $84,400 from the provincial 
government for a school unch program. 
It has been earmarked for Clarence Michiel Elementary School, but 
schools superintendent Frank Hamilton said it will be spread to as 
many schools as possible. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society has been running a soup 
kitchen that is feeding students. 
It wants to work out a deal with the district o supply the lunches. 
"]'HE PROVINCIAL government has officially rejected a $63 million 
proposal to build a deep sea port at Kitimat. 
Economic development minister Dave Zirnhelt said it can't support a 
port at Kitimat untilthe one at Prince Rupert is used to its fullest capac- 
ity. Studies also found the Kitimat proposal would harm fish habitat. 
F~CMP ARE increasing their patrols of forest service recreation areas 
to stop vandalism. 
The move follows damage done to several sites over the May long 
weekend. Hit hardest was the Exstew site after a crowd of 400 gathered 
for a weekend party. 
AREA NATIVES have announced plans for a commercial inland 
fishery. 
They'll be catching pink and sockeye under a trial arrangement 
organized by federal fisheries. The arrangement includes the Tsim- 
shian, the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en, the Gitanyow and the Babine 
Lake band. Total possible catch is 150,000 sockeye and 200,000 pinks. 
THERE'S GOING to be another review of Alcan's Kemano Comple- 
tion Project. This time the provincial government wants to review its 
promise for a publicreview of  the project. 
Alcan spent $600 million on the $1 billion project before shutting 
down construction i 1991. 
That followed a federal court decision which threw out a deal Alcan 
struck in 1987 with the federal and provincial governments. 
LOCAL SAWMILL spokesmen are happy the lengthy pulp strike's 
over. 
Skeena Sawmills had sent its employees home on a two-week holiday 
shutdown while Skeena Cellulose had been operating only its planer. 
Skeena Cellulose stopped logging after there was no place to send its 
chips. 
DOCTORS HERE, in Kitimat and in Smithers walked out for a day to 
"protest plans by the provincial government to cap their fees. 
There was a 100 per cent participation rate here, with the exception of 
those on vacati0n or•0n •duty for essential services. 
The province wants to limit doctors' fees to $1.27 billion. 
TENDEr CONSTRUCTION of Surrey has been given the contract to 
build a new Community correctional centre. 
The $1.635 million project is going up adjacent to the B.C. Hydro 
building. It'll replace the old motel now being used. 
[~JILDING PERMIT permit values in the city have already doubled 
the figure for all of 1991. 
Just under$14 million worth of permits were issued to the end of 
June compared to $6 million in 1991. 
It's the same story in Thomhili with $1.98 million in residential 
permits given out to the end of June. Construction values in 1991 were 
$1.25 million. + : ' 
PEOPLE IGNORING =sprinkling restrictions could have their water 
l l l l l  +*++: ..... ;._+ " ++~! 
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'"l"~at ~/t'rhiii cam~"0uf'of'ctt~/hall a~ t li~ gulllhi~i~df6~igh{ is r@idly 
cuthng mto the g abihty to have ~nough water o~"ff~i[if f~dr"~m'~['genct~. 
LAKELSE LAKE residents Michael Bowen-Colthurst and Murray 
Hamer were among the people who battled severe floodwaters at 
,ACTs OF vandalism have A 
dropped by more:than half in _ _  UGUST 
June compared to the same period 
IT-WAS A dismal year for mushroom pickers like Rick Shaw. 
High prices lured pickers from across Canada, but few 
mushrooms appeared due to the dry summer and early frosts. 
in 1992 - 
Only:30 :'acts. were reported 
compared While 70were reported 
one,year ago. : . " 
' RcMP ~rime prevention officer 
Jamie Pmticante attributed some 
of fhe decline tothe chamber of 
commerce's new Vandal":Watch 
program. 
I t  offers rewards in return for 
information leading to the arrest 
and conviction of vandalsi 
THE NASS VALLEY celebrated the raising of a new totem pole 
in Gitwinkslhlkw (formerly Canyon City). It was the first such pole 
A LOCAL RCMP officer who 
shot at a mechanical moose last 
year has been found "guilty of 
nighthunting with the aid of a 
light . . . .  
• Cpi. Rick ~, Senft was fined 
$1i500 and his hunting rife for- 
feited/ 
: His hunting' partner, Terry 
Drake Jr., was. also fined $1,500 
but his rifle was not forfeited. 
-+A+aN'~W+ noim/, bonlxohcbp-law 
has been put in place for the rural 
• area sun'oundingTerrace. .: 
Violators face a fine of at least 
the lake in September after heavy rains that month. The flooding 
was near the level of the infamous Flood of '78. 
will be based ontheXull 4.5 per 
Federal and provincial officials 
said they were disappointed Tal- 
stra left the meeting. 
, i :AN INFORMAL needle ex- 
change here hasn't met with a lot 
0f.deifiand. 
Skeena health unit medical 
health officer Dr. David Bower-  
ing said only two or three,people 
have exchange used needles for 
new ones. 
,• Theprogram is part of an •effort 
• t0! prevent the spread of HIV or 
• other diseases. 
TERgACE FIRE chief Bob  
Beekett is unhappy •with the 
amount of money the province 
gives out for firefighter t aining. 
It's only $38 a head per year 
compared to the $500 allocated 
for training of police officers. 
The provincial contribution is 
less than thatof the city, Beckett 
added. 
He said there is. also morn 
firefightcr training available in 
southern B.C. then there is in the 
north. 
NORTHWEST RESIDENTS 
don't want their hospital services 
to decline. 
People in Terrace, Kitimat find 
Prince Rupert delivered that mes- 
sage to a review team touring the 
northwest to look at hospital up- 
/,f 
$100 for afirst time offence and a cent . . . . . . .  CONSTRUCTION ON an addi- i-:': 
finefences.Of $250 for subsequent of- BUILDIING PERMIT+ ~'~ ': values:' ' hasti°nstarted.t° the T rrace-Kitimat irport ~ 
The by-law bans "persistent or have topped the previous' 'best The 6,500 square foot addition i: :: 
unreasonable noise" including year total of $15 million in 1990. will cost $2.054 million, bringing : : 
loud music, loud parties, barking And with four months to go to about a large passenger Waiting : ~ 
dogs and noisy vehicles, the end of 1992, city permits 
director Bob Lafleu is predicting area and an indoor baggage cl~iim :~ 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS are the final tally will hit $25 million, area. The contractor is Wayne Wat-" ;if 
looking into the idea of having Housing starts account for $9 - son Construction of Prince !i 
one dump serving Kitimat, million, the bulk of which come George. • • / 
Thornhill and Terrace. from 61 single family homes el- There is also some recycling in- • i,: 
Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney thor completed of underway, volved. Parts for a baggage con . . . .  : 
said one dump could save money, 
particularly with new waste MAYOR JACK Talstra walked veyor belt were last used at the 
regulations coining into effect. • oiit:~0f a meeting on the Nisga'a airport in Victoria. 
land claim,, saying he couldn't .... .
NON-UNION and managers at abideby areqnest to keep its con- FEWER STUDENTS + found i>-~ 
the city have come up with a dif- tents a secret . . . . . . .  
ferent kind of pay increase. The meeting was held by jobs this year than last, say stu- ,.':'+ 
While they have agreed to a 4.5' provincial and federal land claims dent employment centre workers. 
per cent increase, they Will only ncgutiat0rsto gi3'~ information on .They .said. the. :esrly summer . . . .  
ad  g g . . . .  Y . . . . . . . .  . . . .  get half of'the amount. : . oaf tO " ive th~ HiS a'a a sa pulp mitt strike oampeneo spena- 
~, .Th~+:_cl.eal.:~ensugf~,: .etr)p!9.yees on resource development, mg plans oy local ousmesses. 
• . ,  . ' .  • ' ,  ~ , l l l : J~ . |O  ; ~ ~ < ) P, h l l  t won't lq~,+llxtb+arg+pd+!g+g~9#+td " TaY+i/a'[al~[dl[+o~il~+ +~' f f  .~ '.:r~++ ~h~+ ~,itff..atl+n'.'~ag i+'faced 
ill the future. "' " he could not rep0i't back to city -'~dy .~lhaSiiff~ lh:.dfii6i ~ .fii~th+~gt 
That's because their+increases, residenls, . . .L~ . . . .  :~,:.. . ,~ ,  l°~!i°ns" ~ 
fall nomination meeting but put 
that--off until,:.next,,year to be 
closer to the federal election. 
YOUNG PEOPLE lured to the 
Nass Valley in hopes of earmng 
big money. +picking. ':: pine 
mushrooms aren't having lfiuch 
luck. • " '~ • 
The  summer's drought .has cut 
back on the crop. 
A lot of the young people' also 
paid $1,000 to a lower mainland 
company with the expectation of 
striking it rich. 
• . . , , . . . '  
SEPTEMBER . . . .  
erations. City officials' wanted to make 
But there were disagreements sure there was enough water in 
-about where regional services case there was an emergency. 
should be located. THE REFORM, party .in the 
northwest says. eight ~ people are 
THE DRIVER of a tankertruck interested in being its :candidate 
that crash and spilled 10,000 gal- in the next federal election; ..... 
Ions of paving oil in the Skeena And the number of member in 
River has been chaiged with the Skeena ridhtg has doubled 
speeding. 
The man received a $125 fine over the past year to 550. The party had been planning a 
after the tanker unit separated 
from his rig upstream of 
Gitwangak Aug. 27. OCTOBER Health officials warned Terrace 
residents to limit water consump- 
tion until the liquid passed the . 
city's intake pipes. THE ;.CHAMBER of corn- 
MORE THAN 'a dozen merce has decided to remain 
householders were fnedand the neutral during the referendum 
water supply to one cut off during debate. 
this summer'ssprinkling uracil- Itdidn't have time to poll the' 
• membership to find out what if 
they favour the 'yes' or 'no' Side, 
said chamber executive Sharon 
Tay!or. 
A PETITION drive has started 
to build a new animal shelter. • 
There's no  point in fixing. UP 
the 28-year-old existing one, says 
petition organizer Marilyn 
Brown. 
Plans for a new shelter would 
double the size. of dog runs from :' 
12 to':24 andfthere would bc  :at 
least 20 stainlesslstecl,catcagesi- ~ 
The new shelter would also be 
double the size of the existing 
one. 
"FIRED AND dejected young 
mushroom pickers are leaving the 
Nass Valley. 
Afflicted by a drought hat cut 
back on the crop and embittered 
by promises of wealth, a few 
haveneeded the help of the social 
services ministry.t0 get home. 
A lot of young people paid 
$1,000 to a lowermainland com- 
pany in return for the expectation 
pleted. . .. -.i ~,.: 
THE CITY'~ four:big retailers 
have •been cha'rged i ;with "b~ing 
open on a statutory holiday, i ,. ~ 
Canada Safeway, KM' aft, over- 
waitea and Woolwortk were • 
charged under a'section of:: the 
Holiday Shoppmg :Regulatton 
Act. 
That permits smaller stores to 
be open on statutory holidays but 
prohibits larger ones fr6m doing 
SO.  " .+  + :i~ ', ' + " - 
Conviction Carries a. fne of nol 
more than $!0,000. 
TER~CE JOINED the rest of 
B.C. +.in rejecting- the Chariot- 
itet0wn AcCordi ~:' '.:~  ::'~ , i ~ ( !;.~ ' 
+:".The acc0rd~/as~oun~e/ii:by 72 
per c6itt-~f'.thos6"i~ho"th~ out 
to vote in 'thelSkeed/f ~ ~difi~ Oct. 
26. 
Skecna NDP MP Jim Fuitonila 
supporterof the' deal,'says, Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney, frill 
have tosoon call an election as a 
result . . . . . . .  ; . -  
Residents of the Nass "Valley 
were among the few placesin the 
northwes~ to favour the :proposed 
changes. : i ...... . 
AN OPEN HOUSE:to give in- 
formation, on the iNisga a land 
claim turned into an open argu - 
down. 
A drought caused city Officials 
to limit the amount of sprinkling. •
Those found in violation were 
ordered repay a $20 fine within ' 
48 hours or have their water cut 
off. 
~ : ~ ~  i "~ .;¢2 money, meat between federal and provin- of training and big 
/x+;'/~ • / ~ ~ , ~ ~  A/GRoUP OF Kitselas Band : The:i'ederai goverfiment won't :. ~ ~i~!; . • +: " " ~'%W :~':' " " 
,.. . " .,:: members u.nha.ppy with,the .way s ign  animp0rtant document re- 
. . . . . . . . .  metr councn rs govemmg nave luted to the'clai/fi ~ ~ • ' i ' ,  
~. f .  - ,!:~ ?.:.~f:~i!:~iq.iii:i~i.., abandoned thesr efforts to • force It fi/st'~/ant/the~i~rbVhice to say 
-' ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ '  .~ .  resignatioffs;/. , ......... -.." .~ i i. :} ,'i ...'iin,wdting,that~.It:]ms:made~b~t 
~ ~ "  ~ . . . .  TbeyH~;"Insle M •.,wait. ar next  '~ . . . .  effom;, ;':~il~f"ab66i~ ~e i :c la lmt  s 
. . . .  +~I  June when elections are schedub with those who will be affected 
' ~ S ~ ed, says Ran Nyce who acted as a by a settlement. 
~ i~ ~: ~,~ll spokesman for the group, .. That document is the interim 
~i}~i :~ i :~ i ! !~~~2~ .+ ": :.,+The g,roup, says,.thC, .council protection measures agreement, I  
' man t till<el advantage "Ot~lmUSing :"~, ~vtll +~iVe ~t~N6:~,/,'a : i, i~v~ln 
raising in the community in more than a century. Thepole was':"m0ney ahd . . . . . . .  "WaS;'::resp ° i~ ib le~f~r~:T+ . . . . /r~ou~'~e b '-'=~.~=~, u.~e . pending."-a:..""~;final 
made by Nisga'a carver Alver TaR. delays in having new homes com. settlement ofthe claim;i:~::; ' /: :~ +:  
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1992: The Year in Review 
' NOVEMBER 
THE THORNHILL tree nursery says it is winding up planting opera- 
tions beginning next year. 
iDemand for seedlings has dropped as planting has now caught up 
~/ith a backlog, says nursery owner Pacific Regeneration Technologies. 
'/i The nursery was one of eight sold by the province in 1988. Five jobs 
i~ie affected as is a substantial mount of seasonal employment. 
-i ~NIONIZED TEACHERS aregrieving an additional five minutes of 
class time every day. 
'))The minutes were added by the school district o meet education min- 
Jstryrequirements forthe school year. Teachers ay those extra minutes 
.~hould be negotiated and that they should be paid for them. 
T~LEOION building here could be closed if more  members don't 
tii rn Out for its events and more ccash generated tomeet expenses. 
:~ Past branch president Peter Crompton said not a lot o f  people are 
aware that memberships are available to those who do not have a mili- 
~ry background or who aren't related to those who do. 
:FREE" LUNCHES are now being distributed to needy students at 
Clarence Miehiel and E.T. Kenney schools. 
- Money for the lunches comes from the provincial govermnent and the 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society has the contract. It's delivering a
minimum 100 cold lunches each school day. 
SHELL  CANADA will bc storing its products at the expanded Im- 
perial Oil bulk plant here. 
:! The company said sharing storage facilities is common in order to 
/"each economies of scale. Shell and Imperial Oil will be shipping their 
~'~o'~]i~ct n by  rall from Alberta instead of having it barged up from 
-vancoi.~ver.. 
I~'SECOND staff lawyer will be hired at the Lax Ghels Coramunity 
iLaw Centre here. That means help Terry Brown, the centre's only law- 
yer now working there. 
% ~i~l~it ,neons an end to the practice of flying up lawyers from Van- 
,:Ci~v~i t0 help out. 
A legal infornmtion counsellor and a part time legal secretary will 
also be hired. They'll work in the Nass Valley. 
~bCAL  LOGGING practices are being examined by two consulting 
: companies. 
: . Their probe, paid for by the provincial government, follows those 
doi~k!'eiSewliere in the province. Approximately 90 cutblocks have been 
si~id~:~6d in the northwest. 
;,_, b 
WILL receive a hiring preference during construction of 
Orenda Forest Products pulp and paper mill. 
probably won't be a quota system set up, says a spokesman 
truction company selected for the project. 
. . . . . . . . .  okesman said there will be plenty of opportunity for other 
:in the area. 
)NOMIC development officer Peter Monteith met with a 
e in a Seattle washroom. 
e to drum'up tourist business, Monteith was held up. He 
robber as being very polite. 
THE ICE', the oldest pole at Gitsnyow (formerly Kitwan- 
• cool) has been taken down for safekeeping. 
. .  it's'at least 130 years old and has been threatened by wind storms. 
" ;.i)~e house.that owns the pole has-commissioned a-replacement It's 
' ,~.~;5,e.~,.qlg.~l to b_ecomp, l~ted,~cxt.y, car.k ! '"  . . . .  : '~ :"/~i.'i' ... 
RENEWED CALLS were made fo ra  shelter for the city's home- 
less people after local native woman Daisy' Wesley froze to death 
on a vacant city lot. That's anti-poverty advocate Gerry,King bes- 
ide the tarp where she and her husband lived. 
A PROVINCIAL review of hos- 
pitals in Terrace, Kit,mat and 
Prince Rupert suggests they don't 
need more money. 
What they do nccd, the review 
says, is to operate more efficient- 
ly with the money they have al- 
ready. 
Northern hospitals had their 
budgets frozen this spring. For 
Mills Memorial, that meant cut- 
ting the equivalent of 11 full time 
jobs. 
The review also said there 
should be more community based 
health services. 
N ISGA'A  LAND claim negoti- 
ators have finally released an im- 
portant agreement. 
The interim protection 
measures agreement gives the 
Nisga'a a say in resource devel- 
opment in their claim territory 
leading up to a final settlement. 
Final signatures on the agree- 
ment had been held up because of 
DECEMBER 
The agreement is in effect until 
September or until an agreement 
in principle on the claim has been 
negotiated. 
RECYCLING FUTURE hcre 
looks bleak after city council de-' 
cided to stop subsidizing rent on a 
building used as a depot by the 
Skeena Valley Recycling Society. 
Society spokesman Frank 
Donahue said the city made the 
right decision because it contrib- 
uted more than its fair share. 
As well, prices for glass and tin 
have also dropped, forcing the 
society to pay for the items to bc 
shipped away. 
Donahue said the society will 
work on having people the other 
two 'R'S ~ reducing and reusing. 
PROVINCIAL MINES and on- 
a ,spat between the federal and ergy minister Anne Edwards wFnt 
provincial govermnents.' to Korea=and Japan to/l~elp ,~ro- 
. . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c . " - - ,~  ' -  q . .  2 ' - , :~q , . ' , .  ~,:'~ 
mote a planned copper smelter in 
Kit,mat. 
PRM Resources has been work- 
ing on the proposal for four years, 
but has yet to secure financing. 
The size of thc planned smelter 
has increased over the years, from 
150,000 tonnes a year to 200,000 
tonues. 
The price has also increased, to 
$550 million. 
NORTHWEST MAYORS say 
they want more say in how land 
claims are negotiated. 
Although the mayors now meet 
regularly with provincial negotia- 
tors, they say they area't getting 
details of what is going on. 
And they Want money from the 
provincial government to pay for 
studies they can use. 
The mayors ay they want a fair 
QUEENSWAY AREA rcsi- 
dcnts arc worried when rail traffic 
blocks their only access out, 
That could mean trouble if there 
is an emergency, they say. 
Fears were raised in October 
wheu a father tried to take his son 
to the hospital. 
The fatller perfonued mouth to 
mouth resuscitation on his son 
until tracks cleared. 
Residents have now presented 
the regional district with a peti- 
tion. They want D0onnan road 
re-opened. 
FOREST SERVICE officials 
are busy figuring out how much 
wood is left to cut in the North 
Kalnm area. 
That'll lay the grmmdwork for 
any adjustments in yearly logging 
totals. 
Forest service officials say 
they'll be an opportunity for pub- 
lic'comment before results of the 
,dca!s that recogpize other pcopl~ review are sent to the chief foxest- 
who hve m the noztliWe~t. - cr. , . • • ~-, . . . .  
t 
Id  . ' i  
!:;k 
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Electric 
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All West 
. . . . . . . .  oy ;on i Gary Mac ,v &5  
i : TolsecCa a Ltd. 
Mr, Mikes 
A special 
thanks to all 
the 
volunteers 
and parents 
for the 
donation of 
their time 
and effort. 
Red Carpet 
Hill Top 
Pizza Hut 
Jon's Photo Studio 
Tim Hortons 
Sundance Sports (Roy Long) 
OTHERS: . . . . .  , 
Trim Line Graphics 
Wilkinson Business 
Pan Pacific 
Machine 
I HELP O URJg!J2SFASONWASA TREMENDOUS UCCESS! 
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CONTIIOLLED 
Special thanks to 
all our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
isooner officially started 
when ih~'city:iwaslhit by a snow storm. 
Weli , ' ihat'S not particularly surprising. 
After all; snow is part of  winter. 
Fortunately, we all received ample warn- 
ing of  Mother Nature's attack. Although 
the local weather office scaled down its 
original forecast of the depth the snow 
would reach, even the revised version was 
enough to make prepare most people for 
the worst. 
Sure enough, right on schedule the snow 
started to fall...and fall...and fall. 
That was the same night a relative was 
due to fly in here for Christmas. 
Not surprisingly, he got diverted to 
Prince Rupert. Delays in getting buses 
moving from there and lousy road eondi- 
tions en route contributed to his arrival in 
our fair c i ty  being delayed until past 2 
a.m., seven hours late. 
During those seven hours, it continued to 
snow.  
Now, when .you know someone has to 
drive out to the airport to pick up a visitor, 
you tend to pay special attention to some- 
no 
rprise 
" : 177 
- :  [ 
similar storm the previous December -- al- 
most a year ago to the day- ,w i th  similar 
results. 
The year before that a storm on the first 
weekend of  the same month paralyzed the 
city. 
None of  these snowfalls were record 
breakers. 
The 1992 city budget set aside almost a 
quarter of  a million dollars for "winter  
maintenance' '. 
Given the paltry amount of snow the city 
experienced between Jan. 1, 1992 and the 
arrival of Spring, that budget had been far 
from exhausted. So a lack of money can't 
be blamed for the failure to effectively 
tackle the snow. 
Incidentally, at the risk of stating the ob- 
vious, that budget comes from tax dollars 
provided by people who live on the streets 
that disappeared under the snow. 
Now, if there is something so radically 
wrong with the city's system that it is 
simply incapable of  dealing with predict- 
able acts of  nature, let's admit it and find a 
different way of  doing things that might 
work. 
thing like snow. , Which brings to mind past alderman 
. "As the~'time"dt~agged~on~ th%sn0~!i~ot~:,~,DaVidHull,,sddea:~0~.hirin~'~i.esl'de'nts~wtth 
nee er  ano  me s t reet  o~ U le teL  - .~  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  - ,  ' ' ' , p . . . . .  g q .:; ..:: ,:, > ,>. pmugn-equtppea #x,m-to carry out pretty 
Yha([i~ig~d/~il im is;the problem. ............. bas ic  snow-c lear ingof  streets unt i l  nit} 
At no t ime during those hours was the 
stillness disturbed by  the sound of  the 
city's snow clearing equipment. 
Predictably, the snow had aehieved an  
impressive depth by morning. Now dig: 
ging yoursel f  out of  your own dr iveway 
goes wi ththe territory. 
But having to  then dig your way out of 
your street? 
Not that  any of this is new. Therewas  a 
crews could arrive. 
. : :His logic was the streets would at least be 
passable in  the interval. 
The idea was shot down and for a number 
of  good reasons including legal liability 
problems. 
But, the longer it takes our city fathers to 
sort Out what is a perimnial problem, the 
better Hull 's idea, or some variation o f  it, 
beg ins  to look. 
A rig:ht Royal response 
When I wrote two months ago 
about my quest for a Royal KIVIG 
standard manual typewriter,~ I did 
s0 to fill my 450 word • space. I 
never expected tofill a room. 
At the sametime; I ran a want 
ad in the local swap sheet, as well 
as a four weekend in The Western 
'Producerl - ;, '.,' 
I didn't get a/single response 
from :'the; Western Producer ad, 
'"°"' I / / , "  Bifocals by  Claudet te  Sandeck i  
except f0r a Terrace man who had Sure, maybe these, owners no 
read both the Producer ad and my longer needed these manuals. 
column~ From the swap sheet ad, Maybe they've replaced them 
n0ta Call, with an electronic typewriter or a 
But dhe column generated computer, making themanuais 
eleven.~.0ffers o f  typewriters, obsolete in their family. 
• Eight:,ofJhem:,~for:freer i~ ema~ Could; ~ i  t °°,'they !re: keen to 
chines ~i'ifstandards'i eight were: free: up a'isquare foot of shelf 
poi.tabi~:.,i~i:/[There< i ~vere 7 five : space.' Still, the:intrii~sic, value Of 
: Remihgt~n~i[tW6 :"Royals, a. Reli--these:typewti~iremaifis, And to 
abld a Webster an Etoma and : someone who Can ut them to • . , :  . . , . .  , . . . . . .  , P , 
elecirie IBM 0f the old fashioned ' good use(they're a magnammous 
kindwith~ re-usableribbon. ' - 'g i lL"  ' ~. : - 
your household?" we'd learn al- 
most every home harbours at 
least one manual. It may be 
stashed away. On a back shelf in 
a closet. Since 1965. But the 
resulLq of my search Suggest that, 
, l i ke  VCR's ,  sk idoos ,  and  
procrastinators, every home has 
one. ,~ ' .  ' " " 
Manuals have excellent resale 
potential. This. couldbe fuelled 
by lheir giveaway prices. Nomat- 
ter. Once advertised, they sell 
All were in good working con- The willingness of these folk to faster than" chalnsaws after Hurri- 
cane Andrew dition Several, though easily fifty part with their typewriters tells • . .  . . .  , . . . 
" "" : ' - - " me' the'are not  as>at'-d'-d '^ ~znce tats experience has ShOWn .:years oini were an zip-top snape . ... # . ,,, ,~ ,,, . .o  . .  ~-  . . . . .  • . . . . .  
reflectingyears of careful use and , theirs :a~i'I was to mine. I had a many om iasmoneo mmg s Sun 
' " ~ ""  ~ . . . . . . . .  Ste . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  exist, if one only knew where, maintenance., ~: , ~ ' , .: adfast rule, Keep Your Cotton . . .. . . . .  
~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ : ::.. ' ..,.X Pickln~,Hands offm" Ro"ai there are -more ooso~ete mmgs r~one~-, • were ,- moue l  . I k lv lu  - • ~s ~' ~, • , . 
- '<" : - "  " : . . . . .  " When oul dau-'-'e-s ""e-e ' I m looking to replace. A manual l~oyals, unfortunately. . - gut  ~ . w ~ a ,  oo  . . . .  . . . .  
thetr tee s come grinner. An an mem~ anp 
: Since mv;iad/a,neared in the ' n and had acquired more . . . . . .  " • 
• coffeemaker .... ' 
Besides  tarc00rt  and his mini.Ster3 
'beingdepor .d t  tort)ore 
IlK0t0 see ppen In .'..,.. 
Ti premier 
to quell infighting 
VICTORIA I feel gener- 
ous today and will give 
Premier Harcourt some gratu- 
itous advice, before the last 
traces of the Christmas pirit 
leave me. 
My advice is this: take the 
. : l ,q , .  !~ J ' c )  O | |~ l lV¢ ' ( ) i  
iJa~,e'9'~ntt~ke a 16'~k~what.it 
says under Office of the 
Premier and Executive Coun- 
Cil Operations. 
See the first line? Right. 
Premier ~Hareourt ,  
Honourable Mike. Read it 
again and repeat after me: "I  
am the premier." Say it again. 
Hey, that wasn't so bad. Now 
go and act like one. 
Some of the goings on in the 
premier's inner eirele lead me 
to believe that either Harcourt 
himself or a few people 
around him need to be 
reminded who is the boss. 
The trouble with power, 
which a premier undoubtedly 
has, is that too many people 
want to share it. And when the 
boss isn't looking or doesn't 
want to look, civil wars break. 
out over who controls what 
turf. 
There have been a number of 
territorial skirmishes in the 
premier's office and the first 
• bodies have been sent honie in 
bags. 
Out of the blue, a few weeks 
back, Bard Znbyk, director of 
communications for the NDP 
caucus, quit. So did Marcus 
Davis, the premier's peech 
writer. 
My sources have been very 
coy about he affair. For one 
thing, they don't wantto end 
up inthe firing line them- 
selves, for another, they are 
reluctant to talk beforeZubyk 
and Davis get their severance 
package. 
But one thingis dear: they 
didn't jura p outthe window, 
!hey were pushed. And in 
return for getting any sort of 
financial' settlement, they had 
to agree not to talk to. yours 
0 ' - '~  
,', , " . , ;  ( 
From the 
-Capital 
 ,y,,.  Der,t ever, . . . .  , . , ,  
- t 
truly or anyone lse, for that 
matter. And lest the henchmen 
get any funny ideas, I didn't 
talk to them. 
As far as I can piece the 
story together, the two were 
the first victims, and probably 
not the last, of a power strug- 
gle between three warlords in 
the premier's office. 
The three are Linda Baker, 
principal secretary to the 
premier; George Ford, deputy 
minister to the premier and 
cabinet secretary; and Doug 
Me.Arthur, chief of the cabinet 
planning Secretariat. 
When different factions 
struggle for power and in- 
fluence, one of the weapons 
• they wield is blame. Whenever 
something oes wrong, fingers 
are pointed and heads roll. 
I can only guess what cost 
Zubyk:his job, but I suspect 
that his excellent relations 
with ieauens, particularly the 
NDP backbenchers, had some- 
thingto do with it. 
As for Davis, Iama loss. As 
far as I could see, he wrote ex- 
cel lent speeehes. If they didn't 
# 
/',L, 
premier, in an uncharacteristic: 
attack of decisiveness, put h i s :  iii ! 
foot down and said enough is h 
enough. " 
I would advise the premier to . ~'i 
take a few more self-assurance 
pills and put an end to thein- 
fighting in his office.Failure, ~
to do so will almost certainly., . 
have undesirable con- ( 
sequences, like a rebellious !~ 
caucus .  ~ 
Harcourt has a huge back 7 _ <!' 
bench with a lot of talent on  ': 
his hands and, so far, they've 
acted like good foot soldiers,. ' 
doing what's expected of 
them, but that could change 
fast. 
I have heard some very ., : 
ominous rumblings among the : 
backbenchers, particularly ~ 
those representing interior aild ,, i! 
northern ridings when Zubyk~ 
was pushed out. They didn .t?! 
like it one bit. 
Zubyk is an old hand at the7 ~: 
game of politics,, having ,::~ [ 
se~ed in a similar capacity: in' " 
the Ottawa jungle. He had a~i ,I ~i. 
keen understanding What it~ :.: : 
have the desired results, it had takes to keep.a rural MLA in.!;~ . ~7 
• more.to with the.delivery, ~ .  good standing, with~.ihis.cOn - ,!~ 
notoriouslylacklu'Sterin the st#iients, om ething~iUipf!i ~, , ~ '~ 
case of Harcourt, thanthe BakBr,Fordi!ivleArthei".e( al ~i i 
wridng: : " ' 
But then, doing a good job 
has nothing to. do with becom- 
ing a fall guy. Andy Orr, the 
premier's press secretary, is
excellentathisjob, as any of 
colleagues will admit, but he 
almost perished in one of the 
inter-office skirmishes: 
I'm told (not bY on') that he 
could In't Cven,beginiog-rasp~ 
By the end of this ~/car,:tlab/[ 
NDP is approaching t[ie hdl(  
way:mark of i~.ferml and Har- 
court had better give some,~ 
thought to his government's" 
future. - 
The last thing he or any: othler 
politic!an, for that matter, . . 
needs Is a bunch of power-. [il 
su.ryivledqn!Y.because the crazy sycophants. _ :; ,! 
A wHfflP..Y~AS. I~LLOWEE, U [ SI~E'$ I~01" LoO~I~(,-, ] 
/t~IDA WHI~E ~ ,A,qDA WHIg'El .'~RI4ARDT0 t l ' Y~J  
I 
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Home sweet home, twice 
TERRACE ~ It was one of the 
better deals Rex Rema has made. 
For approximately $30,000 
each (excluding property costs), 
he ended up with two modular 
homes complete with basements. 
The 24by 44 foot homes came 
fr0m Kitsault, part of 54 pur- 
chased by a Calgary real estate 
ComPanY.. 
Rema and wife Sherry heard 
Other than the fire damage the 
Remas did very little to the two 
homes. They did take out oil 
furnaces and install natural gas 
ones. 
Style Realty Ine of Calgary 
came across the Kitsauit homes in 
1991 while looking for ways tO 
put he,  sing in a mobile home 
park it owns in Fort St. John, ex- 
plains spokesman Herb Styles. 
about  the homes as a result of a "We were originally looking 
newspaper, article several years 
ago. 
! They made a couple of phoue 
calls, drove up to Kitsault, chose 
thctw0 homes and brought hem 
down in late 1991. 
' "We had the sccond and third 
homes to come out," said Rema. 
The  Rcmas became interested 
because they .wanted a place for 
Rcx,s ,no,her that was close to 
where they lived. 
i lEach of the two homes was 
divided into two and placed into 
storage. 
A deliberately set fire a ycar 
ago severely damaged one of the 
halves. 
~! ' I t  was stripped down to the 
outside Siding and the two by four 
Walls," Said Rcma in describing 
,what was 'need to repair the 
damage. 
.... Rema's  mothcr moved into her 
hom e in April and Rex and 
Sherry into their h0mc in June. 
~!. t 'We..must have had 5,000 
people through to take a look. In 
th '. ri in, in the mud, it didn't triat- 
tcr," said Rema of the interest in 
their new homes while construc- 
t ion was going on. 
for some double wide mobile 
homes. We heard there was a 
young fellow who had an option 
at Kitsault, flew into Prince 
Rupert and then into Kitsault," 
said Styles. 
"We then found all of the 
modular homes• and were able to 
make a deal," he added. 
Styles said they were in good 
shape although would have 
deteriorated if they .were not 
moved. 
"We brought 20 or more of 
those homes into the Terrace 
area. The others went up the line 
Smithers, Vanderhoof and 
elsewhere. There's 11 left," 
Styles said. 
They are now stored at 
Kitwanga iu a large open field. 
• Style Realty bought all of the 
modular homes at Kitsault. Al- 
though there are a number of 
wood frame homes left, taking 
those out would be a more dif- 
ficult proposition, said Styles. 
The entire Kitsault townsite in- 
trigues Styles because of the pos- 
sibility of doing something there. 
"We think there's some real 
opportunities," said Styles. 
Mine closed when ore price dropped 
FROM KITSAULT TO THORNHILL came two modular homes bought and put on basement foun- 
dations by Rex and Sherry Rema. They say the homes, empty for the past 10 years when the mine 
in Kitsault closed, met their expectations and that there has been a lot of interest in them. 
Home care 
exists here 
Dcar Sir: 
In your article regarding 
"Hospital Wage Theory", Ter- 
race Staudard, Nov. 25, 1992, 
the statement pertaining to the 
difficulty of the 87 year old 
lady is valid, if shc is from out 
of town. 
However, there appears to be 
an error ill the connneut,  nOl le  
solution would bc homcbascd 
care, but that hasn't shown up 
yet in Terrace...." 
Iu fact, since 1974 Terrace 
Home Support Services has 
beeu au active and growiug 
program. Today there are 120 
clients being served. Meals on 
Wheels and Alert Line pro- 
grams currently serve an addi- 
tional 2.5 clients. 
In addition, there is a home 
care nursing program and a 
connnuaity physiotherapist 
program both fuuded by Con- 
tinuing Carc. The City of Ter- 
race subsidizes the Handi Dart 
bus service to further assist 
those with special needs. 
Finally, consideration should 
bc given to the large uumbcr of 
family members, friends and 
volunteers who understand the 
need for Home care and havc 
risen to meet that challcnge. 
Thank you for the 0P" 
portunity to clarify this matter 
of homebased care. 
Mike Beausoleil, 
Administrator, 
Terrace and District Com- 
munity Services Society 
Kitsault sleep lasting for 10 years...[ SPCA, vets earn 
TERRACE - -  The search for 
ore in northern B.C. has taken 
man into every nook and cranny 
~--"looking for and then mining 
hatever will sell. 
It's been a harsh search, 
engiueering studies resulted in a 
1980 decision to renew develop- 
mcnt and Amax committed $60 
million to build a townsite and 
mine the ore once again. 
In terms of modem 
rewarding those who succeed and megaprojects, he inveslment may 
Fmishing those who do not. not have been large. 
'!:dPoikets have civilization have But Amax's investment was a 
sprung:up  only to disappear continued sign of the develop- 
~henevcr the ore or the luck rune ment of the northern part of the 
.~'  .. ~ , " ",~ . "~, '  , !~"  .: ~ .  , k ~ ] 
, out. ~ ~ ~., ~ vrovmce, ',nlaclng Kitsadlr  up 
~.~In ~some~ cases, such as Stewart- ,- there with'Cassiar and Granisle in 
:rt~. H . . . .~. - :  r ,  ~ . , 
or Granisle, the people remain be- the resource xtraction business. 
~adse there have been otherways The new mine opened in 1981' 
to make a living. : and Kitsault became home to 
In other cases, such as Cassiar, 
forced migration has taken 
:: i :; i~ place. 
,~ ~ ,;LOne example of the lancr is Kit- 
il i sat'it, located on Alice Ann north 
of the Nass River mouth. 
i ~The 0re found there was molyb- 
denum, a hard and gray metallic 
~Icmcnt used to toughen alloy 
~i!'~Tht been two mines at Kit- 
:: ~hulti Tiic first began in 1968 and 
/:was"opcratcd by Kennecott Cop- 
~cr ulttil ii Closed ill 1972. 
~;~That property lay dormant for a 
~car until purchased by Amax, an 
~merican company which then 
more than 400 miners and their 
families. 
It closed a year later, a victim of 
falling "molybdenum prices which 
couldn't sustain the very ex- 
peusive job of keeping a town op- 
crating and of providing profits to 
the company. 
Kitsault has sat ever since with 
a caretaker couple looking after 
what was left behind. 
In addition to homes, Kitsault 
had a hospital, shopping centre, 
school and recreation facilities. 
It's become an interesting part 
of northern B.C. with rumours 
popping up every once in awhile 
ful to divide the ore from the 
townsite. The former is an asset, 
the latter is a puzzle. 
It doesn't cost much to keep ore 
in the ground, but it is costing 
Amax each year to keep moth- 
balled the homes and facilities. 
" I  think that's a little too 
drastic of a statement," says 
Campbell when asked if the 
,own'site is for sale. 
o{,,We., a'ren't .a'ctix'el~ a t'r~fiig ' 'ib 
s~li:ihd pi0perty, b~t" ahyihiiig ig 
fo r  sale at the right price." 
"We've  been keeping the ser- 
vices going and in good condi- 
tion. We've looked at options 
from time to time. It 's pretty ex- 
pensive to keep," Campbell said. 
Various ideas and proposals for 
the townsite have floated from 
time to time. 
It's not often that an instant 
town with appropriate facilities 
and easy access to the sea can be 
found. 
And it's not often that such a 
site could be hand fo~ less than 
what it cost in the first place. 
The site was investigated at one 
time by Orenda Forest Products 
as a poss$1e location for a pulp 
and paper mill it now wants to 
NOT ALL of Kitsault's workers lived in homes. Some lived in 
apartments and townhouses. They too are empty, waiting for 
some kind of activity to fill them again with life. Also empty is a 
recreation complex and shopping centre area. 
build south of Lakelse Lake. 
One person even had a sort Of 
Comes complete wRh flym 
EMPTY AND available for just the right buyer is. this school in 
• KRsault. It's owned by School District 88 and was maintained un- 
' I just a couple of years ago. A plan to move the gym into Ter- 
race for use as a mechanical shop was abandoned recently be- 
• cause of the price. The school contained enough classrooms for 
':the town's kindergarten, elementary and secondary students. 
Shelter 
• : '  : n ts ope 
People who don't have 
home nov imve a phce to 
go. 
A shelter has been 
opened in the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium, 
on Kalum:St. beside the 
It's 6pen each night from 
8 p.m. until 8 a.m. 
~. | 
D "• I 
?b- I  
The 
start 
:/;S%r :?:~ ~::, . . 
k- ] .  
an option on the site. Campbell 
described it as an arrangement 
whereby the person would 
receive a finder's fee. 
"That option has been com- 
pleted and there's been no action 
on that property," he said. 
Amax last year sold more than 
50 modular homes as they would 
have begun to deteriorate rapidly 
if left there. 
Still at the town is a significant 
number of stick-built homes, 
apartment buildings and all those 
recreation facilities. 
Campbell said Amax is open to 
any offer but that its primary in- 
terest remains in the molyb- 
denum. 
"We've still got a mine sittiug 
there, but the market remaius 
low," he said. 
Wanna buy a school? 
TERRACE ~ Expect to soon did a proposal to use it as a cost at approximately $3 mil- 
lion, adding the bill has yet to 
be completely paid off. 
The school district did pay 
for maintenance until two 
years ago, when budget 
restraints elsewhere forced it to 
stop. 
The structure had the capac- 
ity to hold 50 kindergarten stu- 
training depot for local air 
cadets. 
Piersdorff said it would have 
cost between $90,000 and 
$130,000 to move the 40 by 80 
foot steel frame gym. 
That's a lot, he continued, for 
a buildiug that is old and may 
need a lot of work once in a 
see advertising selling School 
District 88's empty school in 
Kitsault 
Built of modular units and 
complete with gymnasium it 
had a brief life before the mine 
closed and the people moved 
away. 
"We've made an application 
to the education ministry for 
money to help us advertise," 
says school district secretary- 
treasurer Barry Piersdorff. 
"We want to advertise it 
across Canada if not North 
America." 
A recent suggestion to bring 
down the gym for use as a 
maintenance shop didn't turn 
out because of moving costs as 
is fo r  people 
to read. 
new home. dents, 120 elementary students 
Half o f  the school was ah and 154':seednda/ysiudents. It 
ready' in:. use near its current 
location' when amine  operated' has ndg,:ifal'l&i ifitb d~i.~repair. 
".~:i " '~ ' ' i ~ ::~::~ Yi:.-:.. o 
there in the 1970s. We d id  asi(<fqr m ncy 
Those buildings were moved (fronl the: educafion~,ministry) 
to Kitsault as part of the con- to repair the roof bi~t that was 
struction of the town in 1981 denied," said Piersdorff. 
andthe new, units added were "It  was a good building. It 
then added, was simply at the wrong spot 
Piersdorff estimates the 1981 at the wrong time," he said. 
thanks 
Dear Sir: I I would like to publicly thank 
the doctors at the Terrace 
Vctcriuary Mcdical Cestrc, 
aud the local SPCA for 
denmnstrating their caring atti- 
tude toward animals by help- 
I ing ;sa.vma.ni.lun, q~gpta~]e' :fgur 
mo~ :';fli'uf ", ' ~ ; , 
Our family,, particularly~our 
ten-year-old sou, became quite 
attached to 'Max' despite an 
obvious leg iujury and we 
wanted very much to adopt 
him. 
We were led to believe that 
the cost of repairiug his leg 
would likely be high, too high 
to realistically make him a can- 
didatc for adoption, but the 
SPCA was willing to help pay 
for X-rays etc. to find out. 
The results of these were dis- 
heartening, the leg was very 
badly brokcu and the surgery 
would require bone plates aud 
pins in his upper leg, it would 
also cost several hundred dol- 
lars. 
We were hcartbrokc, at the 
thought puttiug Max down. Hc 
is an incredibly lovable, sweet 
tempered og, but the cost of 
repairing his leg was prohibi- 
tive. 
Doctors Elorza and Sager 
went above and beyond the 
call of duty by waiving a pop 
tion of their fcc and combined 
with the unwavering support of 
Cam Bellamy of the SPCA, 
and our own resources ~the 
surgery was: no longer finan- 
cially unrealistic. 
• Our son went to see Santa 
prior to Max's surgery aud 
rather than ask for all of ihose 
toys we'd heard so tnuch 
about, all hc asked was for his 
dog's leg to get better. 
Life is not always fair and 
the world can be a cruel place, 
but this holiday season our 
family and Max don't  see it 
that wayl 
Debbie Smoley 
Terrace, B.C. 
.... i:!i 
: . . , , ,  :6. . ,g?i%}.:~., ,~q;~! .y ,  
FIVE; PEOPLE died in:a house fire'last w~;'k•i 
One WOman was the only survwor~ She  jurnpec 
from a second-storey window. • < ':!:;' iii~ ;ii:~.i:i~. ' i
Her husband, three children and a family fnend 
died in 'the fire. . " . .' 
They hved in Thornhill on Valleyview Ave.' 
. , ,~+ 
I I • " 
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F  wer visits aid i+n tESIDEhMAL CAMPAIGI 
budget balancing 
TERRACE - -  The number of 
people coming into Mills 
Memorial Hospital continues to 
drop and that's good news for its 
bottom line. 
The emergency room has expe- 
rienced a 12 per cent decline up 
until Nov. ,5 compared to the 
same period in 1991. 
Total patient days to Nov. 5 
were 11,484 - -  a 9.7 per cent 
drop over the 12,714 patients to 
the same period iu 1991. 
The good news comes in two 
forms, says Terracc Regional 
Health Care Society chief execu- 
tive officer Michael Leisinger. 
O,e is wiping out a potential 
$250,000 deficit this year because 
fewer services are being used. 
"There's no doubt in my miud 
we will balance. The question is 
what our surplus will be," said 
Leisiugcr. 
That's far different from the 
,,;pri,g of '92 when the hospital 
faced a $750,000 deficit before 
lay offs and other savings 
reduced it to $250,000. 
The other piece of good news is 
ia the statistics the health minis- 
try uses to determine how much 
nioney hospitals hould get. 
This year and next year it's de- 
cided that hospitals with a utiliza- 
tio, rote of more than 1,400 
patient days per 1,000 population 
shouldn't receive any more. 
"To meet hat we need an over- 
all decrease of about 18 per 
cent," said Leisiuger. "Our 
dedine is anywhere from 9 to 12 
per cent and that means we are 
one-half to two-thirds of the way 
there. " 
He attributed the drop in emer- 
• gency room visits to a growing 
public realization that it costs 
money whenever a person walks 
through the hospital's doors. 
The hospital has also been 
working withdoctors to not have 
them use the emergency room as 
they Would their own office to see 
patients. 
Reduced patient days are ais0 
the result, in part, of increasing 
the amount of day surgery. 
• "The  Malcolm ~ +Walker report 
gotus started:and it's been rein- 
forced by the health services 
review," said Leisinger in refer- 
ring to two recent studies affect- 
ing the hospital. 
Both recommended ways to 
reduce emergency room use and 
to make other savings. 
The hospital is + already part of a 
pr0vincial hospital buying group 
to save money by making bulk 
purchases. 
Leisinger Said next year's 
budget planning will include a 
review of this year's cuts and 
deciding what• to do with 
whatever surplus the hospital 
manages to accumulate. 
"Did we cut too deeply, in some 
departments? Should there be 
some redistribution? Wh+ar might 
the size of the deficit.:• be next 
year. 6 These are things we'll be 
looking into,, he said. 
But despite cost Savings and 
layoffs, there remains a level of 
service the hospital musfprovide 
and level of demand that will 
continue, Leisinger continued, 
Truck Allan Banner 
Mount 
CARPET CLEANING 
. Free, 
• Estimates 
• Reasonable 
~- -~.  Prices 
/ ' (~ '  Efficient 
1 L~Rotary :  , ,  
OTHER SERVICES PRQVIDED: 
• Fire & Water Damage Restoration 
,Odour Control .Pet Odou;' Control 
C~ PHONE 
,635 '3558 • ,-~', 
"+ / 
, ( .  
:. •:+! 
e 
\, 
t 
\ 
\ 
FEL l  VALDEZ, a licensed practical nurse working in the Mills 
Memorial Hospital emergency room, checks the blood pres- 
sure of a patient just coming out of day surgery. A decline in 
emergency room use and an increase ih day surgery is help- 
ing cut hospital costs. 
:>, 
. • - . , .  
McEwan+ 
Ter race  
Thank you 
11-r-+I foryour 
L support of 
. " '  ; , i  ' . : . '  + " 
• + , • + , 
THE 
Diabetes  B..I CANADIAN AS .~OC IAT ION DIABETES CANADIENNE 
ASSOCiATiON I DU D!ABE~E 
IF YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW WHAT 
THE BIBLE SAYS 
ON RELEVANTTOPICS...THEN DON'T MISS 
"THE BIBLE 
SPEAKS" 
Ulrich Unruh 
LECTURER LECTURES 
OPENING 
LECTURE 
Beginning } 
Place } 
Saturday, January ~,6, 7:17 p.m. 
Seventh Day Adventist Church 
3306 Griffiths Street 
!(Behind Rainbow Inn, on Hwy 16 West) 
- ~.-+ 
Wedl Jan. 20-"Is There Anyone We Can.Trust?" 
Sat. Jan. 23-"How In The World Did We Get Into This 
Mess?" 
Wed. Jan. 27-"The Man Who Was God," 
Sat. Jan. 30-'~'ou Can •Live Foreveff 
For Further Information, Phone:635-7313 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ CL IPAND SAVE ~: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
EW 199 q 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
*NET OF REBATES 
OUT OF TOWN cusTOMERS 
PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
635-4941 
BR!E :FS  
Nisga'a hold 
second forum 
A FOLLOW-UP to UNBC's 
First Nations Forum of last Oc- 
tober will be hosted by the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council next 
week here in Terrace. 
The follow-up forum will take 
place at the Terrace campus of 
Northwest Community College 
on Jan. 11-12. 
The sessio~ will include 
presentations on the fledgling 
university's plans for native 
programs. 
Recyclers 
reprieved 
A recycling depot in 
Smithers will stay open ~ for 
UOW. 
Recycling supporters there 
won a reprieve for 1993 when 
couneU voted to give the depot 
a $6,000 subsidy up front plus 
up to $15,000 in matching 
grants. 
Councillors Barrie Carter and 
Carmen Graf did, however, 
succeed in cutting the depot's 
subsidy from proposed levels 
of $31,000 for 1993; 
Even with the Smithers town 
council subsidy, the depot will 
have to sell material if it is to 
• gain any matching funds. 
Tree-spiking 
fears raised 
The discovery of a tree spike 
in a logging area has some 
Bulkley Valley loggers 
worried. 
Mack Schat Jr. was falling 
when his chainsaw nicked the 
spike. He wasn't injured, but 
Was angry. 
"You could bleed to death 
.before anyone found you," he 
• said. "A chainsaw gives an 
ugly ctitT' 
Schat and other loggers with 
Triantha Enterprises Ltd. are 
convinced the spike was a 
deliberate act of sabotage. 
Forest district officials char- 
acterized the finding as an iso- 
lated incident. 
Shelter now open. " : ' ' :  Tl he Terrace Standard. Wednasday. January6.1993"Pag°AT. cAR i 
T~ ~°~!h  t : :  nse~: Sei !  :P ; : i :~ r caA~i/ha~tii m~en m :ght; o: f  s b o e t  
. . . . .  " Unit auditorium, cial services to pay the Call Us Today For Complete 
[~ i~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  Volunteers have been rumfing volunteers, headded, Rental Ratelnformation 
~* Si).] ~~"-"~'/~' ~ i~ the shelter from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m. It would, be,a unique way to 
I%~i .~ !i~ ~ siuce Christmas' aid Gerry King' give s°nle l°cai welfare recipients ~i~ i'i(iX"~.:;i~!~i " ~i: i  : a member of an ad-hoc corn- work. COLUMBIA AUTO HAgS 
~" mittee to find shelter for the "We're trying to put together a 
homeless, wage package and lake some of 3779 River Drive 635-5717 
"About one or two a night have these people off welfare and give 
beet] showing up," King said last a I 1 them job," he said. 
I i  ~ I  :~'~ ~ ~i  week, adding he expects the nmn- " Meanwhile, efforts are contiuu- 
• ~ bers to increase as more dis- iug to find a building for a 
advantaged people become aware permanent shelter. Gerry King 
Chal ge in lunch server 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Group Society is 
losing money operating a school 
lunch program for School District 
88. 
As a result, the lunch program 
was to be taken over by Copper- 
side Foods effective Jan. 4. 
Society chairman Robert Brown 
blamed the probhtn on an arith- 
metic error made when the 
society bid for the program in the 
fail. 
They have been providing cold 
lunches 1o students at Clarence 
Michiel Elementary, and E.T. 
Kenney Primary schools at a 
more that| $1,100-per-month loss 
since then. 
Brown said the society had 
hoped to renegotiate he contract 
with School District 88 but 
school board officials decided not 
to retender the project, and to in- 
stead award it to Copperside 
the second-lowest bidder - -  to 
ensure continuity of service, 
King said he thinks there is a 
good chance a building will be 
found. 
One local businesswoman has 
offered the use of a building on 
Greig Ave., he added. 
And other prospects - -  like the 
vacant 200-man camp on Keith 
Ave. that belonged to the late 
George Pokier ~ are being in- 
vestigated: 
A campaign to raise money by 
selling daisy buttons in memory 
of the late Daisy Wesley als0 
resumes this week, he said. 
"The neighbourhood's awake 
and we're not letting them go 
back to sleep," King said. 
- Having problems with your WCB claim? 
- You can get free, confidential advice, when a Workers' 
Adviser visits Terrace on January 14. 
- To make an appointment for a personal interview, call the 
Government Agent's Office at 638-3200. 
- The interviews will be held at the B.C, Access Centre, 101- 
3220 Eby Street, Terrace. 
- For advice without an interview, contact Workers' Adviser 
office in Richmond toll-free at 1-800.663-4261. 
Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services. 
AN AIR CANADA CONNECTOR 
I 
r 
 irBC 
Book fan. 6-25th, " 
and save up to 65 % off a fuU.fnre 
economy, round-trip ticket to most AirBC 
destinations. Youcan fly and save anytime 
from Jan.20 till April 7,1993 provided your 
stay includes a Saturday night. 
CaU yo~r lravel oge~t 
or Air Camda now. 
Seats must be booked at least 14 days in 
adwmce and tickets paid for within 3days of 
booking. Minimum/maximum stayand other 
conditions apply. Seats are limited and fares 
may change without notice, so call now. 
653-7069 ,. 
..,:~:/~[~i~i~ii: "~'~;~i;iii{il;iiiiii:;;;ilililh;.i,i;ii=;!;+i;:iii;;iiii~ii;~iiiii;;~;~ ~ ~ ..................................................................................................... 
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i! SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME 
Ye,,o  
8 ®  ¸ 
O t, ~@ 
-D 
1/ 
Qq , 
O • 
.~  ° 
NOW 
LOW! 
93SUBARU LOYALE 4X4 WAGON 
s.ow..o...,c. 15 ,3"88  !NCLUDES; $ ,  
- 2/3 day Rex passes toShames Mtn. 
- Headlight Protectors 
- AM/FM Cassette. 
-Rear Wind Deflector :: ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
• Front & Rear Mud Guards $400 OFF  WITH THIS  AD 
. Undercoating Price Includes Metallic Paint, Freight, & P.D.I, 
Ski with THORNHILL MOTORS and SHAMES MTN. 
See Us For the Full Line Of THULE Roof Racks 
I I I I I  I I I I 
THORNHIL  [ NUBA?U. 
rl 
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TERRACE - -  Prince Rupert 
realtor Vic Prystay has been 
named the new president of the 
Northwest Real Estate Board. 
He and other members of the 
executive for 1993 officially take 
office this month. 
Pryslay replaces local Remax 
realtor Gordie Sheridan. 
Named to the executive was 
Erika Peiletier, also a realtor with 
the local Remax agency. She's 
the vice president. 
Joyce Findlay, a realtor with the 
local Remax agency, is the zone 
rep for Terrace, 1Vlichelle:Len- 
and Elaih~He~nbrbff, is; the.::z'one~ 
rep for Prince Rupert. ~.:.: ~ ..... 
Fred Lewis of TelkwaRoofing 
attd Sheet Metal Ltd. has'been -
honoured by the~i RoofinglCon- ~
tractors Association :of:  .-BHiiSh :;i 
Columbia with :an honourary 
membership. 
Lewis, a past president of the 
associatimi,: was presented with 
the membershi p recently in 
Kelowna. 
The roofing contractors associa- 
tion is the provincial representa- 
tive industry authority for profes- 
sional roofing eontrai:tors. 
Its members upp ly  about 75 
per cent of all Cotmnerciai :,d in- 
dustrial and a lesse~:percentagq of 
guarantee certificate in 1977. 
The City of Terrace has recog- 
nized six of its employees with 
service awards. 
Vai Bakker was recognized for 
10 years of service, Bob Hallsor 
and Dave Parnell for 15 years, 
Ray Trcmblayfor 20 years and 
Bev Cossett and Per Halvorsen 
for 25 years. 
Aluminum from the ~dcan 
smelter in Kitimat is going to be 
used in a B.C. Hydro transmis- 
sion line. 
' ~C 500kV line will stretch 
,~ ' :~"  'T • ,t '='.-" ' . . . . . . . . .  I .... ' ' ' " " ' " 5 from B.C. Hudro s._W!lhston sub- 
station ~east: ~6f~"'Pfiii~e Ge6~ge 
'.~'ou'th to the Kelly Lake substa-:. 
tion near Clinton. 
Some 5,000 tonnes of ingot wil ! : 
g01into the:~four million metre. 
line:: .- : - - : "  " .-.:. 
The contract is worth $14.3 ra i l :  : 
lion but will be in excess of $17.2 
million with escalation and taxes. 
The ingot will be turned into the: 
conductor line at Alcan's Rich- 
mond plant with final processing 
taking place in Oregon. First 
delivery is to take place in July. 
• ** ,k  4r 
The Smithers Chamber of Com- 
merce is platming a trade show 
April 16-17. 
There' l lbe a banquet April 15 
residential roofing inn.C;; I :,..: for exhibitors and the public. 
The associationwasfoundedin,~. It will take place in the 
1958- and i n t roduced a ~w6-year 1,,!Smiihets arena and there is spac e 
guarantee certificate program:in for82 booths, including an area 
1960, followed by  a fiw-yCar': -: set aside for a food fair. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dr. David Fish, Dean,. Faculty of Health 
and Human Sciences, 
Univeisi~ of Northern British Columbia, 
will be speaking at the January 12, 1.993 
, Meeting of,theBoardof School: : :: 
, T rUstees  :; ...... 
ofScho01 District 88 (Terrace). 
• : , :~ 
TOPIC: 
UiN.B,C.'s Leadership, " 
:',:"' ~i:in::i H~aith an d' Hu~aBi  :~!: :i
in the North 
and the Northwest. 
I 
The publiC: is i nv i tedto  a t tend~ 
SCHOOL'BOARD OFFICE 
Q~1! i  KENNEYSTREET 
/I 
. .  • . .  _ . r 
t; 
JUDGES BRAVED a wet 
night Dec. 23 to go out and 
judge the Christmas lights 
contest sponsored by the 
chamber of commerce and the 
Northwest Real Estate Board. 
From left to right are realtors 
Joe Barbosa, Lisa Godlinski, 
Ralph Godlinski, John Evans 
(contest chairman) and Gordie 
Sheridan. McRae Crescent 
took top spot for the best 
decorated street for the fourth 
straight year, while the 4900 
block of Park was the runner- 
up..Named best home was 
3961 Mountainview followed 
by 4523 Graham and 4943 
Gair. Best original theme went 
to 5502 Hwy. 16, 4917 Park 
was first runner-up and 2603 
Braun was second runner-up. 
McDonalds won the best com- 
mercial display category and 
Copperside III was runner-up. 
There was also a new 
.category this year, best con- 
do/apartment. The winner 
there was apartment 212 of 
the Coachman Apartments. 
TERRACE 
CURL ING 
CLUB .... -- 
j .  
The TERRACE CURLING RINK and the 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION are nowtaking .; 
entries for the annual Legion Bonspiel held Jan, ; 
29 - 31/93 at the Terrace Curling Rink. We are' :" 
also taking entries for the 38th Annual Ladies.:.: 
Valentines Bonspiel held Feb. 12 - 14/93. For 
more information phone Kevin at the Curling ..,,: 
Rink 635-5583 or the Legion at 635-5823. ~ 
I 
=... T: ..,. 
Hair Gallery 
A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE WITH 
MATRIX  ® SK INCARE Re~,eal your skin's hidden 
• assets. Experience Matrix ® Skincare :.. the bio-active system 
that captiares firm, vital, young-looking skin. So advanced 
. . .  it's simple! ® Call today for a free consultation. 
r~ ~.~ The Wait I is i ?,' co  . 
i.":.;~;":;;;;~:~:~ .............. R ICK  MORANIS  
THE .KID 
v=or-O 
4721 Lake lse  Ave. 635-4333 
. . . . . .  , ' J 6 :  .~:3, 
FREE KID'S MOVIES 
OTHER RENTAL 
Putting it 
S imply . . .  
We Have it 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
Winter  1993 Program All!! 
Courses Begin January 16, 1993 = = ~= 
.... i lli UNBC is pleased to announce the second somostar of its initial course 
program. The, courses Will be at third-year university level and are primarily iii ii!iii 
intended for those students with two years of university-transfer credit and ~ ........ i! iiiiii 
who wish to complete s degree at UNBC/Students mo, y i'egister for a BA ~;~iii!iiii!i::ii ::-:-: 'iii~: ;i
• disciplines available after September 1994. :iii ! ~i~. 
~,  ~,  ........ iiii; iliii 
::::::.:: 
...... 
Sh ii ~ii~il ~;~: i  
Lit~ :::ii~:~ i!!~i:::::::,..:: ::: .:.: ::::::~ • i~!::~:~i~:~::~:~:~::::::!:i:~:~:;:i:i:~:~.l !i!i~i'~ i~ ~ 
Hi= ............................ ~1 
Hi, iiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiill ..... ',~:~i 
Hi,' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil :: " " "  ! ':';':' :::::::::::::::::::::::: !:!:!:!:! '~.~.~ 
Hi,' ~::::~:',i~::i~ii~;ii: ......... 
• Ps ;:::::::::.::::: :::::; 
........ ~:;::~i ~-~ ~.~i ii l to=,~o ii!iiiiiii!i!i! ,,i i;ii I~i ~-. .,°am,. ,i~iiiili,iiii,!iii:!i~i ~,~:~ , John. C ! ; 
offsred !ii~iiiii!!iiii!iiiiiiiii 
.,,...,n,--.o° : '  . . . . . . . .  I/iiil 
Further Information ma, " • : ~  .-~., :~,.-:..~ ... .;. 
at  565-5555 or t011 free ~ " :~ ~' .... ' " 
by clipping and mailing '~"" ~-: :  : :: 
, A NEW WORLD OF COLORA~b~b~ ' :  
I 
i .  " ;~ i ;  ~- , :~ '  ~, '~ Name:, ' " ~ 
.~ Po~tal Code:, " . " ..... • :,,:, Phon~ No,: ;"~!"~:'--~~!::::"-- • ,I ,: YOUR DECOR,: : :~;, ::::/::: : 
: Retum:.io;. '~:~. : '  ~ :  i : ~ , . . .=  v . . r  v . . .÷~. ;~ce , r 'o . ,~etP - - 'n* re  : "  ;"~;;,, 
=. UniVe¢,ity of  Nc m,,~ J .  ,~! : " : . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  ~" ' " 
I .. " ' 3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W . . . . .  
• TERRACE : .... :-~-!.ili 
16~,2976;::. 7: 
. [ 
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Ucodcs Tw[rl~ #) /#)  j~ / l  
CS0g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ /z - , ' ' i ' '~  
Bolld Chocolate or with #) / ' l  
almonds. 86g. Reg. 1.11 .... ! - - /1 .44  
Bag Bulk Corn Chips #) ,~/~ 
51.1 g. Reg, 2.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I -  , " i ' ' t '  
Box Deluxe Cookies t 
~.,e,.2.o, ................. , ,44  
Coffee Crisp or KItKat Lunch #) ~ 
Paks. 12 pk. Reg. 2.99 .. . . . . . . . .  ~ ,  =i'-I' 
Scotch Mints 
600g. Reg, 2,89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,44 
Bag of Jujube,, or 
Jelly Beanl, lkg. Reg. 3.49 . . . .  2 .44  
Woolworth Cooklee 
,=g,.9315 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.44  
Looney Tunes Julces 9/9  4 ,4  
3 packs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' / ' - '  ~- -  
Woolworth Peanuts #)  ll/I/1 
325g. Reg. 3.40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =-- • , -  
Creme Cookies 
Rag. 1.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.44 
Planters Dry Roasted 
Unlalted Peanuts. 730 g. ~ 4 /1  
Reg, 4,19..:... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J~,, , - -  
M&M's Plain or Peanut . ,! 
2279 . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ;, . . . . . . .  I .44 
Barbara Dee 200 count /~) 4 /1  
Cookies ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - .  ~- -  
W[ndsor Crsme Wafem 
R''I I." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ' 44  
10 pk, Hot Lemon Relief for t ,)  ~ 
.Cold •symptoms. Reg. 2,67 ..... Jr.,.-1'"1' 
-Perspective Toothpaste e~i~ `4,/I 
Reg. 1.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ' 11  , , ,  
Environmentally Friendly 
Shampoo #)  ~i/1. 
or Conditioner. Reg. 3,99 . . . . . .  ¢-.  "lr "T 
Skin Care Plus Hand #) ~l~_ 
Creams. Reg,3,10 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I--,"I '-1' 
Fruit Shaped Bath or Shower t 
Sponge. Reg, 1,99 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I .44 
Duet Pan & Brush 
s., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.44  
epk, 
Sponges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.44 
tOO count Insulated t 
Cups. Reg. 2,19 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / .44  
20 count Plastic #) `4/1  
Plates. Reg. 2.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ¢'-. - - ,  
Jets Soap Pads 3/1  
Reg, , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .d~/ . .44  
~o pk. Khc~n , .  ......... 2/1 .44  
Catchers, Reg. 
16 pk. Garbage Bags 0 / t  
Re 109 --/,,44 
6 pk. Hangers 
Rsg.3.49 ....................... 2 ,44  
10 pk. Hangers 
R.g,, ...................... 1 .44  
Woolco 8 Litre Laundry .4 J l /1  
Detergent, Reg, 4,99 ............. " l r , ' l r " l '  
Boo Am1 Glass t 
C,.ner Rag,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .44  
Viva Paper Towels 0i")/I`4 
Reg. 1,42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~1  *'- '  ~- -  
RECONDITIONED TELEPHONES 
Assorted styles and colours, 9 4 4 i  
Reg, 14.99 SALE ........................................................................ [] 
MEN'S , JEANS 2 2 . 4 4  
Huge Assortment ................................................................ 
T-120 3 PACK V IDEO 7 
3Videos per package ........................................... ................... m [] 4 4  
PRESTONEANTIFREEZE 7 44  
4 Litre. Reg, 1 O.15 SALE ............................ ; .............................. • 
DANBY MICROWAVE R q. 
,cu,o+ .................................................................... .  44  
ASSORTED 
SHEET SETS 
TWIN .................................. 1 0 .44  
DOUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 4 .44  
QUEEN....: .......................... 19 .44  
100 or 300 Merll Cosmetlc 4 , ) /3  `44  
PUffs, Reg,1.50 . . . . . . .  , . . L /L , . _ _  411treWinshieldWasher "1 a~ ALL HOCKEY EQUIPMENT & SKATES 
• " Antifreeze. Reg, 1.69 . . . . . . . . . . .  I . - I r ' l r  16 pk.Assorted Combs ,4 AA Our Christmas Orders are Arriving Dally 'O  A eL  '~a l~ i~  ~a 
Re 1'9g I ,sips1' Ease Protecl0w30, al A J  ~ ' . . . .  - /A  . . . .  g ' '  ;m-- --~'-;': . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  ' / (,,I,(,,i, REG, PRICE ........................................... aK . , , . - "T  I V  VI I ,  • 
uII Hag z zq i ,  Perspective Nail Polish 4 AA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  ~ - -  
Remover20Om . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I .[,~i~ 4pk, L~ht Bulbs ' #) /4  ,~ .  ,J =,,=,, , , -z,- . .n=,.~.~. ~ur .~r .~.=,~ A ml l~  ~#~"1"1~•1 + i 
A.o~;d  :Brand Name " .. ~;+ ++: I" Rpg.•1.59..~+++.+.~.?..~.:.;.:...~.4~,./l,-l'~.,,il ~ +  + +~,~+.+:.X;.,~,I.::_~I=~.I. i 
.T,t+,,+;ISO+,:..'..::::-].+~J p,o\c,..r~.+~,.g - 1 44 :  ~ith one Controller. " ' ' " ' :  ' "  ' ' :~ ' "+:~4 ~+ 
Co, ms,,,Bag, ' ) / I  ,4,4 1 ~;-~::~;:~;;,";u; ...... : ' : :  "eg 11969 ....................................................... ;~ , "1 ' " I '  
Rag. 1,29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L / I  . ' I r "~ | '~ r ,  9 ~ ~ ~ ' " ' . . . . . . . . . .  : ' '  'L: ' "  h 
Mer'lt2"pk : " o'1 AA Reg, 2,79,.L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , "x"z"  - -  
Hair Brush , J~ .  atai. FineSlasl 1Wine ' - - - -  . . . . . . .  , , )  `4`4 ALL FURNITURE IN STOCK 
600. Reg, 2.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . J ;= . - - - -  
• OFF  o .  24% 
Now - 0 
C0ndltloner. Reg. 3,69 . . . . . . . . .  z... "1'"1' 6 Gas Llne AntPk~Freeze ..................... 3 .44  Cash & Carry, Buy Save Nowl 
REG. PRICE ........... ;............................... : Perspective Stick Deodorant t 
.'. 75 g. Rag, 2,64,~-...- . . . . . . . . .  a .44 
Lenders.Salon Formula O/1 
Shampoo, Reg,;99,.- . . . . . .  r - - / I ,44  
Flower Collection Shampoo, 
• Lotions & Bath Foam. - ~ ,4/1 
.Reg; 3~,0,. . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  ,~;.... , r . . .___ 
Irish Spdng 3 pk. DooCbrant 1 
Soap. Rag, 2.17..- ..... . . . . . . . . .  I ,44 
Gillette Foamy Shaving ~) ,44  
.Cream Reg 2.96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r..., ~ ,  
Child's Novelty Toothbruehl~/1 
Rag.l,00 . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  - - - - ,~ / . '44  
Ass0rled Hair 1.44 
Acceasorles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a 
Johnoon's Baby ~ ,44  
• Shampoo. Rag. 4.59 .... . . . . . . . .  s ,#, - - - -  
Johnson's Baby Powder ~ ,4 /1  
700 c.Reg 4 59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t,~, , , - -  
VIisellne Intensive Care Lotion #,~ ,44,  
..~0ml. Reg. 4.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , - - - -  
,0o.2p~ ~/1.44 
Kleenex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . - /= 
Styling Qe~ 3 /4  
100mI, Reg. 1.39 . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ / , .44  
Men's or Ladiee Disposable t 
Razors. 12 pk, Rag, 1,99 ........ i .  44 
5 In I Screwdriver ~ /1 ,4  
Reg, 4,91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t . t . - - - -  
Sprlnter Brief 
Reg. 2.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.44 
Acme Work Gloves 9 ,~,4  
Reg. 2.69 . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jr,,,, - -=  
Boys Touquee 
.,,.3,. ...................... 2 .44  
Men's Assorted Underwear 1 
& Undershirts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = .44 
'7oz. Potpourri q 4 ,4  
Reg. 4,49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q,#, - - - -  
Art=c,,,F,ow.,, ' z / t .44  
Reg. 1.06 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~J / i  
Assortment of Watches ~ ,4 ,4  
Reg. 4,99 . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +~,  - - - -  
3-D Eardngs 1 
Reg, 2,99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / .44  
RCA VIDEO CAMCORDER 
FullfeatureslncludlnglLUXlightrating, full 644  44  
function remote, 8:1 zoom. power 
WAS 799,99 NOW ...................................................... • 
ASSORTED B IG  SCREEN T .V . 'S  
544 44  WERE REG, UP TO 799.99 SALE ............................ • 
STEREO ASSORTMENT 
AIIdiscontinuedrnodels. lnclude 24% OFF  
C.D, Players, etc. 
LOWEST TICKETED P RICE .................. 
ALL DISCONTINUED T.V. MODELS 
Shop first for best selectionl 2 4 %  O F F  
C.D, Players, etc. 
REG. PRICES (MINIMUM) ..................... 
ALL FALL & CHRISTMAS FABRICS 
.................................................... 44% O FF  
Card Collector Box, Holds .~ ~/~ 
800 cards. Reg. 1.99 .. . . . . . . . . . .  | , ' I r - r  
100~.P~le, ,.) ~,,4 
Reg. 5,50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L .  ____ 
Toy Construction or Fireman t 
Hat, Reg, 3,99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.44 
Bmble Colour Change Hair #) ~[  
Accessories. Reg, 3.99 .. . . . . . . .  I - ,  "lr -li' 
Troll Activity Pad 0 / '~  
Reg, 1,59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L / . .44  
Adult Puzzle Books 0 / '~  
Reg,1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L / ' .44  
Treasure Trolls with Wlshstone ) /1 ,4  
Reg, 3,99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  iF.,, , -  
Trash Bag Bunch 
Reg. 3.20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.44 
12" Rag Doll .~ /1 ,4  
Reg. 2.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l . . -  
Assorted 5X7 Wood or Metal 't 
P,c,urs Premes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • • 44  
9xIOA!; Purpose Frame 9 i~ ,4  
Re~, J,89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =- • - - - -  
Brentwood 1"-120 Vldeo Tapes / )  ,4 ,4  
Reg 3,99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . .  ____ 
3 pk, Vldeo Cassette 
,o,d., ...................... : .1.44 
Hintendo Game Cartridge .~ 
Holders. Rag. 2 . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / .44  
5x7 Photo 
Finishing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 /3 .44  
8xlo Photo 
Finishing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.44  
25 Watt Chandelier I ~ /  ~ 
Bulb. Reg, 1,19 . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , / I  .44 
South MaldCrochet ::' ' t / l J l  
Cotton. Reg,2.49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . - I f ' l r  
12 pk, FaceCloths ~ ,4 ,4  
Rag 467 I J .  l . - -  
Pdnted Or So d Ranneiette; ,~) , . ,4`4  
'~eeo, 3.20/m.:....~...~'.-.' ~ .: " -  . - - -  
Assorted Fabdc Special 1 ,4 ,4  
Reg. 2.56/m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • , I F ,  
AssortedLnce : : '~  / t  AIAI 
Reg, 3yd/i,09 . . . . . . .  ....vyd/, . ~  
Tddent 150m thread ~/ t  
,,g3,.99 .................. , , ,  .44 
Polyester Fibre Fig a'~ ,4 ,4  
lib, Rag. 4.49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~IP = IF - -  
Knit & Crochet Red Heart / )  AA  
Yam, 1759, Rag, 4,27 . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , '1'- I '  
Crefl Ribbon 
..g 1.99 ................... - : .1 .44  
Chair Pads 
Reg, 3.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,2.44 
30X30 cm Felt Squares / ) J ' l  
Reg,,02 . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  . J ; - / ' ,44  
Bottle Crsft Glue ~ ,4 ,4  
4oz, Reg, 3,99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f--, - - - -  
Rubbermald Shelf Liner t )  ,4 /1  
Reg. 3,49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  z.., ____ 
Large Assortment of Coffee 1 
Mugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • .44 
4 pk. Beer Glasses. i,~ ,4 ,4  
Reg, 5,13,... . . . . . . . . . .  ~...,. . . . .  t,P, - - .  
4 pk, Table Napkins from '1 
Collections. Reg. 2,09 . . . . . . . . . .  Z ,44  
Quilted Placemate / )  ,4 ,4  
Reg. 3.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L.,____ 
Steriltte Storage 
Crates. Reg, 2.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.44  
Assorted Kitchen '1 
Gadgets .........................  ,44  
Sterllite Stacking Baskets 0 /1 /1  
Reg, 2.99 ......................... ~ , - - -  
Super Aborbent Sponge 0 /1 /1  
Mop, Reg, 3,99 .................... ~.. , - - -  
Rubber.aid Cutlery Trays 0 /1 /1  
Rag, 3.52 ......................... '¢", - -  - -  
Universal Skate Guards e) /1 /1  
Rag, 4,19 ................................... Jr=,. - - -  
Hockey Tape 
,ag.=.9, ............................. 2 .44  
Cooper Street Hockey Balls . i  
or Pucks, Rag, 2,29 .............. , ,44  
Hockey Laces 
,ag.,., ............................ 1 44  
Cooper Street Hockey "1 
Blades, Reg, 2,09 ................. I .44 
500 pk. Pellets or a,a,'s O 4 /1  
Rag, 4.29 .......................... ~,,, - -=  
50 Cartridge High Velocity 9 /9 , )  4 /1  
22 shells ................... L. ="-/J,., - - - -  
1.5kg Bag Small Animal t )  /1 /1  
Food. Reg, 4.99 .................... ¢ - , . - -  
Itarlz Yum Yum Cat "! 
Treats, Reg, 2,56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ,44  
JObgeS Plant Food Spikes 0 /1  
Re,1,49 .... . .  "....: ....... L - lB .44  
Hadz Small Animal Shavings e~ 4 , / i  
Reg, 4,89 ......................... I J ,  - - -  
Assorted Sizes, Swag Planter 1 
Hooks; Reg. 1.69 ................... • ,44 
Hadz Budgie Seed 't  A~I  
5009. Reg. !,99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ,'=1'=11' 
i :  [o] [..'] =1: ~ 'Aml l J J  
Rag, 1,99 ................................. / , - - -  
Men's Thermal algae #) / t  
Re 99 --/,.44 g,  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .  
Men's 100% Co,on Kodiak #) /1 /1  
Socks. Reg. 3.G0 .................... ~, ,  - - -  
Men's or Boy's 3 pk. Sport #) /1 /1  
Hose. Reg. 2.99 ................... I - ,  , - -  
Moulin Rouge Queen Size W) i t  
Panty Hose. Reg. 1.50 ...... L / I ,44  
Clearance Peaty Hose. i~ / t  
,.g up,o2,5 ......... = / , .44  
Kids tights 
Rsg m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.44  
~dles 3 pk. Sport 9 /1 / I  
Hose ............................. " - ,  - - - -  
S pr. pk. Panty 
Hose Rag 3. .................... 2 44  
Everyday Preference 6pk. #) /~/ l i  
Knee Highs. Reg. 3.29 ........... L = "lr"T 
Codton or Nylon Panties i f ) / t  
g J  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ,e ,, . . , , .44  
Ladles Stretch 
M,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.44  
Ladies Dickies 
Rag 299 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.44  
Children's Mittens 
,eg ,99 ................................ 1.44  
Ladles Slippers 
,0g 40o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.44  
Dalryland Milk 
=~, 2.14  l ' l ltre ..................... 
• Armstrong Cheese, Mild 
Mad,  Aged, t / '~A 
• Marbled. 1OOg .......... g • lIJ='l '
* Mozzarella Cheese 
=oo p.+y 2 .94  Skimmed....;.... . . . . . . . . .  
Fraser Valley Cheddar 
Family Slzs. '7  t .~ i .  
9009.;..; ....... ,.,, .......... S = ~" l r  
Nestle Mini Pudding 
4 pack, t .94 
142g .......................... II 
Nestle Oulk Chocolate 
Milk Mix. , )  _CJi~L 
750g..., ...................... ,,..., i , , - -  
Evlan Drinking 
Water. 1 
1.5 Iitre ...................... z 
Kraft Dinner O/ t  
2259,..." .......... ,~" / "  .44 
MJB Coffee ~ _~,  
l . l kg  ......................... ~=r .v - -  
Heinz Squeeze 
Ketchup. *'~ A /1  
1.25 l ive .................... I,,11 • "1'=51 ' 
Pacific Evaporated 
Milk. R4  
385ml ............................. v  • 
SunrypeSparklere t .44 
750ml ........................ I 
:aul Noodles. 
85(3, Assorted Q/ t  
Flavourl ............ f , J / . .44  
William Tel Apple Juice 
,,,re NOW 2/1 .44  WAS .94 
i~Mr .  Noodles, 859 pack 
Kraft Mayonnaise r j  AA  Flavour=, 
7~i ................ : ..... , , .~ . . ' r ,  WAS m.~ NOW 8t 
Blrks Baby Dill Pickles 
1 litre. WAS 2.44 t .94 
NOW ......................... • 
250g "ii 
WAS 1.79 NOW ........ 1.44  
Jet's Soap Packs 
1S/beg. '~ /4  
WAS . .ow ,~/ ,  .44  
Woolco Laundry Detergent 
8 Iltre box. 100% 
Phosphate Free, A A I~ I  
WAS 4.99 NOW ...... , . "g ' .  "1" I '  
Personal Pizzas t 
170g ......................... , ,44  
DevonBacon 1=64 
50Og ......................... 
Devon 
s,,ced,am t .34  
1754 ......................... a
Cornish Game 
Hens 
(Approx. eso g) ........ 1 .64  
+ Starklst Chunk Light 
+...,, w=., , ) /1 .44  18441 .................. w , , , / i  
IiFerkay Steam Fried 
Moodl.. Q / I  Park.y Margarine *'~ A A 1.36kg ....................... ~ .'-It"t1' 
Ichlban Noodles, 1OO g pack 
Assorted F levoura . r j / t  
WAS 2/t,.ow . J / ,  .44  
Gouda cheese "I 
100g ......................... . .14  
Fresh Baked Breed 
Whlte or Brown ~j~(~ 
Loaf ................................ . .d. v 
) i 
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BREAD 
Sliced, Value Priced, White or 
Brown. 567 gram 
Beg $1 ular ,27 
" " i!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~! 
:.:.:,:,:,:.:.:.~:,:.:,:.:.;:.:.:.:.:< 
iiiiiii~i!!ii:i!ii!i~i~iiiii!i~i~i:iii~i~ .......-.......... 
.i 
CARROTS 
Limit 1. 
: ::: Regular $2.39~ 
. .  • . . r  - 
ililili 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ....... 
~liiiiiiiii!~iiiiiil 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiii!!iiiiiiiiiil 
iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiili!iii 
============================== 
~!iii!~i!fiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!! 
:.j :, 
e 
YOGURT 
Shape. 500 gram 
Varieties. 
lr $1,99 ~ :~i 
~ B 
ii!i!ii;ii 
, . . . . . . . , .  
:~ 2::::::;;: , : . : :::::::::  ;:, :2  :¸: 
C~ii:i i: i i!!::! i ~i~:iii: ii!i:iii !i 
- .  , ,  -, . , , .  ,+ , , , ,  :+ : ,  
 BLACK 
FOREST HAM 
'Warehouse Pack. Minimum Weight 
900 grams. Regular $1.78/100 gram 
~I  ¸ 
+:+:':':':'i:i 
/IOOG 
WEINERS 
~ Warehouse Pack. Bu_!k.~tyJe.-::~ 
Regular $1.79/Ib 
i!i:!i;:~iii?:ii!;;iiii~!ilililili!iiii!ili~ [ ]  
:<: :,: :,:,,,: 
I 
i ,  
' "  i!::::2 ::.::::: 
!i:ii:i!: ii
¢ 
/LB. 
t 
TOMATO 
SOUP 
Campbell's. ula~£~i6~ 284 ml, Reg , .  
~;~!~!~i:i~ii~i~ ~ " V ~ ~ 
~i OLD DUTCH CHIPS 
Taco, Nacho, Tostados, Corn Chips, Cheese Crunchies. 
n ~ Reguiar $2.99 I 
- - - - - I ~ - - -  - - -  - I 
I _L  _ 
r - 7 .  
t ~ ~ T - 
¢ 
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What's 
Up 
The Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up as a public service to 
its ,.readers and community 
organizations. 
Tlds column is Intended for 
non-profit organizations and! 
those events for whkh there Is 
no admission charge, 
Items will run two weeks 
before ach event. 
Weask that Items be submit- 
ted by noon on the FRIDAY 
before the Issue in which it is to 
appear. 
For other contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on the 
THURSDAY before the issue 
comes out 
Submissions should be typed 
or printed neatly. 
JANUARY 14~ 1993- Terrace 
&District SPCA is having its 
Annual General Meeting. Elec- 
tions for the '93 executive will be 
held and all members and inter- 
eared people are welcome. Place: 
Library Meeting Room, 7:30 
p,m. 2p39 
IlzS I ,  i tit 
JANUARY 2,~ 1993 - Terrace 
Hospice Society Annual General 
meeting 7:30 in the Health Unit 
Auditorium, 2p38 
• CRISIS LINE is open 24 hours a 
day for anyone in crisis. Call 635- 
4042. tfn 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER 
BUREAU for Volunteer Opportu- 
nities to suit your needs & time 
available. Contact Lovina Tyler at 
638-1330. Mon-Fri, 8:30 -4:30, 
EVERY WEDNESDAY from 8- 
8:00 pm. Terrace Narcotics Anon- 
ymous "Steps to Recovery" meets 
at the Skeena Health Unit audito- 
rium: 
" . EVERY WEDNESDAY - Ter- 
race Ladies Kermodei Lions Club 
meets at the Inn of the West, For 
times and more info contact Doro- 
thy Bartsoff at 638.8183. 
. . . . . .  • - ~ I S  
, -EVERY THURSDAY at 7:30pro 
~ Anon~;n0~ a~Wom. 
eJ~'s ~ Resour~'-Cehtre. Call 635- 
• , ~  
,., F.VERY MONDAY Terrace Ce- 
Del/dndants Anonymous meets 
from 8-9 pm. call Karen 638- 
0707. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
Terracoview Lodge Pet Visitation 
Program. Once a month commit- 
ment needed. Dogs only. For more 
info call Bonnie at 638-0223, 
• ~$$ 4, 
The "CHILD HEALTH 
CLINICS" need your volunteer 
services. Duties include weighing 
&measuring children. No lifting 
necessary. Clinics are Tuesdays 
from 9:30 a.m, - II:30 a.m. and 
from 1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Thurs- 
days h30 p.m. - 4:00 p,m. For 
mbre information call Catheflne @
638-3310, 
TERRACE PIPES & DRUMS 
p~ctice very Men. from 7:30- 
8:10 p,m. Jr. Table; 8:20.9:00 p.m. 
Sr, Table; 9:15-9:45 p,m. piping & 
iiemming. Meet at the Kin HUt 
~ext: to Had,age Park. Anyone. 
ntei'est6d in playing or learning to 
day, call Audrey Kerr at 635- 
3726, 
• $ $ * ~1, 
CCB TERRACE AND DIS- 
TRICT White Cane Club meeting 
the 2nd Tues, of ,every month at 
i:00 pm In the Women's Resource 
Centre. Everyone welcome. For 
information phone Sylvia at 635- 
6422 or Elizabeth at 638-1397. 
! [  :'i: ~IONi~ER KIDS .'CLUB meets 
!l'eeh'ywed. from 6:30~pm~ For 
:lldds~ 6-9 years at Terrace:Penteces. 
:: [tal.:A.dmbly, 35!1 ',Eby St. Ph. 
:I'63~,2434 for more info... , 
, :. i . : . . .  :,: :::, ***** ,  . 
' l " ,  .ALCOHOLIC.S ANONY- 
• ~l MOUSi:M0ndaYS:30pm Anglican 
~ |:C]td/ch;:'TU~day 8:30pro catholic 
" , : [  Chuichg:Wednesday 7:30pro; 
Thursday 7:30pro Hospital Psych 
Unit; Friday 8:30pm Kermode 
i Friendship Centre; Saturday 
7:00pm Hospital Psych Unit; Sun- 
day 7:00pm Hospital Psych Unit 
(rams). 
*$**$  
' :.TERRACE "INTERMEDIATE 
IYOUTH CHOIR meets every 
Monday. Age 12-18 plus years. 
• - Time: 7-8:30 l~m. Location: T.B.A. 
::  Music Director: Mrs, A, Kebemlk, k 
638q230, Aocompanist: Mrs. S. 
i I D~ughty' 638"0509' . . . .  
LITERACY offers PROJECT a 
• iili scdbeservt~e to helppeoplewtth 
.their~readlng and writing, F'reo 
hdp ,with your letters, forms or 
ap~limt!on~ (ap-pli.kay-shuns). 
CsliMeli.a at'd35-9119, : ; ;
. . . . . .  I1[ • 
RESOLUTIONS 
BONGOS,  FRUITCAKES AND LOONS:  Everybody had a word 
to describe the seven maniacs who took an icy dip in Lakelse 
Lake on New Year's Day, The 2nd Annual Kermodei Bear Swim 
had Vancouver's event beat by more than 10 degrees (It was -20 
at the lake),and organizers had to cut a hole in the ice to get to 
the water, Above: Rick McDanlel gets ready for action, At left, 29- 
time veteran Steve Schmidt takes the plunge, Skeena MLA Hel- 
rout Glesbrecht, bottom left, makes a beeline for a warm car, 
GO JUMP IN THE LAKE! 
Erave or brain-dead? 
It was up to the spectators to 
decide as they watched seven 
heroes/rubber room candidates 
take the plunge into the icy 
waters of Lakelse Lake on New 
Year's Day. 
Skeena MLA Helmut"'Gi~s- 
brechtwas among those who 
jumped in the lake- -  despite 
temperatures of ,20" Celsius 
ending speculation that he's in 
line for the health minister's job 
in an upcoming cabinet shuffle. 
The NDP backbencher was 
joined in the 2rid Annual 
Kermodei Bear Swim by swim 
organizer Rick McDaniel, Jen- 
nifer McDaniel, Murray 
Kuemper, Bdan Lindcnbach, 
Scott Linley and Steve Schmidt 
The swim took place about 50 
yards from shore at the picnic site 
near Water Lily Bay. 
The lake was frozen solid, but 
that didn't stop them, McDaniei 
spent an hour and a half cutting a 
foot-thick slab of ice out of the 
lake with a chainsaw that morn- 
ing. 
By the time the swim was to 
take place, however, a thin sheet 
of Ice had formed that had to be 
Kermode Bear Swim malce,,; a big splash 
broken and cleared away with a 
rake. 
When all was ready,he suicidal 
seven jumped hi and were back 
out even faster. 
An ambulance and paramedics 
were on hand, but nobody froze 
to death, The shivering, blanket- 
clad group crossed the ice back to 
the parking lot and were whisked 
off to the steaming pools of 
Mount Layton Hot Springs. 
about it is 10 times worse than 
the real thing." 
The real thing is shock eqough 
that "you just forget about brea- 
thing," says Giesbrecht, who 
bobbed up sphttering for air. 
"It  was cold there's no question 
about hat," he said, "And it was 
a little far back to the parking 
IoL" 
To McDanicl, hitting the water 
is akin to a religious experience, 
" I t ' s  complete and total sensory overload. I t 's hard to 
judge how you feel  at that  moment  because it's too 
much, "  
The challenge of the polar bear 
swim is more mental than physi- 
cal, said MeDaniel, who sported a
pair of shorts, T-shirt, sandals and 
an Old Dutch potato chips 
baseball cap, 
"The worst part is standing 
there beside the hole the minute 
before you jump in," he ex- 
plained, ¢'Standing there thinking 
"It's complete and total sensory 
overload. It's hard to judge how 
you feel at that moment because 
it's too much." 
"After you do it you feel like 
you just can~c offof some kind of 
battery charger, You feel like a 
million bucks. It must be some 
kind of weird cure-all. 
Schmidt, a veteran of 29 polar 
bear swims, says he does it every 
year, wherever he's living, 
"It 's great,~' he said. " I  always 
do it. l did it when I lived in the 
Yukon." 
McDaniel was happy with the 
couple dozen people who showed 
up to witness the spectacle. 
"The thrill of watching people 
jump into that nice warm water 
draws a crowd," he said, as he 
picked ice offhis leg. 
"Most people just say you're 
nuts, But it's not as bad as you 
think," 
There was a purpose to all the 
madness, 
Each participant collected 
pledges toward the charity of 
their choice. 
More than $500 was collected, 
with many more pledges still to 
be counted. 
The money is destined to go to 
reconstruction of the Kinsmen 
Kiddies Kamp, the Canadian 
Cancer Society, the CT Scatmcr 
fund, the Terrace Bluebaeks 
Swim Club attd the SPCA. 
Don't make promises yoU,can't keep 
J ANUARY IS the 
season to test our 
will power in staying 
true to the course set 
out in our New Year's resolu- 
tions. 
Is your resolve cracking just a 
tad? 
Here are some tips from the ex- 
perts on how to go about achiev- 
ingwbat you resolve to do. 
Losing weight 
To lose weight his post-holiday 
season, eat less and do morel 
Just increasing your activity 
level can have a very positive f- 
fect on reducing your weight, 
Those who try to diet without in- 
creasing their activity level may 
find that they actually end up 
with slower metabolicrates and 
¢¢ ' '  less fat burning capacity, 
Also Uy eating more whole 
grains. They're good sources of 
carbohydrates to feed those newly 
active muscles. Try to: get about 
five servings per day. 
Fruits and vegetables provide us 
with many of our vitamins, and a 
like and use fruits to satisfy your 
sweet ooth. Four to six ounces of 
lean meat per day will meet your 
protein needs, and skim or 1 per 
ceut milk are better when you're 
tryiug to lose weight 
Make about oneor two changes 
to your eating habits per week. 
After about 90 days your healthy 
new diet will become ahabit. Re- 
me,abet, you.don't have to be:a 
perfect posen - -  g ive yourself a
breakl f 
My holiday resolutions are to 
vacuum my house every week 
(whether it needs it or not!), and 
to manage my mone~ better in the 
new year. 
- -  Gerry K~sten, 
Registered Nutritlonlst 
Brighten up! 
Does the promise of a brighter, 
fresher smile sound like an ap- 
pealing ift for the New year? 
This promise can be attained 
with a minimum amount of lime 
spent each day on oral hygiene. 
floss it takes mdy two to four 
minutes. It can be done anytime, 
anywhere. 
Since gmn disease, not dental 
decay, is the number one dental 
problem today, flossing makes a 
lot of sense. 
If you find flossing ' awkward, 
don't give up. Ask your dentist o 
review your technique with you, 
In addition to a healthier mouth, 
one reward you'll receive from 
daily flossing will be keeping 
those two front teeth you received 
at Christmas for a life time. 
My personal New Year's resolu- 
tion b to be more consistent with 
a regular exerciseprogram. 
- -  Shirley Gray, 
Registered Dental Hygienist 
• S Take"it ea y 
To inake a stressful day at work 
easier, I try to find somcthhtg to 
laugh about, 
I also try to discuss difficult 
Most people brush their teeth, 
generous erving Of fibre: They but how many of us floss? minutes to get a breath of flesh 
~can help to fill,he i':SnaCk gap", i ~,:::,iFlosding preven~gem disease "air, 
with a:  delightful' 'low: :r Calori~ :"and:bad b~athbyl removing the 
alternative, , i . - i / i :  i: plaque~ thaiigrowLbetween ~e i 
Eat as many vegetabies:'ks' y0~ ~ te~tb;:bi{6e: you kimw :how to, 
tea bags - - just  right for a short 
break. 
At home after a hard day at 
work or in the middle of s busy 
weekend I find it helps to turn on 
some special music, Depending 
on whether I need calming, in- 
spiring or comforting, it might be 
Chopin, Mozart, the Ben,los or 
the sound of ocean waves. 
A walk around the block can re- 
store a sense of perspective, attd a 
cat purring on my lap is instant 
relaxationl 
Sometimes I give myself a 
mini-holiday. It can be as short as 
15 minutes or up to an hour. It's a 
time that I caq curl up with a cup 
of tea and s good book or a 
crossword puzzle and ignore the 
dust or the lauttdry. 
My New Year's resolutions are: 
When you help others you help 
yourself. 
Try volunteering some of your 
time to a cause you feel good 
abouL 
The sense of accomplishment 
and beingpart of the community 
reward enough for many com- 
mitted volunteers, 
But-many 0,hers also volunteer 
to gain work experlettce. 
In the: past year volunteers 
placedby the Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau have worked in such 
diverse positions, as victim as- 
sistance, child chnios and child 
minding, driving for Meals on 
Wheels, antl-poverty, literacy, 
cable television, Big Brothers attd 
Sisters, a friend to a mentally 
challenged person, art gallery at- 
tendanti heatre axqlstants, 
You can call the volunteer 
• To lake more time to up. bureau ,at 638-1330 to find out 
preciate each day and the people "about what kind of volunteers ere 
! live and work With." " ticeded now, 
• 3[ol to make any New Year's Feel the satisfaction of helping 
resolutions ! can't keep, except others. This year resolve to be a 
maybe,,, volunteer, 
*, To procrastinate l ss but I . . 
problems with., my co-workers, think 1'11 leave mat one tu J er). My personal resolutions for the 
ann occaszonally take a Iew, :: ~. : : - -Car (  
.... Skeena I 
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t Bob s gone to Vic,toria 
A farewell dinner roast was 
held for Bob Wilkinson on Sun- 
day, Nov. 8. 
Wilkinson has left Terrace to 
live in the Victoria area. 
He first arrived in Terrace in 
September of 1990, coming here 
from Whitehorse njoy a wanner 
climate. 
He startcd the business he's 
known for throughout the north- 
west - -  Wilkinson Business Ma- 
chines. 
He first rented premises from 
Joe's Printers, downstairs at the 
Lazelle Shopping Centre. 
He started his new business 
with just himself and a tool kit, at 
first just servicing existing office 
equipment. 
He covered Terrace, Kitimat 
and Prince Rupert, many times 
startiug his day at 4 a.m. and 
coveriug all three cities in one 
day. 
.After three years on his own he 
hired a service man to help in 
repairs. It was then that Bob be- 
gan operating as Wilkinson Busi- 
ness Machines and started 
marketing products ~ mainly 
calculators and cash registers. 
He opened a branch outlet in 
Prince Rupert in 1980. 
At  this location, Wilkinson 
Business Machines has grown to 
a staffof 20, 
n Iffr ,," There"  
by Yvonne Moen 
West Beeston, who has been 
assistant manager, has taken over 
the business of Wilkinson. 
Bob, who originally came from 
Vancouver, has decided to move 
to Victoria to be close to his 
mother, father and grandmother. 
While in Terrace, Bob was very 
involved in minor hockey, the 
Rotary club and the Skeena Val- 
ley Car Club. 
In 1987 he was selected 
Businessman of the Year, and has 
been on the Chamber of Com- 
merce each year since 1986. 
Bob and his fiancee - -  
Maureen Rowlett - -  who were 
both instrumental in forming the 
car club, now hope to get in- 
volved in restoring antique cars in 
Victoria. 
Their wedding is planned for 
next August. 
He has two sons in Terrace 
Chris and Jeff. Chris plans to at- 
tend the University of Victoria 
next year. 
Bob received a gavel attd a pla- 
que from the Skcena Vallcy Car 
Club at the roast, which was at 
Gim's Restaurant. 
Bill MeRae and David Lane at 
the roast gave Bob a special 
crotch attachment. 
The following poem ac- 
companies it: 
The Shoe Saver Cane 
The older you get, 
the higher you Fee. 
It was once on your shoe 
it's now on your knee. 
To prevent he problem 
of  excessive dribble, 
This cane was invented 
to help when you piddle. 
At your age comes 
the Iow pressure blues. 
So pee in the trough 
• and not in your shoes! 
FRIDA¥ : " SATURDA~ 
• .•• ; : , • - MONDAY 
Bob will be greatly missed in 
the community. Farewell and 
good luck. 
Fatigue/syndrome isreal 
Did you know'that in this coun- 
try there are thousands of people 
who suffer from a disabling af- ---= ,-== 
fliction known as chronic fatigue '~  . -----=-~W-~--~/i~-;:~ 
syndrome? 
It is also known as myalgic en- 
cephalomyelitis (M.E.), Chronic 
Fatigue and Immune Dysfunction 
Syndrome, or simply just "yuppie 
flu". It can affect people of any 
age or sex but most sufferers are 
high achieving, often well- 
educated women in their twenties ing their teeth a strenuous task re- 
and thirties, quiring both hands. 
Symptoms include extreme ex- Children can also get C,F.S. 
haustion, sore throat, swollen Previously active children shun 
glands, inability to concentrate, physical activity and those with 
[dsS ;~f'~{=4~RrV.:~6~d' disEid~,~ ..... ; good grades" may start'to fail •and 
wbhi findifi~ nroblems muscle" neeu remeolai help. - 
:~ per dr~liT~i 9:~.fh. ;-'~q?l ?,!-r- .-¢;,,', ,= ~ ,'r'~ ,." .r, .,. , . . . , . .  ' . . _  .. 
acues  anu  sulmess~ JOint aches  the exact  cause  ts no[  Knowu 
fifid" stiffness, h6adache~,de r s- but there are many' different P 
sion, sadness and many others. 
Symptoms are worsened, by ex- 
ertion. There arc many disease 
conditions that can cause these 
symptoms therefore thorough 
evaluation must be done to rule 
them out. 
This coudit ion can be quite 
devastating a s most people must 
make considerable changes in 
their lifestyles. For some people 
just getting up, bathing and dress- 
i ,g can use up their allotted ener- 
gy for the day. Others find brush- 
thcories. 
One' of the most popular 
theories is that an infection, pos- 
sibly vital, txiggcrs a mechanism 
in the body and the person never 
completely recovers. Scvetal 
viruses have been implicated such 
as Epstein Barr (which causes 
mononucleosis), herpes vires, and 
hepatitis. Studies are still being 
done to determine the cause. 
Although this is usually a long 
term illness, improvement is pos- 
sible, A low fat diet is thought to 
Did you 
know that... 
Courtesy Skeena Health Unlt 
help. C.F.S. suffcrem need to fred 
a balance between rest and cxcr- 
lion. Activity with limits is sug- 
gested. 
Since the exact cause is not 
"~ known it bus not bees possible to 
• ~"~b~'~ h~hh a single treatment 
:" 'oi~cilfick cure. 
Education is important. Under- 
standing what is happening can 
help to bcffer deal with the condi- 
tion. Support groups can be very 
beneficial to help cope and under- 
stand the illness. They are also 
valuable outlets for fears and 
auxieties. A support group may 
be available in your area. For 
more information contact your 
doctor or the 
Skecna Health Unit 
3412 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC  
V8G 4T2 
TEJ{RACE BEAUTIFICATION SOCIETY 
The concrete flower planters located downtown did much to improve the 
appearance of Terrace this summer. Now is your time to help. The 
Beautification Society is planning to place a further FIFTY planters in 
'93. 
FOR A ONE TIME DONATION OF $!60 YOU, YOUR BUSINESS OR 
ORGANIZATION WILL RECEIVE'. 
1. A planter with your name on it. 
2. Flowers wig be planted EVERY year at no further cost to you 
3. The planters will be watered and maintained bythe Society 
To order your planter, complete the tom below and send a cheque to the 
Beautification Society do 4611 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, V8G 1P9 or call 
George Clark 635-2281 
Y~ , ( 
~oCation ofthe 
planter must be 
approved by the 
i,iCi~0f~rrace 
Public W0rks 
Dept,) 
i m I I m I I m m N m I m m m m m m I m m m I m m m m m 
PLEASE RETURN TO: The Terraoe Beaulifioatlon Soolety 
4611 LakelseAve., Terrace, B.CI, V8G IP9 
I would like to purchas e tub(s) to be placed In the downtown area of 
Terrace. • , 
I woukl prefer to place It •along • ~:. streei/Avsnue,i:,: 
I Would like tO have an Identifying plaque attached with my itame or. 
I am enclosing aoheque for $ ' " ~• ........... 
' i .  ~ ~. : . (~ 'h~.~i i .= .  " =. .  ~ ,= ~ m ~ ,~ =*  m i v : ,~ , : l .~ :~=" .~ ~ : :L ! ' i .  
I 
I ,  
I 
,, 
! 
Bob Wilkinson 
THE KIDS ARE THERE. 
DRIVE WITH CARE! 
YOUR LOCAL 
POLICE 
WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE THAT 
WE'VE MOVED 
Our New Address Is 
#12 - 4736 Lakelse 
See Us  Today  
• LUCKY DOLLAR B INGO 
JANUARY 
Terrace 
R[ngettes 
Parents ccerdion 
fer~ 
Advancement 
of Education 
In  Terrace 
Little Theatre 
Patents Coddion 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
17 Minor 
Softball 
Parents Coa~dion 
forthe 
Advancement 
of Education .
L~ 
24  Theatre 
Patents ccerdion 
1 Ringettes 
Community Band 
4 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
11 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
18 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
25 
Terrace 
Minor 
Softball 
1993 PALACE JANUARY 1993 
~'V;"l ~ ~ I~~.11  . . . . . . . . .  
5 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
12 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
19 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
26 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Kermode 
Fdendship 
Society, 
6 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
13 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
20 
Terrace 
Slueback 
Swim Clum 
27 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
747 
Air 
Cadets 
T~rrace  
Anti..Pove~/ 
4 Order of 
Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti-Povedy 
1 747 
Air 
Cadets 
Ter rac~ 
Anti-Poverty 
8 Terrace & 
Disrict 
S.RC.A 
Ter race  
Anti-Poverty 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
1 
CLOSED 
Canadian 
Parapl~ic 
Association 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council-Terrace 
1~ Canadian 
'~ Parapl@lc 
Associabon 
Nisga'a Tubal 
Council-Terrace 
2 Canadian 
Parapl~ic 
Associatmn 
Nisga'a Tri~ 
Council-Terrace 
9 Royal 
Canadian 
Legion #13 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council-Terrace 
2 ~ '  Theatre 
Parents 
For French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
Minor 
Softball 
Kinettes 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
6 L~e Theatre 
Kinsmen 
Search 
and Rescue 
Q zo.,ce 
Ringettes 
Soccer 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
30 ~s Theatre 
Parents 
For French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
Games 12:45 
Evening Games . ...... Doors4:30 p.~,.~,.~:-~;. Games 6:15 
: ~ ' - - . '  ~ . i -  , '  . ~ ~ • ' : ,  ~ ' .  ~.~,, _ ~ 'y .~ ' , :~ .~t~L '-'`'~','/~f~'," ,,~,* ~' • • Thurs.;, Fri./Sat: ~ate Night-Games Doors 9:30,-j~m~ -., ,~ ~Giames~lo:oo p.m. 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
PEPS! LEARN-TO-SKI: 
MOUNTAINS OF FUN! 
PINT-SIZE PRICE(14.95)! 
I . , f  
I ! 
KI 
/lENT 
.~ROUP 
f LIFT 
Jl~: TO PRE-REGISTER FOR THE 
~i MOUNTAIN OFYOUR CHOICE: 
• , [ ]  - • i. ; . : :  " .~ . ,~ . /  " 
& SPORTS; 
IN PRINCE RUPERT: VERTICAL 
SKI & CYCLE 
IN TERRACE: ALL SEASONS 
SHAMES, SOORC':FOR SPORTS; SPORT 
WORLD (THE NEW HOME OF WINTERLAND SKI) 
M 0 U NTAIN P .s, LEARN-'TO -'SKI ~ PROGRAM DATES: 
PEPSI LEARN.TO-SKI'PROGRAM JANUARY 4 TO 31 
4 " . 
• '~ ~;i~ Give the.gift  of. sk i ing!As~•.  
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1'92 IN REVIEWI 
JULY 
A DOUBLE BOGEY on the final hole 
was probably not quite the finish Tony 
Lopes had in mind, but it still left him 
putts to spare in carding awinuing 220 at 
the '92 Skecua Valley Meu's Open golf 
tournament. 
The Open attracted 88 entries this year 
who competed in four flights, 
TERRACE BOWLERS Eva Wilkinson 
FACED WITH an all-but-dead Reerea- 
• tion Advisory Commission, city recrea- 
tion direetor Steve Scott hoped for coun- 
cil's help'iu reviving it. 
Hei!suggested membership in the 
Voluntary body had crashed from 12 to 
jimt four because council didn't refer 
enough issues to it. 
./The city subsequently asked the com- 
mission to come up with a long range 
recreation plan for the eommmdty. 
RICHARD HARRISON of Smithers 
successfully defended his crown in the 
atmual Kdng of the Mountain foot race. 
Harrison's time of 37:12 was a shade 
faster titan his '91 winning time and just 
over a minute ahead of Terrace rival and 
runner-up Colin Parr. 
OUT OF TOWN entries dominated the 
'92 Skecua Valley Triathlou, Frank 
Clarke first across the line in 1:55.07 and 
fellow Vancouverite Barb Graham tak- 
ing top female honours in a time of 
2:14.46. 
Top Terrace finisher was Colin Parr, 
29th overall in a time of 2:16:25. He'd 
earlier won the Smithers Tyce triathlon. 
CHiRON KANTAKIS broke from a 
group of eight cyclists on the final hill to and Lesley Alway (silver) and Roy Clif- 
winAhe Kitimat River Challenge road ford, Kelly Francis and Dave Wiebe 
race for the third straight year. Fellow (gold) were in the medals at the Master 
Terraeiti:Mike Christensen was third. Bowlers Association ationals. 
AUGUST CHITO RYU KARATE expert Deb 
Casey, 15, returned from the 4th Interna- 
tional Soke Cup in Newcastle, Australia 
SHARP" GOALTENDING and timely with a gold medal won in Junior A Fe- 
substitutes played a big part in Kispiox's male Kata. 
3-1 over Prince Rupert in the final of the 
Northern Motor hm Oldtimers Soccer 
tournament here. 
Losses to Kispiox and Kitimat had 
knocked Terrace out early on. 
THE TRACK RECORD fell at the 
Terrace Speedway when Super Modified 
drivers took part in the Open Wheel In- 
vitational. 
Richie Lamon scorched to lap times of 
14.95 on both the Saturday attd Sunday. 
PETER KRAUSE of Smithem took the 
flag at the '92 Skecna River Challenge 
100 mile bike road race. 
Top Terrace racers were Sue Simpson, 
second female finisher, and Colin Parr, 
fourth among the men. 
TERRACE PISTOLERO Fred Straw 
took top spot in the Northwest Team 
Challenge staged by the local Practical 
Shooters handgun club. 
~' ERNIE PERKINS (Sportsman), Jules 
LaFranee ['Hobby) and Gord Klassen 
:(Street) were first across the line iu the 
Terrace Stock Car association's annual" 
M~'o~rial event. 
I SWARN MANN was on the winniug 
Side inboth the men's and ladies' dou- 
bles as Terrace players took most titles at 
:_the Smithers Tennis Open. 
WESTPOINT RENTALS liually 
i emerged from the long shadow cast by 
arch rival SKB to beat the Wreckers• 8-4 
in the fiual of the '92 Terrace Men's SIo- 
Pitchl League tournament, avenging•two 
PEDAL POWER. Top Terrace finisher Colin Parr bears down as he heads for 
the line and a fourth place 11nish in the Skeena River Challenge bike road race 
which saw competitors cover the 100 miles from Prince Rupert to Terrace. 
NO SNOW? NO PROBLEM. Snowmobilers showed 
it's just as exciting on grass in Terrace's first Grass 
Blast. Above local Trevor Gibson roars to the line but 
OCTOBER 
LOCAL PLAYERS found themselves 
shut out of the big money at the Terrace 
Dart Open. 
.~ Making finals for Terrace were Carla 
~and Bill Boreham in mixed doubles, 
~,Clare Groot in ladies doubles and Bill 
i L Robinson-Bob Bennett in men's doubles, 
but  all ~had.~to settle for runner-up spot. 
':BennetL Robinson and Bill Boreharn 
~were again second in the team event. 
: BRIAN FUHR mastered all comers in 
i; the All Seasons Half-Marathon 2:locking 
1:18.30 in the 21kin race. Terrace 
~Masters division entrant Gord Buxton 
: took second, just over a minute back. 
NORM ZLOKL1KOVITS, driving 
"force behind fastball in this community, 
'.was named to the Softball B.C. Hall of 
~Fame., The provincial organization de- 
::scribed him as a "softball legend". 
the effort is in a losing cause. After the judges had con- 
sulted the video replay, fellow Terrace racer Lori Knull 
was pronounced winner by a ski tip. 
JULIE SUTrON brought her ladies 
Canadian champion rink to the Terrace 
curling club for a clinic and exhibition 
game against local curlers. 
TERRACE BLUEBACKS opened 
their competitive season cautiously, rest- 
ing swimmers and happy to take third in 
the four team meet. 
Aimee Peacock and Garth Coxford 
took top homours in their age groups 
while 10-year-old Audrey Erb placed 
second in her's. 
SHERRY LOPUSHINSKY and Dave 
Wiebe became r the first two local 
bowlers to qualify for the cash singles 
regional finals. Qualifiers continue 
through to March. 
NOVEMBER 
BRAD NEUFELD wasted no time 
Showing his Queenstown, New Zealand 
team they'd made a good choice inviting 
the Terrace fastball player to join them 
for the down Under season. 
The import pitcher led the team to 
ilthree wins in four games, blasting three 
!,~h'omers on the ~,ay, 
;:~i' CALEDONIA KERMODES earned a 
iberth inthe provincial senior boysAAA 
• ,volleyball championships by sweeping 
Kitlmat 3-0 ins best of five playoff. 
IiI~THORNHILL JR. Secondary's grade 
9/10 volleyball boys re.covered flora an 
~;tndlfferent round robin to  beat out 
Skeena in a thrilling zone final, 16.14, 
'|5-13.~ It's the school's third straight 
CITY COUNCIL agreed to free up the 
extra money needed to produce drawings 
and cost estimates for a proposed second 
sheet of ice. 
BADMINTON held its first 
tournament of the season, the Ter- 
race Open Doubles. 
Local winners were Fran Mann-Nancy 
Condon on Ladies 'A' side, Condon- 
Norm Parry in the Mixed 'A' and Lisa 
Bland-Mui Luc in Ladies 'B'. 
SEPTEMBER 
ZONE 10 COMPETITORS returned 
from the Dawson Creek B.C. Seniors 
Games in triumph. 
Their haul of 40 medals was double the 
'91 tally and Terrace athletes contributed 
28 of that total: nine gold, seven silver 
and 12 bronze. 
LOGGERS SPORTS were again a 
highlight of the Skeena Valley Fall Fair. 
George Jackson of New Hazelton fin- 
ished top of the tree while Eddy Braun, 
.15, of, .Say~9,ard,,,,B.C. ran 9way~ ,wi.tb.;,.~ 
rookie honoum. . : , .  ;; , ..:, ......... 
Terrace's Vic Dcvost took second in 
the open division pole falling, a Cana- 
dian championship points eveut. 
INVADERS FROM Prince Rupert and 
Port Edward took the Terrace Bowl 
Spicl's top prizes, but home town four- 
seines struck back with wins in the 'C' 
and 'D' events. 
BIG CROWDS were als0 on hand for 
the Fall Fair's heavy horse pull event. 
They got to watch two-time champions 
Major and May toppled' by Roger 
Losier's pair, Robin and Mandie. 
WHAT A BLASTI The Skeena Valley 
Snowmobile Association held their first 
ever grass drags. 
Terrace racers took home their share of 
the hardware but Art Anderson of 
Smithers emerged on top with three 
wins, two seconds and a third. 
ALL SMILES after thdr trip to the 
Central-North CariboorRegional figure 
skating competition were Vanessa 
LcBlanc and Jennifer Kuehne. 
:LeBlane:brought ome a silver and 
KuehnC two bronzes and an alternate's 
spot for the B.C, Winter Games. 
BUDDY-ING BOWLER. That's as in Bowling Buddies, a true novices league. 
CALEDONIA'S SOCCER squad came Above, Ashley Rauschenberger launches another missile at the pins. The 
h0tne ~ f0rm:ihe:i~rovlneials witha: t41h  i Buddies Is a family affair with either parents or grandparents accompanying 
lace finlsh,'the ~st result ever achieved the klds and joining in the fun. For more information, phone the Lanes at 635- 
Py a northwestern tearnl' i :  i~i .~ -5911. But hurry if you want to get In on the action: it's extremely popular. 
HOCKEY RETURNED to the 
Terrace Arena,and the Thomhill 
Orangemen were ready. The 
defending champions pulped the 
Kitimat Tricks 11-0 in the final. 
BRADLEY L'HEUREUX scored 
twice and set up another to lead the Sur- 
veyors to victory in the Youth Soccer 
under-10s playoffs. 
Northern Drugs took the under-18s, 
Overwaitea the under-14s, the under-12s 
went to Wildwood and Tide Lake won 
the Girls playoff title. 
, MICHELLE HE, NDRY collected yet 
~a~.9,ther ~ward aS tlie.$'T0 6a~d~ai[ star 
was named" theproVini~e's~'0ttt~landing 
university female athlete for the second 
consecutive year. 
JIM HOLLAND emerged as  the 
Skeena Valley Golf and Country club's 
men's champion after a see-saw battle 
with Jim Rigler which saw Riglermiss a 
12 foot putt on the final hole that would 
have forced a playoff. 
TERRACE UNDER-18 soccer players 
wound up their season by taking the top 
two spots in a Prince George tourney, 
Brady's bunch beating out Leblanc's 
team in the shoot out needed to break a 
2-2 a ftcr-overtime ti . 
DECEMBER 
KERMODE VOLLEYBALLERS, 
both girls and boys, logged 14th place 
finishes in the AAA Provincial 
championships. 
Team officials for both squads aid the 
lack of match experience against compe- 
titive teams was the only thing that had 
prevented both from finishing higher in 
the standings, 
REVITALIZED, the Parks and Recrea- 
tion Commission started putting together 
a long range recreational plan for the 
community. 
THE KERMODB BOYS basketball 
team had a mixed month, winning a 
Vanderhoof tournament, losing to Prince 
Rupert's Charles Hays and then shelling 
the Rupert Rainmakers. 
VERITAS TOOK home three trophies 
and Cassie Hall one in elementary 
schools girls and boys volleyball tourna- 
ments. 
TERRACE BLUEBACKS finished 
runners-up in their own McDonalds In- 
vitational behind a strong IGtlmat Marlin 
team but coach Mike Carlyle was, 
buoyed by continued improvement in in- 
dividual results. 
ALL SEASONS marched into the 
Christmas break atop the Recreational 
men's hockey division, seven points 
clear of Skeena Hotel. Terrace Tim- 
bermen led the Oldtlmers division by a 
single point. 
STILL WITH hockey, Randy Heaman 
Trucking went undefeated totake the in- 
augural Bantsm house ',league pre- 
Christmas tournament. 
AND, OF COURSE, the hill wan alive 
as Shames Mountain was blanketed in 
snow and hordes of skiers headed out to 
enjoy the slopes, 
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Proud as  a Peacock  Spor ts  
Menu 
FRIDAY, JAN. 8 
Curling 
ZONE 6 PLAYDOWNS. First 
draw held tonight at 9 p.m. 
Final set for 3 p.m. Sunday. 
SATURDAY~ JAN. 9 
Cross Country Siding 
WINTER GAMES qualifiers 
take place 11 a.m.-l:30 p.m. at 
Onion Lake trails. 
Alpine Siding 
WINTER GAMES qualifying 
race at Shames Mountain, 10 
a.m. Second race held same 
time Sunday. 
Curling 
ZONE 6 PLAYDOWNS for 
both Jr. and St. Ladies begin 
with finals set for Sunday 3 
p.m. 
SUNDAY~ JAN. i0 
Luge 
WINTER GAMES qualifying 
races at Shames beginning 
with 9 a.m. training runs. 
Cross Country Sldng 
KITIMAT OPEN races on 
Onion Lake trails. For more ia- 
formation phoue 632-4359, 
632-4359 or 632-6055. 
FRIDAY~ JAN. I5 
Minor Hockey 
PEEWEES and BANTAMS 
host Kitimat in two-game 
weekend series. First game 
tonight, second Sat. morning. 
BADMINTON CLUB plays 
every Tues. 'and Thurs. 8-10 
p.m. and Sun. 7:30,9:30 p.m. 
at Thornhiil Jr .  Sec. school. 
Newcomers welcome. Contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop 
in hockey lakes place at Arena 
11:45 a.m.- 1 p.m. every Men., 
Wed.: and Fri. Minimum age 
19 years and limited, to first 20 
players each day. 
MIXED DART LEAGUE 
,play~v¢~ys ~Wednesdayi,night 
;~t the'~=;'~gio~i; "'S ~ p;m:.'" Furl 
leag~u/~ aiid all welcome. 'Just 
show up tojoin in. 
The Terrace Standard of- 
fers Sports.Menu ,as a pub- 
llc sehice to it's readers and 
loml sports organizations, 
If ydu: have an event 
planned, bring the details 
"in and we'll add it to the 
-Menu. 
To make l the following 
week's:paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p,m. Fri- 
day. . 
That was Monica Peacock fol- 
lowing the December Cash 
Singles qualifier. 
That's when she broke the 400 
barrier for the first time, opening 
with a first frame spare and then 
rolling a string of strikes on the 
way to a 405 total. 
The breaklhrough score helped 
boost her four game total to 1129, 
233 pins over average and the 
best of the day in that division. 
Also breaking 400 in the 
qualifier was Larry Lopushinsky 
with a 403 in his opening ame. 
Backing that up with a 329 in the 
last game, Lopushinsky rolled a 
1235 total for top spot in the 
scratch division. 
Peacock and Lopushinsky join 
previous Leif Thomsen, Henry 
Archibald, Sherry Lopushinsky 
and Dave Wiebe in earning a 
berth in the regional playdowns. 
The next Cash Singles qualifier 
'at the Terrace Lanes is set for 
Saturday, Jan. 30 starting at 7 
p.m. The entry fee is $20. 
The next big event at the Ter- 
race Lanes is the annual B.C. 
Bowl for Kids. 
Melanson stages 
Super comeback 
Although they fell just short in 
regular season play, Keith 
Melanson's foursome put it to- 
gether when it counted in Inn of 
the West curling SuPer League 
action.. 
Melanson had launehed a late 
charge in league action but his@ 
3 final tally wasn't enoug h to 
catch Ron Townley at 7;2. 
As  top two finishers in the 
league, the rinks then faced each 
other in a single game decider for 
the champion's title with 
Melanson prevailing 7-5. 
Melanson and Townley will bc 
back h= action this weekend when 
they head for Prince Rupert for 
the Men's zone playdowns. Also 
representing Terrace at the zones 
will bc Tom Sheasby's quartet. 
While the men are in Rupert, it 
will be Ladies' weekend at the 
Terrace curling club with the Jun- 
ior Ladies, Ladies and Senior 
Ladies zones all taking place 
here. 
Marie Beckley and Debbie Car- 
ruthers will face each other ill an 
all-local best of three series to de- 
cide the Senior Ladies zone reps. 
In the Ladies zones, Terrace's 
colours will be carried by Kim 
MacDougall and Rusty Blanes. 
The Junior Ladies will follow a 
round-robin fonnat and feature 
teams from Terrace Prince 
Rupert, Hazelton and Smithers. 
of joy 
~.( . '~  -~ .~-  Baby,..=. 
Kohl Joseph Dhaml 
~ "  Date & Time or Birth: 
December 21/92 at 4:05 p.m. 
Parent.st Harry & Jodie Dhaml 
Meg=" R~e . 
Date & ~® or Blrtlh| Baby's Name: 
December 17/92 atg:05 a.m. Donavin Alexander White 
Date &. ThBe of Birfll: Weight:7 Ibs 13'6z Se~ Female 
Parents! Arlene Hogan & December 23/92 at 3:54 a.m. 
. ~ Welght: 5 Ibs 12 5 oz Sere Male , Duaay rotter 
, .q  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ -~ '~ :-= .~;Psnmt;t;gennet fi &Juliana'='~, it ~] 
I 
YEAR END SALE 
15 % 0 F F ;;T,.,; s.o.. 
Plus see our great sidewalk sale discount able, 
. Jan. 6-12 
Local bowlers are now collect- 
ing pledges for theevent with all 
money going to the Variety Club 
of B.C. to help their work with 
handicapped children. 
Last year Terrace bowlers 
raised almost $3,300, more than 
any other alley in northern B,C. 
and they're hoping to better that 
this year. 
The 12 game doubles tourney 
takes place Saturday, Jan. 23. The 
entry fee is $40 per person and 
$600 in prize money will be 
handed out. 
The first McDoualds Bowling 
Buddies session wound up last 
month with the presentation of 
prizes, 
High average wi,ners were Jay 
Borden (66) and Kyla O'Donnell 
(44) while Aaron Teichrob (+38) 
and Celeste Flowers (+30) took 
pins over average honours. 
Perfect attendance awards went 
to Carly Dyck, Jolynn Orange, 
Bryson Sutton, Bobby McEwan, 
Catlin Harlow, Mark Harlow, 
Johnathan Orange, Cameron 
Fagen, Skyler Andrews, Aaron 
Teichrob and Kyla O'Donnell. 
The next Bowlh~g Buddies 
league starts up Jan. 13 and runs 
until April 21. 
I 
i 
Discover 
a brand new 
save ,18.00 
(]ome See the New Weight Watchers. I)e,|ple laughing. 
Meetiug new friends. Listening to tapes or eujoying 
entertainiug vide|is. So call the New:Weight Watdters t.
become a braud new you. %u'll love the cha||ge s iu our 
I)rogram. Ahnost as much as the one.~ in your mirror. 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
HOOL 
r OF 
:LEASED./IOEEtCE .SPACE~.:IN: ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE 
INCREASING ENROLMENT. 
PERSONS WISHING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SHOULD 
• CONTACt , / : .  ~:~ .... •, :' 
ANY/PROPOSAL MAY NOT BE AccEPTED.  ~ " ::i:i/:i:i 
"~:=:':~ "": :"~ Piet~dorff ...... . ~ ~..-,,,..:.: . . . .  . Mr.:Barry D. r 
--  ' ,~,~,~.:::,;.~,~-~;.:.-,.. : ,, : .:- Secretary L~::i ': i':.'~ 
ED?  .... ..... 
The B.C. Liquor Distribution Branch has received, and is 
considering, a reques t for an Agency Liquor Store in the 
community of Meziadin Lake. Agency Liquor Stores may 
be established, generally in conjunction with an existing 
grocery business, for the sale of beer, wine, and spirits in 
packaged form. The program is intended to improve 
service to consumers in small rural communities without 
con~,enlent access to retail liquor outlets. Comments on 
this subject may be made, in writing, to: 
Rural Agency Program 
Store Operations Department 
Liquor Distribution Branch 
3200 East Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C., VEM lZ6 
until January 15, 1993 
J 
For a brand  new you. 
1 ' 800 '68 '~ '8011 
T m ACE 
INN OF THE WEST 
' 4620 LAKELSE AVE. 
TUESDAY, 7:00pm 
I I l  Half] 
Joi . for 
Offer Vnlbl Arv.  N,*.hB. llrlslsh (:.,hmddi,. Jaml.ry 9.2,'I. |qq:l. t ht,m,d h,. ,',mddn,q! with rap, ,ah,,r*df,.r lind i~ .,,, ,1~Ifihd,h. l.~r i,l sG~rL. 
| , ld Jvhhmlwe lghf | (~amnyvnrv .  a?H~PP2Weig | l~ 'zP |wr~|ner  I . .1  (~ Ow, , . r . f  ,, ,:g~ , r .  " r  I ' , l l t rL .$ | l  /~ ~l l .~ , rv , |  . 
. ' . , /  
THE ED ...... " GET ON GE 
' ' MOUNTAIN ' SHAMES ' ' 1  
MACH I "".,"":" . , -,. -~::i"'? :.~ ..... " 
F ESENTEID 
711- 
. , -. 
FEATL IK ING:  • 
- 2Days intensive gate training and technical free skiing ' .... : " 
- special guest coaches (ex,cast members & world cup racers) *GARY ATHENS -*,.CHRIS i i 
KENT* BOB STYAN ....... .~-'/, ~.~: .. . . . .  : 
- daily video analysis ~ • . . . .  ~i:<: !: ;- 
- lunch provided daily & on-hill refreshments ,~,,~, ,., .:. 
- cocktail reception " . . . . .  
- fun race -all ,we lcome 
- T-shirts, prizes & MUCH MOREI ! I  - 2'call 635-3773 t~ register ~,: T" :f~:i ' ~' ~: " : ~: 
SALI I QN " L . _ J .  
--" " ~ LOCALsALES 
~ ~ ° A V!  s 
~ ~  ~ ~ ] ~ ( ~ ? ( ~  We try harder,:: 
i ] • 
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: i 
A great 
+:'location 
A great location plus recent 
addition make this a grcat new 
home for you and your family, 
Ready for immediate oc- 
cupancy this home features a 
four piece ensuite as well as a 
sky lite inthe main bathroom. 
The thre e ;  bedrooms ~nd 
bathroomsare all brand new 
along with new flooring in the 
kitchen and p spacious living 
room. All of this on, a full 
basementwith lots of potential, 
limited only by your own im- 
aginatio n. Top this with a large 
lot with garden area and fruit 
trees and a new 20X24 garage 
fo r  the handyman and you 
have the' ideal home for you 
and your family. 
The Canad ian  ROe ClOSe SC-3,0Iy 
CALL YOUR LO(AL 
RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
OR RCMP FOR ICE 
THICKNESS REPORTS 
i i i 
I 
c-  2t 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. : 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
III 635-6361 " I INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED I 
LOV LVSSEDROOM II lU I 
HOMEI ' • ~ :i(is!:'=:;: "ii+ :++=i~ir 
Located 2 blocks from downtown, 
this lovely home has been 
beautifully updated and vertually 
renovated throughout; a must to 
see. Call Ted Now. Listed at 
$136,500 MLS. 635-5619, 
COMFORTABLE AND 
CLEAN 
This 12x64, 1967 Melody Mobile 
Home has two bedrooms and two 
additions for storage and entrance. 
It is very affordable at $10,50 MLS. 
Call Ted Todayl 
PROPERTIES FOR SALE 
Che~.:oh, t~!heeie vacant properties 
f~l~l~(~foed Drive ~ , ~  
aci:eS $29,500. Kitsela~Rd~:;gi7 ~ 
acres In city limits $2e,000. Call 
Sheunce for more information today, 
MLS. 
• . ~ ; "  :L ? 
Stan Parker 
635.4031 
FAMILY HOME IN THE 
HORSESHOE 
Great family home In Immaculate 
condition. Features 2 r~tural gas 
fireplaces, 6 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms 
and large rec room. This Is just 
walking distance ~'om schools and 
downtown. Call Gomlle Olson for 
your appointment to view, Priced st 
$119,900 MLS. 
THINKING OF BUILDING IN 
TH E N EW YEAR 
Now is the time to secure your 
building lot to b~, ready, for earl~ 
'. the rlew cbntroled<Temple Street 
subdivision. Call Gordie Olson for 
more informatior~ Alllots at $29,750 
ea. MLS, 
ATTRACTIVE LAKESHORE 
- 1298 sq tt. - 2 bedrooms 
- 100 ft. lakeshore - 3/4 basement 
Call Jiml 
STARTING OUT? 
.Then this 1974 Modulne Premier 
mobile home set up on it's own lot 
would be just the one for you. Has 
12x28 addition. Spacious living 
room with fireplace. Three 
bedrooms. Wood stove. 12x40 
garage-shop, Cal Jim today to 
make your appointment to view this 
property priced at $53,500 MLS, 
i; 120x131 I..bt z~ned 'F~ foLMulti~: 
,~ dweling. City.,~te~]lM' sewer 
available, ~--e~t~l~f~5, or 6.pfex. 
Located in'~Rl~th Estates area on 
dead end street, Asking $34,500, 
Call John, 
Jim Duffy 
635-6688 
ON THE BENCH 
• 1,100 sq. ft. -4 bedrooms 
- N/G heat - Full basement 
Asking $105500 MLS. 
SUPER STARTERll 
Wdh this very well maintained 880 
sq ft. plus basement home. Two 
bedrooms up and one down Reo 
room, Natural gas heat. Paved 
driveway, 60x188 lot. Call Jim today 
about this listing pdced at $79,900 
i MLS. 
NEW! LARGE! 
HORSESHOB 
A winning combination for this 1,560 
;~ sq,~l ab=.va ~ground basement s yle i 
..hame=;Nery spacious kitchen with 
oak ~itchen cabinets and breakfast 
area. Three bedrooms, master with 3 
- piece ensuite, One bedroom ]nJaw 
suite. Double garage. Call Jim for 
your appointment, EXCL. ' I 
HOME & SHOP 
• 1,290 sq, ft, - N/G heat 
- 3 bedrooms - 16x24 shop 
Asking $e9,~0 MLS, 
CUTE & COZY 
Is the best way to describe this !isling 
In the Horseshoe, This home offers 
1,200 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 1bath, N/G 
fireplace, 16x20 storage shed, and 
fenced 70x132 lot. Located within 
walking distance to schools and 
downtown, Asking $89,900 MLS. 
INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNrW 
Excellent building lot close to the 
:ddw~town-oor.e, Th~prope~ I~ 
approximately one acr~ in siz~ an~ 
fronts onto LazeleAvehUe andPa# 
Wenue. Zoning is R-3 which will 
allow for construction ofa 25-42 unit 
apartment building. For more 
information call Hans. MLS 
!'t+ 
I I i  .... I ~ ;,.~ ~ :. ' 
Gordon Olson ~ Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbrink 
638-I 945 635-5382 635-5739 635-5392 
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT. +. 
I 
) 
4 i.: i~ 
Ted Garner 
635-5619 
AVAILABLE FOR QUICK 
POSSESSION 
Immaculate 4 bedroom 14x70 
mobile home with 2 well constructed 
additions and a covered sundeck, 
For more information and your 
appointment to view call Gordie 
Olson. Priced at $33,900 MLS, 
INVESTMENT 
'OPPORTUNITY 
Looking for an investment property? 
Then look at this 7 acres in town 
zoned light industrial and presently 
holding 12 revenue suRes, 13 unit 
mini-storage, 3 portable mini storage 
units, and a 15 bay mobile home 
park, More room for development. 
Call Sh~unce for more information 
$350,000 EXCL. 
EXCELLENT!5 BAY SHOP 
Has (3) 10 fl. doors, (2 12~ doors, 
Present  use is legal non- 
:r,;~,8OO.'sql ft.qn §jze~:~s ~reas~ pit, *, 
o$ce, storage and'pa/ts room .... 
Attached is a 4 bedroom 1,200 sq, 
ft. of living space, Sign posted, Call 
listing agent for appt. to vlew. John 
or Hans, MLS, 
John Nagy 
635-9312 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
I ,i 
. VENDOR MOTIVATED ,' 
Staff the new year right with this 
great starter home for a.young 
family, Recently renovated ,a l l  
msdy  to move right In. Large 
kitchen, family room and two 
bedrooms on a fully fenced lot 
complete with patio and two 
storage; sheds. To try your offer 
call D0ug at 636-1715, Listed at 
only $6 ! ,000 MLS. 
, SUPER FAMILY HOME 
"l'his 4 bdrm, full basement home 
is priced to sell - t  $97,500. Has 
seen lots of= ~8~ent renos 
ind ud ingL- -~ i~,~w carpets, 
counterto~'~ff'~ ~ spadous, oak 
kitchen. Large rec room and 
workshop down plus carport and 
bl.level sundeck. Exclusive with 
,S~anne. ~ 
AFFORDABLE ACREAGE 
Very picturesque property has a 
lot to  offer including septic 
system in space 'and an 
unfinished home. Call Suzanne 
today fo i  more ::Info' on thlsl 
59.83 acres - priced to sell for 
$48.000. MLS. 
~-  ,:~::... 
: L y . r  t '~~u:" :? . ?  
UNIQUE • AT $89,000 
Located on e largo lot In the 
4800 block of the horseshoe. 
::} 
• HORSESHOE LOCATION 
1;240 sq. ft., 14 year home on 
large lot in a good area of the 
horseshoe. 3 bedrooms on the 
main floor, living room fireplace. 3 
baths plus ensulte, Rnlshed 
basement :has s famly morn as 
well as e 1 bedroom suite. 
"l'here's a garage and paved 
drive, For mote Informatbn call 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 
INDUSTRIAL SITE 
If you are in need of an industrial 
site in the Hazelton area here is 
the place - 33 acres zoned 
industrial close to railway - 
vendor very motivated, Phone 
Derlck and make an offer, 
QUALITY HOME 
"This attractive 2s torey  home 
features 4 bdrms, 3 bthrms, 2 Irg, 
family rooms, oak cabinets in 
kitchen, 2x6 construction. A must 
see . Call Wands for 
appointment to view - $154,500 
MLS, 
. . . .  ~ _ _ _ .  ~ i , ,  ,,~.ll | .~ :~ 
% ~-  , as, I ,~r ~l~r~] ~,~ 
+2 ACRES. ZONED R6 
Move in and enjoy - older 41 
bedroom home, surrounded by i 
shrubs & fruit trees, plenty of RV 
perking, double bay shop. Call 
Shells for more info. EXCL 
TATOGGA LAKE RESORT 
46 seat restaurant, cabins, RV 
camping, hydro & telephone, etc, 
Great family business located 5 
hours north of Terrace. For more 
b6142 
GOLDEN OPPOR'I1JNIW 
To own your own business, Fully 
equipped restaurant with liquor 
license and cabaret license for 
74. 1/2 acre property on the 
ocean on Shingle Bay includes 
an older 3 bedroom home, This 
excellent investment is in 
Sandsptt, Queen Charlotte 
Islands one of the newest tourist 
areas of B,C. 'a hot spot for 
salmon flshlng. Listed a t  only 
$129,500 MLS, Open to any 
reasonable offer. Call Joy for 
more info. 
CALL SHEILA 
COMM. LOT- Greig Ave. 
COMM. LEASE - Lakelse Ave. 
SANDWICH TREE FRANCHISE. 
ROOM TO ROAM 
. - , i 
i ! 
BACK TO THE BASICS 
Picturesque lO5 acre farm near 
Cedarvale has some of the finest 
growing soil in the area, 
Bordered by the Skeene River 
with part of the farm as a large 
Island, this homestead has 3 
homes. Nestled in the valley 
under the Seven Sisters 
Mount=Ins the setting is 
beautiful, Crop into our office and 
see the pictures, Priced at 
$199,500, Call Joy or Shalla to 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
Featuring nat.gas heat & water. 
Approx. ,1,000 sq, ft,. of living 
space, Has seen some recent 
renovations, Close to all 
emenlties. Priced to sell $69,900 
MLS. Call Suz~nne, 
Very unique style with over 1,600 
sq. ft. - 3 bedrooms, =2 
bathrooms, sunken living room 
with fireplace, nat. gas heat. 
Attached garage, very open 
design In maln living areas. Lots 
of potential. For more information 
call DaVe - asking $89,000 MLS, 
Dave- asking $129,900 EXCL 
JUST LISTED 
12x68 - 3 bedroom mobile home 
located in one 'of Terrece's 
choice locations. Priced to sell at 
$14,900, Call Derick for details. 
GOOD STARTER • QUICK 
POSSESSION 
"1,260 sq, ft,, home on e 75x200 
ft lot. 4 bedrooms, nat. gas heat 
and water, Master . bedroom 
ensuite. Home Is .in good 
condition' and Is  available for 
quick possession, Complete roof 
over mobile and addition. For 
more details call Dave - asking 
$59,500 MLS. 
info & pictures - Shells MLS, 
R.3 LOT i 
61x120 in the horseshoe, This 
property could be the  future 
location for your revenue 
producing dwelling. Call Derick 
for details. 
Your own estate ready for  vlowMLS. 
development, Your family will . . . .  
have lots of room to grow on n i , , . , . , v^,m  ^ , , ,u 
this two acre city lot, located In . DUtLU vuun uwn ESTATE 
a quiet area wlth all : the On 5,76 acreff In the Woodland 
conveniences. Try your offer on Park Sub.divisi0n. Close to town 
this lot, Listed at $27,500 MLS. yet very private, Priced to sell at 
Ceil Doug, 636.1716 . . . .  $23,900, Call Joy or Sheila MLS, 
, : ,  NRS PROMISE  OF  SERVICE  . . . .  
;:; : . : JoyDover• . ~ , , , '  , ~avo,Reynolds :~: ~':~ .Sumnne Giasson 
~l ~;.  I " r .......... i'1 , ' i "  ?~, ,  . . . .  ' '  .... ~1'1 . . . . . .  
P/;!! 
!} 
~i  • ~ . . . . . .  ,,,~ t ,v :~%,  
I 4S i';~ 
Shells Love 
635-3004 
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TATF ES . 
i n c l u d l n ~ l g  ' ~ y  eto: Surrey, B.C. 
Tynan This is one of our new designs, and 7% ~ f  V3T 2. a . . . . .  I 
Weekly Features Many imlovativc plans are now Please ~ e e k l y  Features/Surrey. I 
P lan  of the Week . . available ill our NEW Two 
" Storey plan catalogue for $13.85 orders, a,d Visa or MasterCard 13659---108th Avenue Copyright 1993. 
l ~It : ¢/ : " ; 
t ' ~!  i * 
:z ........: -~_~." : .Cs'~..~,.m~....,.~,m,,,=~r,,a..[lllllB.l~ ~ t - l -~ l / /~ l l~  
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. PLAN NO.  U-818 2826 SQ.FT. 
,388~ lOOth ACen~.  ~,l-~,y, B C A~ plana eo!@'~lh, [ ]  ~"==",-'= ,,=,,,-~, OWNER SOUTHSIDE R ESIDENTIAL Large well kept family home, New SOU'I]'ISIDE LIVING Put the city at your teat trom tills 
I 
1,188 sq, ft. of good family living, 3 Brand new 3 bedroom home in quiet roof and natural gas furnace in the 4 bedroom home. Approximately 1,940 sq. ft. full basement home with 
bedrooms, lots of cupboards and cul<le-sac on the south side. Many last year. 4 bedrooms, 2 1,120 eq, ft. of luxury livingl Bay panoramic view from the dining 
."': . . . . .  ...'~. storage, freshly painted, nsw roof, features including a jacuzzi tub, washrooms, form.i dining room and window in Iivlngroom. Deck off dining room, living room, kitchen and master 
. . . . .  " 7>':" " [ ~..=~o,, ~ ]'` f i  L~2' ..-;i ~ " "  f~Idge,aluminUmstove,Siding'washer&priCedryer, Askingincludes sidewalksmarble ntrYandWay driveway.arid concreteAskingpatio, full. basement with a sauna, rec. room. Full partially finished bedroom. Many added features. Call ~ "":. room, games room and laundry, basement. Natural gas heat• Vlake today for •private showing of this 
/ " :  . . : r - " r - - -~  ~'-.,'. ~.o- i t-.' .E': I  : I~ I ! $79,900. MLS. $110,000MLS. Asking $114,900, EXCLUSIVE. anofferlEXCLU$1VE, home. MLS, 
t ~1 ° ' "L j  ~ ~ 
" ' ,  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2307 EVERGREEN STREET ~uGi l :~ngOoMnM~ 1 ~eaur~rr. e~i s i~oo~:, i~!,6~!~ . . . . .  SPARKUNG CLEANII Well maintained full basement home. 
. . . .  .:=E~ =,.o~ ,~-=~ ~'~.~ ' "  Efficient natural gas heat, Partially 3 bedrooms, approx. 1,126 sq, ft., Lakelse, Lower level currently • 
,"/' : ~:;~,; ', " finished basement. 2 bedrooms, 1 natural gas heat and hot water.Two leased. 2,600 sq tl. main level and 
F ~' ~';~'r:::~:'~--~'~;'~ "!?i " I / - - '~ '~"  ,,.=.~" bathroom, Insulated garage and sliding doors leeding onto a large full 1,800 sq, r, on the upper level, 
workshop, Call to make an length patio. 65'x132' lot fully fenced Natural gas fired hot water heat. 
_ . [  - ? - o'-¢'- v . _~. . . . . . . . . .  "~" • • appointment. Listed EXCLUSIVE. In the back. A&ing $114,900. MLS. Excellent holding prol~rtyl $149,500. 
" Fo fre k l t i  ith b l igat i  . .,.., r a e mar et eva ua on w no o on. 
t 
~.l. ~ ~-_  Clip out  this __certificate and return~ . Terrace Rea l ty  Ltd. 
. . . .  , ~  ~ across__trom the Canada ~mpwymen~ Centre. 
i EVALUATION CERT IF ICATE.  
TRADiTI-'O-N--,M_,;: CAPE-;:COD ~. dcili : close ::t(y;the:fr0nt entrance I This Certificate entitles a residential property owner to one Market Evaluation. The Evaluation will be performed without , :4 
DESIGN ENHANCES FAMILY  ai~ d SeparRcTrointhifmain traffic obligation by our professional representative. 
HOME : :  .:- . . . areas, c0,id be.an ideal-home of- I We'rea Member of the Royal LePage Associate Broker Network - independent real estate biokers across Canada" i!,:~i 
• ] rice.. . . "  <_: ' a~, working closely with Royal LePage, Canada's leading real estate company - offering Coast to Coast Real Estate Services. • .. M;"Tynan 
True to tradition a steep pitched Upstairs, both secondary '~" Please call our sales representative for your Market Evaluation and details of our many real estate services. • - 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  TerraCe Rti alty Utd oofwiL~.jd.orme~ houses the up- ~bed~°9~.s=;are~a'good'sizei:e~t~h - '.c~o.< , ,~, . , L  ~ .: " ~.:,,,~.,.,; ...... ' ,  "" " <" " ...... .' • • ; ' .=~=7 ..~  " " . '~ ' - ' ,=~rf"~ .... frllfltt#llt~:~r~t.~; • . ~ ii ,er f l ;~fP'~vli i le 7 lnGIti-panl~ !feai i ir i~ 7~'~ll¢:~!i l . f i~l~¢i]~e | . . . .  ~:..:.,r. -1 ".'::.: ~ " ;e.~,;e~....r: " _ ~ . . . . .  ----., - , ,=, ,==-n-"  :' ' - " -  ~ 
windows provide a decorative gameSroOmwill'accommodatea I ~ . . . . . . . .  : . . ; ' ! .... LEPAGE i 
cmbcllishment~ va rieiy of games equipment. The (Across f rom the Canada Employment  Centre)  ~ . - ~ Associate Broker Network ' ':<<~ 
Inside,-the layout is stylish and master bedroom is tni ly grand, I This is not intended to solicit properties currently listed for sale. 
comfortable. Enter through dou- featuring a:'large walk-in closet 
blcfight,.d0OrSa/spaciousfiit° thelivngfOyer.r0omtO thCis and a. five tub set int0 a bay .b ie°~ .e suite with a I VaSd only in areas serviced bY ourofhce, [o~ ProPerties not currently hated Io' sale. ~ ~ .,, ~'/V~/~] Royal LePageAssociale Broker Netwoi'k 11189 
warnledby amas0nry firi~place. "An  unfhiished ~asel~ent awails I ~!',i,l,~i~i',,~,i'fl, la ;~.~.~lii't~,~.?[[,/fi'h#~'~ll~#..~ 
The semiprivate dining roonffea" your Own creative touchf ,~ , . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  
lures an*elegant bay window at " Plans for U-818 may be'ob- ~ • ~ 
the rear and a:l/ayed °ut space fbr ; tat|led f°r $445'00 f°r a package ~ ~ ~ 
the hutch. A large g0urmet.kitch, " ;of five colnplet¢ Steps of  working i 
en boasts a work island, pantry, prinLs and $39.00 for each add|- 
and an efficient cupboard, and. tioilal set of the same plan. Allow ~,':,~ , 
cou,ter layout. An" open counter $15.00 extra to cover the cost of ~":'~ ;~ ~i~ 
with overhead cupboards faces posiage aud handling ('B.C.,rest- ~'~i  ...... 
die carousel nook and the family dents add.applicable sales tax to Ralphi3edlir~ki LisaGodlinski RustyLjungh Ch~istelGodlinski JoeBarbosa Rod Redden LyndaBoyce 
rooni. Windows all along therear plan total) (All Canadian Resi- 635-4950 635-4950 635-5754 635-5397 635-5604 838-1915 638-1073 
of the family*r0om and nookpro- dents add "7% GST to plan total i~l i I , , , i ;  : l  ~ - i_ ~ _-- --:- I 
vide plenty of natural ight. The plus postageand handling). - " =/ -= l= l~ l~- l IT l l= l l - ' ] l  =1 
. . . _ _ _ • 
OF TERRACE 
• ,il lg 
638-14OO 
. • - 1 
• '"- .~ ' , "~-,~";~ . " THE HOL IDAYS ARE OVER!  
~-'" "~ . . . . .  , , ~ ....  IF YOU THINK =t's a new year and time to get sedoue 
..... Experience counb and you might be about your new home, I have eeveral " 
. . . . . . . . .  " ..... =' " considering buying or selling, phone . . . . . . . .  excellent acreage lots within 15 ~i, 
~ ~ Sheridan. Complete package o f "  ' :: )~7.'i%:::~ :. ...... 638.140OiistingSknowledge bl .Experienced,aVailable.and trusworthyMarketaSk fOrev lu tions.Gordleand ~ s  ~i" !~i minutes of Terrace sWUng at $19,900, . 
4935 Twedle (MLS) $124,700 15328 Mountain Vista (EXCL) $104,500 4640 Goulet Ave (MLS) $76,900 
li~ For information regarding these and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 5243 Mountain Vista (MLS) $126,000 Log home I acreage (MLS) $124,500 2502 Kenney (EXCL) $68,000 4730 Loan (EXCL) $118,500 I ' - -  . ;11 
.x. ,.::,~:,~,~ • . ' ,.; .... ~,,i:~; T Ill ~~_ l l tT . , '~!  I MOUNTAINVIEWS,~i, ,!11 
I ~ ! ~  ~ ~ ~  | Justlieted'7parcelarang'l~gfr~nt9'8'| ;: :~:: ...... i~  ~ INCO.eINVeS~Me,T I - . .~ ,  ~}~,~, J i i  
Four luxury condos. Gem fireplace, oak I ,. [: ' ~ ~, :...t ,~ =, . '~ l l~  i i  I t l ~ , ~  libretti.., -| I acree to 12,6 acres on quiet •country!~ I 
exceed $2,500 per month.. $194,000 I ~ ~ ~  ~ . ~ . : ~  I appreciation, These excellerlt',lot=' a/ei i  
oo , . , . x=, , .0 ,=o. .oo , . .0 . , . .  . . . .  ,w  - . 
EXCL for the package. Cell Gordie or | i l ~ i L . ~ ~  | located near Dover & Pratt on1~'~16~11 
4428 . 4430 Park, lEXCL>4Rex ' ' i . i .KroyerRoad(MLS)$69,900 4738Ols°nIMLS)$87'725 I 
I experience In / ' / I I experience In / +~: 171 
o, I I  I p°,,°"°r I gordi, sheridan / I l°yc' findiay I i°hn evans / i  I rove cooV ~ 1  ".,7: ;~'- . , . . ~ I . .  " - - I  . . . . . .  ] 1 
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i t[re Beauty  " 
With P lenty  
Of Slmce 
Width: 34'.-0" E[~=~. 
Depth:'35'~-..6 '' ": ...... :,. 
Maim FIooz: 1063 so. f t .  .... :,:'!~,: i::():: :i ~, : ! : ' )~  
Basement  F looz :  - ..... . . . . .  
810 sq. ft. - ...... 
. ' /SUNDECK 
;'.)).::::: ;~ "'IL~Ox8-O 
: ( :3657x 2/, 38 
DESIGNsmall doesNO'not WP-298have to mean-: i ~i]?i!!i,ii~~:. :!;" ::: ::i . ,A~::~::. i/~-:' ~KITCHEN.., Table 
rooms in Only ~1063 "sq;-ft.;: : '::~:; :' 
At 34'0" in width, it will-fit 
many of today's smaller lots. 
A weU-protected entry on  
the ground ;flooz loads in to  
an  attractive foyer with its 
Open spindled railing. Once 
Upstairs; YOU will find a very 
practical floor plan with the 
busier living areas well-sep- 
arated from the sleeping zooms. 
A combined, formal living 
and dining or great room pro- 
vides plenty of entertaining 
space. There is also add 
table space for family 
in the kitchen. Slidin~ 
doors open out from thi 
into a large sundec 
ight for summer barl 
?he exter ior is designed 
he now very popular Vic 
tyle of architecture. 
Westhome I Wesplon 
%• . , :T  
DINING " " 
If you are 
. tting married... 
,This basket .holds 
information and 
gifts especially 
,- helpful for you. 
1 . LIVINGROOM '..~ 
• .;' It,~)x 21-2 
• /.267x 6/. 51 
] 
LI"U ~ ;INISHED 
LTO. 
Brenda Erickson 
638-1721 
• Dennis Ussimore 
636,8003 
HORSES ANYONE? 
This 2.07 acre parcel will suit tho~e 
wanting room, privacy, shop and 2 
stall barn for anlmals. The house is 
well laid out with 3 bedrooms, main 
level laundry, spacious kitchen and 
enclosed porch, Some TLC 
required but  take a look with 
Brenda MLS $102,000. 638-1721. 
ACREAGE 
Uncleared acreage 10 mine, from 
town. Approx. 29 acres. MLS Call 
Olga 635-3833 for more details, " 
,i 
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD IS 
OUR NEIGHBORHOOD. 
We would be pleased to offer you 
our ",Compilmentary Market 
Evalueddon" of your property and 
answer shy questions you may 
have, Cal l  one of our Shies 
Assodstes tod~y, 
n I, i .... 
~'~,  i :.. 
GARAGE 
12-0x 25-6 
3657 x 77/2 
PORCH 
Baseme 
BR2 "" I BR3 
MASTER SUITE 
13-0x11-0 
3962x3352 
M ain Floor 
=s Available 
'1're'race 8ui)dm 
 Po,f¢ ¢mdat 
635,,~K] 
BURN 
SMART 
TO NIHIMIZE AIR 
POLLUTIOH FROM 
• ,YOUR WOODSTOVE: 
- Don't burn on 
~(:t poor air-quality 
~=~,:~ days, Your 
~ woodsmoke will
add significantly 
to the problem, 
particularly on 
days of 
~:~ atmospheric 
~ l :~ inversions and 
~ stillwinds. 
j 
, ii:•£i: i:: 
A message from the 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
SALESMAN OF 
THE MONTH 
RUSTY LJUNGH 
The management of TERRACE REALTY 
LTD - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
• ' RUSTY LJUNGH as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of December, 1992. 
We value her excellent performance and 
service to the public In the field of Real 
Estate, 
Rusty's determination a d motivation have 
awarded her 'SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH'. 
CONGRATULATIONS1 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
MEMBER 
~'; ~ ~ °':" ~ 'l Associate Broker Network,! 
638-0371 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
LOT 4 KLEANZA DR. 
C, ozy 2 B/R home, 20 rains, from 
city centre. Great for those wanting 
a horse as it is set on 1.96 acres, 
Country riving at it's best. MLS 
$59,900. Call Olga 635.3833. 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOT 
"Uncleared - 1.98 acres located In 
SoUthelde, Call Olga Power at 635- 
3833 MLS. $25,000. 
i 
LOT S BEAM STATION ROAD 
Property on west side of lake one 
back from lake front. View of lake 
can be enjoyed from property, 
90x183 $20,000. Call Olge at 635- 
3833 MLS. 
I I 
SOUTHSIDE STARTER HOME 
Cute & cozy describes this 2 B/R, 
1096 sq. ft. bungalow. This older 
home features a Irg, country style 
kitchen, family sized living room 
and sundeck. All of this on over 1/2 
acre of Commercial land. Great 
holdingproperty. Call Diana 635- 
6236. MLS. 
ROSSWOOD 
160 acres In Rosewood. Mostly 
cleared emd waiting for you to build 
on, $35,000, Cell Brenda 638- 
1721. MLS. -- 
COMMERCIAL ACREAGE 
Choice light Industrial acreage In 
Thornhlll. 2.109 acres - excellent 
location for warehouse or shop, 
Priced at just $t24,400.00 Call 
VERNE FERGUSON 635-3389, 
MLS. 
I 
Licensed Premises 
.... i 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY iS 
SENIORS DAY 
Sen ior  C i t i zens  rece ive  
1 0% o f f  menu pr i ces  
(specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m,- 8:30 p.m, 
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
l o c a t e d  in  
t h e  
SLUMssR 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
635-6302 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nasa Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT- TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2,00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Blngol Pick up your cards todayt In Terrace at: 
The House of Slmolghets, Nodhem Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, NorthemHeaJth Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Gr6ceW, Terrace Shell 
end Carwash, Hilltop Grocer/, Copperslde three, Jams & Gold, as well as, Sybil Mowen of 
Terrace, Rhode Seymour of ~selas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native Broadcasting, 
In New Alyansh at the New Alyamh Co-op Store, in KitJmat from Darelene Starr, In 
~timaat Village from Roberts Gnmt, in Greenville from Run Sampare, in GitwlnksiNkw 
from Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
DUPLEX IN 'n-IORNHILL 
Great investment, Live in one side 
with 3 B/R and full basement and 
let your rental half help pay the 
payments. For $129,951. 
Exclusive. Call RIc 635-6508, 
SENSATIONAL STARTleR 
This 3 B/R home with shop ie on 
large lot In Copperslde, It Is well 
kept, nicely landscaped and offers 
a greet start for young couple st 
$64,500. See Brenda soon MLS, 
BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME 
On 10,64 acres, 5 rain, North of 
Town, Building site already cleared, 
also has further development 
potential $29,500. To view call 
Dennis 638-8093, 
I I  
Dave Parker 
638-1579 
Diana Wood 
635-6236 
635-6508 
l j 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
CTION AD 
I /BUY V' SELL iv" RENT v' TRADE 
VISA 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE:  FRIDAY 5 P,M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADL INES:  When a star holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the d6adl ine Is Thursday at 
5 p,m, for all display snd classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1S8 
All classified an~ classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number reaOy, 
20 words (nrst Insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.60 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non.commercial) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 
2, Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine 
4, Wanted to Rent 15, Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16, Farm Produce 
24. Notices 
25, Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
27. Announcement.' 
6. Wanted Misc. 17, Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7, For Rent Misc. 18, Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20, Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22, Careers 33, Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ass 
under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against 
the provincial Human Rig,ts Act to discriminate on the has]s 
of children, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rein" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking oreference. 
The Terrace Slandard reserves the right to revise, edtl, 
classify or reject any advertisement and Io retain any 
answers ditecte~ to the News Box Reply Service, and Io 
repay the customer the sum paid for the edvedisement and 
~x rental 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry ol an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those answering Box 
~umbers are requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims el errors in advertisements must be received by 
ihe publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It Is agreed by the advorRser requesting space that the 
liability of the Terrace Standard ]ntha event of failure th 
publish an advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only one Iocorroct insertion 
for Ihe portion ol the edvertis]ng space occupied by the incur. 
rect or omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability [n 
any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! 
You're reading this aren't you? 638. 
SAVE. tin 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT 
Adams Lake, B.C. 1/2 hour from Salmon 
~m ~P;/a'p ~ I:§k~, ~Ftilly:~ renO~vated 
With ver~c~i~ living quarters. Show- 
ing excellent return in an area of growth 
and terrific limate.Start the New Year on 
a positive note. Phone 1-679-8904. tfn37 
BETWEEN SMITHERS & TELI~NA - 5 
acres, fenced with barn, 1288 sq ft, 3 
bedroom, full basement home, 2 fire- 
places, saunabuiit in appliances, bese- 
ment pmlially finished, 20 x 52 heated 
workshop; :excallent location, beautiful 
view $155,000 call 846.5537: 4p38 
BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE Home, 2513 
sq.lt. 2 sto W, 4 bedrooms, curved stair. 
case, sunken livingroom, vaulted ceilings 
full basement; landscaped, garage. 
$195,000.00 Burns Lake. 1-692- 
7061. 4p36 
GREAT STARTER! 976 sq, It. home near 
town. Has detached garage/utility room. 
New vinyl siding, new flooring and 
recently painted. Asking $76,900. Call 
John Evans (Remax of Terrace) 638- 
14OO. 37tfn 
3 GREAT ALTERNATIVES TO RENT- 
ING. 3986 Mist '(3 Bedrooms) $62,500, 
4685 Copper River. Road (3 Bedrooms) 
$64,500. 3983 Simpson Crescent (3 Bed- 
room Mobile) $39,900; Call John Evans 
(Rernax of Terrace0 638-1400, 37tfn 
DUPLEX 3700 Block Sparks (Horseshoe) 
one of the best revenue properties in the 
city. $154,000. Call 635-4818. lp38 
QUALITY HOME 
- 1,175 sq; ftLwith full 
basement and addition 
5 bedrooms 
- Lot 70' x l  32'. 
- Double carport 
- Listed MLS $1 36,500 
call ~ ' TED:  - 
::GARNER 
~:"~'~ 635,,6361 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH 
-; REALTY LTD, 
/nd~nd~ Owned and Operated. 
1. Real Estate 
4.62 ACRES, 2 KM south Tatlow Rd. 
Older four bedroom house, Partially reno. 
vated, good water, large shop, rental 
building. By appointment only 847.2986. 
No agents please. 4p37 
~,, D.~'~. 
WINFIELD INDUSTRIES 
HOMES 
4 models to choose from instock. 
1 - Front Uvingroom 
2 - Front & Rear Bedrooms 
1 - Fron t Kitchen 
STANDARD FEATURES: 
2"x6" walls, R20 insulation, 
vinyl siding, asphalt roof, bay 
.... win~ow,.~ermoactive vinyl ,~.~  
": "~:~'~d~'Ws, your choi'ce' ",: 
=41,500.00 
F.O,B. Prince George 
Must be delivered by Jan. 31, 1993 
t[O  
Hwy, 97 South (Across from the 
Husky/BCR Industrial Site) 
PH: 562-6511 FAX: 562-0161 
3, For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur. 
ing 1150.1300 sq, ft. plus basement, 2 
baths, pdvate yard, carport and satellite 
"IN Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tfn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT dght down- 
town, Fridge/stove, security entrance. 
Paved parking. On site management, 
635.7957. 15tth 
TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST. Rooms 
by the night or by the week. Call 635. 
5537 9r 638~0888, leave message, tfn30 
FURNISHED SUITES (kitchenettes)utili. 
ties Included (damage deposit required): 
Suitable for working person or student 
638-1511. 3p36 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom modem 
cottage at Lakelse Lake. N.G., fireplace, 
carpet throughout,. Vew quiet. No pets. 
References, Damage deposit. 798- 
2267. 3p38 
THREE BEDROOM House. N/G, Avail- 
able Jan. 1/93. $700.00 mll~, 350.00 
damage depositl Horseshoe Area, near 
school. Responsible family or couple; 
635-4s0~, 3p38 
RETAIL SPACE available at the Houston 
Mall. Reasonable rates. For informatlen 
please call Bert at 635-6316. Also avail. 
able is second floor office space at the 
Houston Mall. 8p38 
3. For Rent 
FOR RENT OR LEASE. 27x43 sq. ft. 
commercial retail space and 22x17 sq. ft. 
of warehouse in back. Pdme location of 
town. 604-635.2360, 3p37 
SHARED ACCOMODATION, Furnished 
near college. Large farm house. Female 
or male working or student only $300,00 
1 month utilities included 635-3772. 3p38 
SLEEPING ROOM For rent in town. Call 
635-7176. lp38 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bedroom duplex in 
Thornhill. Non.smokers. References pre. 
[erred. $500/month, 635-4200, 3p36 
3 BEDROOM Duplex, newly decorated 
basement. Carport. No pets. 635. 
7663. 2p38 
FOR RENT 
1,400 sq, ft. Retail Space in 
the All West Center. 
638-1166 
FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNIT 
Cable and uttlitbs included. Refarenoaa requlred. 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
635-,5350 
A 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
Close To Town And Schools 
Fddge. stove, heat and hot water 
included. Carpeting, storage space. 
References required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt $a2S, OO 
3 Bedroom Apt. t~O.OO 
No Pets. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
5. Misc. For Sale 
MOVING OUT Sale. Everything must go. 
Furniture, appliances, household goods, 
utility trailer, picnic table, etc. Phone 635- 
66O9. 3p38 
DISTRESS SALE. Must sell 2 Quanset 
arch style steel buildings. Brand new. 
Never erected, One is 40x50. Sacrifice 
pdces. 1.800-465-1544. 4p38 
ROVER POWER:Tools and Mechanic's 
tools including magnetic ddUs, cutting 
torch sets, etc., etc,, B-5 1889 
Queensway, Skeena Val ley 
Trallerpark 2p38 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chit- 
dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Affairs Canada (604) 666-5003 to ensure 
it meets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result in a tragic accident but also is 
a violation of the Hazardous Products 
Act. tfn 
WANTED FRIDGE, microwave, air brush 
with assec, Hot plate, night ables, chan- 
delier. 638-0874 or 635-4600. 3p38 
7. For Rent Misc. 
FOR RENT: APPROX, 1 acre (fenced) 
with 2 smell barns, Suitable for 1 or 2 
horses. $100/month. Call 635-5537 or 
638-0888 30tfn 
MINI STORAGE UNITS 
• Budget priced 
• 24-hour access 
• Port-A-Stor units also available 
635-5350 
8. Cars for Sale 
MUST SELL! 1985 Chevy 
Celebrity wagon. Eurosport. Automatic 
trans, V6 engine, low km, $3995 OBO. 
Call 635-2219(evenings). 635.7286 
(days), 3p38 
1986 TAURUS STAT1ONWAGON, 3L, 
V6, Auto, tilt, cruise, clean, very good run- 
ning condition. Current service record. 
Asking $5900,1.692-4279. 4p36 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4X4, 2.9 litre 
engine with rack and canopy. Low mile- 
age, EC. Asking $8600, 635-7400 after 7 
p.m. 15tfn 
1991 SONOMA SLE extended cab 4x4; 
running boards; graphics kit; excellent 
condition;reduced to $15,500. Must sell. 
Call: 845-3432, 4p35 
1974 I.H.C. 3 ton with 16' reefer box. 
GRC, fleet maint, $3000.00 OBO, 635- 
2728 days. 6p35 
1986 F-250 FORD Diesel. XL.T Lariat 
Supercab one owner clean truck 
$10,900.00. Call 638.8373. 3p36 
CERTIFIABLE (45') Hwy. Van (Fruehaut) 
trailer for sale, Asking $5000. Phone 635- 
4442 or 635-2507 wk, 3p38 
11, Recreational Vehicles 
ARISTOCRAT HOLIDAY Trailer, 17' 
sleeps 6, ffidge & stove. Very good condi- 
tion. $2000,00. 1-698-7627 Burns 
Lake. 4p35 
27 ft DUTCHMAN 5th wheel, 1991 fully 
loaded, used 2 months. Immaculate con- 
dition. Asking $20,000. Call 638- 
8622. 3p38 
13. Snowmobiles 
1991 POLARIS INDY 400. Excellent con- 
dition. Low mileage, $4000.00. Bums 
Lake. 1-696-3402. 4p36 
1990 MACH I, 585 CC with pipes and 
skins, etc. Excellent condition, $5900 or 
15. Machinery 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500. 9 U 
D6 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 
2.OC3 Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & OC3 
Cat parts. 2 - 20' aluminum boats. 1-697- 
2474, 1-0697-2393. 16tfn 
TWO 36 It DROP Frame s!orage vans, 4 
access doors, $3000.00 each, Call 635- 
2728, 3c36 
1976 INTERNATIONAL 4300 Tandem 
w/hoist, stock racks, grain racks and 
round bale racks, Excellent, certifmd to 
Sept, '93, Ph. 567.3305 - 4p36 
1980 COLUMBUS Log trailer for hauling 
short logs, C/W headache rack, false 
trunk, drophitch with air locking hitch. 2 
single •load pipes. Good shape. Burns 
Lake, $4500.00 o,b.o. 1-698-7627, 4p36 
1980 PETERBILT LOGGING Truck 475 
Silver rebuilt New sleeves, piston liners, 
bearings, two new heads. New compres- 
sor, 18 sp transmission, 463 rebuilt dif. 
two lockers, one new. New brake linings, 
new maxis, centre fuse drums. Aluminum 
hubs and wheels, Good winter tires• Log- 
ging truck is certified. Gross empty weight 
w~traller, 15,400: $20,000; 1987 Brodex 
C'J~d trailer with Brodex low profile bunk. 
Good brake lining. Aluminum hubs and 
wheels. Very good tires. Certified; 
$20,000; H-Plate negotiable. 992- 
2731. 4p37 
SNOW PLOW Trucks, Graders, sanders, 
front snow dozers and plows. Good 
selection. Backhoes, excavators, dozers, 
loaders and dump trucks. Used beltys, 
pups, Iowbeds and new Tilt trailers. Cone 
crusher complete, 493-6791 4p38 
YEAR END PRICING. Rent to own sev- 
eral backhoes and excavators. New and 
used equipment trailers, dozers, loaders, 
dump trucks, Bell pumps. Ambulance, 
Service and water trucks, 493-6791.6p33 
1979 PACIFIC LOG truck, 1988 Peerless 
trailer, 12 spare tires, lots of misc. parts i 
H-plate and job for winter. 845-2241 after 
5:00 or weekends. 4p38 
trade for 1992 450 cc machine, Call 635- 
7400, 3p37 5.Misc. For Sale I 
~E"~Ne'w~ngine ,  newtracks, II LAZELLEMINI - 
etc, $1400.00 .C,3 Crawler Cat, blade& II STORAGE LTD.  
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft. house boat II ~ BAILIFF SALE lifetime aluminum, has evewthing & II Now has all sizes of units 
~aller $19,500, 82 lade 2-door auto . 1 
good tend. $1500. 14 it, Td.hull speed 1 .a, vailablefor rentfrom:, 
beat • 50 horse menk, trailer $2800. 1 5 X5'xl0' to 10 x24'x10 
Clean Okanagan Camper, hyd jacks, 1 1988 GMC Sierra Classic 4x4, V/S, Auto, C/C, A/C, PoWer locks, 
$2 000. new Kuboda lite plant & battery 1 C~H us now for  -13it, Am/Fro Radio, 104,492 Krn. 
change $550. KenAllen Box 161 1 SEGURE~=aTED 1985 Ford Bronco, 5 speed, V/6, Am/Fm Tape, 154,780 Km, air 
Granisle, Ph. 697.2474. 19tfn 1 ~ g tv~ Storageunttss'="~ Conditioning, Power Windows & Doors, .Door Locks, Cruise 
I ~, 'rlEol . . . . . .  ' ' ' I 
!;., bE~:~~d~'~ a d-~r~:~e.p~iH,~l~ply ~ :.. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ :l,-Fbr,an, appointment, to view~.~all 635~649, All sales are-on" a:"as; 
' Will negotiate custom sawing, logging | 35:25 I is where is" basis, no warranties or guarantees are implied °r given" l 
and/or purchase of prMe wood. Bums == i R. JonesJ 
Lake. 695-6365 or 635.6391 4tfn 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED WOOD Con. 
structed utility sheds, garages, work. 
shops, Also trailer skirting, decks and 
fences, joey shacks, snow roofs. Dirk 
Bakker 638.1,768 (evenings) 6p35 
HIDE A BED $350.00 O.B.O, Counter 
with enclosed salsd bar and compressor 
$1,000.00.0.B,O. Chicken warmer with 
~ays chicken fryer 36 pce, capacity 
houshold items, Ph. 847-4833 alter 6 
pm. 4p35 
KIRBY - SINCE. 1914. Sales, Service & 
Supplies. Call for a free, no obligationin 
home demonstration with the wodd class 
complete in home care system,• Featuring 
7 units in one versatile n~chine.Dianne 
Rowe, 638.1349. 4p35 
12 CHROMALUX Electric baseboard 
heaters various sizes 2 fl to 6 ft, $10 to 
$20 each. Ten thermostats $5 each. Six 
240 volt drcuit breakers $5 each or $200 
the lot 635-4237. 3p36 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! Ask me how. ~ 
100% natural & safe, 100% guarantee. 
Lots of energy. Dianne Rowe, 638. 
1349, 3p36 
MOVING JANUARY 14 9 px Kroelher 
bedroom suite. Solid oak Pallisor T.V. 
center, 18 cu ft, Inglls stove, electronic 
control. Admiral steve, t~e control. Ingtis 
4 cycle super capacity washer Inglis 
Dryer, 7 cyde muitJprogram; Mitsublshl 
29' RIP Television Mitsubishl Video 
Recorder. Table and six upholstered 
Swivel rock chairs. 24' Sharp T.V., black 
T,V. center~ shelves. Large size Toshiba 
microwave-stand $250.00. Drapes, 
lamps coffae tables, crystal, etc., etc., 
Harvest gold stove $75.00. B5-1885 
Qu.eensway Skeena Va l ley  
Trailerpark. 2p38 
FOR RENT 
NEWLY RENOVATED 
COMMERCIAL/SERVICE SPACE 
• PRIME LOCATION NEAR CENTRE OF "[.OWN 
5700 880 AND 1320 
SQUARE SQUARE FOOT 
FEET BAYS 
4800 SQUARE 
-store front FEET 
: "- on Highway 16 with 3 phase  power All with 
excellent visibility - 12 x 12 OH doors 
- good parking - natural gas heat 
t - washrooms 
Progressive Ventures Ltd. 
eas,7 9; ' ,•. 
RE BE  L 
WITH A 
C A U :S :E  . 
A retired'tree surgeon 
spends time crafting .wooden 
toys Every Tuesday and 
Wednesday he visits a'local 
children's hospital and hands 
them out to sick kids. 
This event is part of a movement ~,, r: 
that's helping change the world." 
One simp d act at;a time. 
.,% ,,, 
I 
: .% 
" . . L 
; / Grab on to the  good t imes!  : . . . . . . .  
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16. Farm Produce 
FRUITS VEGETABLES, Wholesale 
pnces. Apples, Pears, beets, cabbage, 
carrots, onions, potatoes, turnips and 
squash, Free delivery on minimum 
orders. Burns Lake. 1-695-6543. @35 
BARLEY For sale. $120,00 per ton, 
Nphalfa 1st cut hay no rain. $110.00 per 
ton, Call 690.7431. @38 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638.SAVE, tfn 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts, We rebuild standard 
transmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel-alr Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph.846-5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
LEARN TO FLY WITH Coastal Mountain 
Right Centre. Recreatbnal, business and 
career ooumes. Start groundschool any 
Thursday nighL Ask about our mini.pro 
shop for aviation books and novelties, 
835.1355 11 c27 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: Snow 
removal earth auger, back-hce back filling 
dean.up sweeper/collector, levelling resi- 
dential/commercial, 638-8638, mobile 
638.3808 12p27 
:CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse, 
Huge savings, warehouse pricing cabi. 
nets .by Kitchen Craft of Canada 3566 
Massey Dr. Prince George, Ph. 561- 
2240~ Fax 561-2250 8p33 
PILOT CAR, fully licensed, insured, 
bonded, available one hour notice, Expe- 
rienced drivers. Carl 638.8398. lp38 
   KID'S 
i ~'4- L', : 
CASTLE 
(LICENCED) ~ i  
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2~½ to 5 
638-8890 
i9. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found C_.,lassilied. Phone 638- 
SAVE before 12'Noon Saturdays. 
LOST ONE GOLD HOOP ~RING in 
the Skeena Mall (Dec. 20/92). If found 
call 635.9480. 2p37 
LOST • One gold lab. 9 months old. 
Leather collar with Smithers dog tag, 
Answers to Nine call (collect) 847-9227. 
Lost in Graham Avenue area, 2p38 
LOST One'man's wallet in the bIJS:~epot "'6 
or Skeena Mail, Black with thin colored 
strips (Jordache~ I,D, important, Reward 
offered, 638.7251. 2p38 
LOST One earring in the vicinity of Ter- 
race Co-op, Large purple and gold ear. 
dng, Reward. Call 635-5221. 2p38 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PROFESSION PET Grooming in home or 
door to door service. We coma to you. 
Small dogs/cats, large dogs, Apts, Price 
varies on size~ Ph, 635-3772 or 638-1977 
'Joanna'. 6p33 
3 REGISTERED CHARDAIS bulls 3 
' years old. Excellent breeders with good 
conformation. Ph, 567-3305 4p36 
KUVASC PUPPIES for sale, Farm raised. 
Excellent fivestook guardians. C,K.C. reg.. 
istered. Available the end of January. 
Phone 635-7662 evenings or week- 
ends, 4D36 
21. Help Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
advertisers that the human rights code in 
British Columbia forbids publication of 
any advertisement in connection with 
employment which discrimlatss against 
any person because of origin, or requires 
a job applicant to furnish any information 
concerning race, religion, colour, ances- 
~, place of+origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred 
to, please read also as 1emote' and 
where 'female' is used, read also as 
'male'. " 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED. Responsible, non.smoker, 
live.in chik:lcue worker for Bums Lake. 
Children age 3-4 years. Suitable for sin. .~:..~ & . /~ ,  n 
gle Morn. Pqegotiable terms. 1-692. 
4285, 4p35 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Full time or 
692-7687,Part'time hairdresser in Burns lake.4p361, r~;~ C ~  ~/ '~D 
RESIDENT APARTMENT Manager in 
Prince Ru~)ert, Good people and 
handiman skills, Previous experience 
essential, Phone 274-4442. 2p38 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
Earn ~ week~/. Year ound positions. 
Hirin9 men,omen. FIee r~oard. Will train. 
Call 1-504-646-4500. Ext.C565 24 hrs. 
23, Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as giveR in the ad. Address to: File , The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1S8, Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies, 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE, 
Forms, framing, siding, finishing inside or 
out, No job too small. Mike Gray. 638- 
0822 32fin 
LEN'S RENOVATIONS, Will hang 
drywalls, taping, remodel rooms, special. 
izing in bathrooms, hang doors, windows, 
painting, plumbing, repair jobs, free esli- 
mates. 635.7271, 61o34 
WORK WANTED - I will work for any Ter- 
race and area business, I am a tireless 
sales representative. I work 7 days a 
week; days and evenings. I will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
potential customers every week, My past 
history proves I spent an average of 31/2 
days with each consumer in your market. 
I am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will 
work for you. Standard Advertising 638- 
7283. fin 
CARING M0M will babysit ages 11/2 & 
up in no smoking home on South Kalum. 
Experienced with references available, 
Ph. 635.1391. 4p35 
CINDERELLA CLEANING Service. Com- 
mercial and residential. We do walls, 
dean cupboards, wash fioom. 10 yrs 
experience. Free estimates. 635. 
7271 4p35 
BR IT ISH " r3NO-HAND MANUAL ALPHABET 
J Journeyman Carpenter [ 
I ml do m~h~, m~,=~ns, i~,~l c~et+, I
I ~,, ~,,u+,,~ wz ~m ~,,~,, 1 
J Preflnlshed Hardwood Floodn~l il 
r I . Maple/:l~,~ =k"~.' :Av~laUe: Innalutal "am:l+++J 
I =1~ or+l~' I 
I C~L~S-~u70.v .  • m. . , ,~ . )  I 
News Photo 
Reprint 
Service 
THE TERRACE STANDARD 
is now offering a repdnt service 
to it's readers.'You can get a 
3x5, 5x7 or 8x10 copy of your 
favorite black and white photo 
from our news files, 
(prices vary depending on size), 
Stop by our office and look 
through the news file, 
TERRACE 
ST jS V  
4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C, 
638-7283 
t '  T 
~ ~ N . EMERGENCY ~ ~,,,x 
X ON BACK- ~",._,,~x /~ t ' 
SO PERSON ,4~:"~ &~" 
'FEELS' IT / ~,P~ ,,%~H~.I\ 
"lWO-HAND MANUAL ALPHABET 
FOR DEAF-BLIND PERSONS 
"ilia Canadian 
National 
CNIB Institute 
for the Blind 
i 
BCYCNA 
BRt~,SH 
COLUMP.J~ 
A.NDYUk~N 
NEWSPA~ 
I I 
29O 
III 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT fr0m 
$995, 5 year 100,CO0 lots 
war~¢.n~, Bond Me~anloal 
serving B.C, for 27 years. 
Phone 7 days, 81~t~_..- 6 p.m. 
(604)1372-0641. Toll-free 
Mon-Fd !..~00-.653-2521. 
buc~ from $g95, $ Year, 
100,000 Km limited w'arran. 
~es. Canada Engines L.td. 
580-1~0 (7 ~.ys) 1.800- 
665.3570, 856~828 (eve- 
nlngs). 
F-250, 4X4's, Cummins DiP 
sol, .=xplorers, Rangers, 
Trudge. Up to $1500. <~sh 
rebate. 'O' down O.A.0. 
=Payments from $1691monttt. 
Phons Grant or I~on collect 
538-9778. 
BUILDING SUPI~LIES 
DOORStWlNDOWS!Intedor 
and exte~orw~od, met=-d and 
French Doors, wood win- 
d~ws, skyffgh~, MORE [. G.II 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
end WINDOW' in V=.~¢ouver 
at (6o4)2s6-f lo l .  
I 
FACTS 
* influenza is a serious respiratory ilhzess 
• high risk individuals should receive a f l  u+ :vaccine 
each fall , 
• if you have a long-term lung or heart condition, or i f  
you are age 65 or older, you are at high risk. 
• most people have no side effects from the vaccine. 
e anyone can get the flu 
+ - 
FLU VACCINE IS AVAILABLE 
AGIX V@I I]R ©@@T@IR 
I I I I 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
I . I I I IIII 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These sds app~ [11 more than 100 community newspa~rs in B.C. +~.nd Yukon 
and reach more ~ 3 million readers. 
TO PLAOE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR B~YCNA AT (604) 669-9222, 
I II I I 
EDUCATION 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
,~:hoolofAuct~oneedng, exz 
course Mtt.~-/~r. 2/93. ~r  
a~ee brochure ~ll (403)250- 
1281 or write to: ~ ,  2003 
McKnlght Blvd. N,E. C.~g~'y 
AS, T2E 61.2. 
F__QUIPMEWr 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES 
NEW YEAR, NEW BOOK. 
Imagine your cu~mers pur- 
cha~ng 20 CURRENT CD% 
Casse~es, AlVt/FM Pa~eNer, 
Video Rewlnder. +Prepaid 
A[ r~ for ONLY $19,98 im 
vestment $995. 1.8~0--263- 
1900 FMVG. 
i~VExYOU ~ OWN-,BU~I- 
~4 ime;  Rtness ~nt~cts 
~d asset.Generous profits. 
No [nves~ent. C,a.~dian 
Made, Free details. 
RNEUNES, ;276~ + Duffedn, 
Toronto M6B 3R7+ 
~DUOATION 
T~n t~ be a "CRM" - Cer~- 
fled Apatanent Manager. 
Many Iobs ~vaJlable, Over 
~000 ~rad.a~s now ~ork-: 
Ing. Government {i~nsea 
home-study ouJrse. FLM.TJ. 
681.5456orl -~00-665-6~9.. 
LEARN THE S;:CRErS OF 
CHORDING ON GUITAR. 
New home $1udy ¢oume. 
Fast, _e=py method. Guard- 
teed! FREE Information. 
Wd~: Popular Mudc, StudZo 
(2G), 103-1054 Ellis, 
Kalowrm., B,O. VIY IZt 1- 
800-667-0050 ExtendonT"/0. 
',~blej}/sawmil I on two 
"end~ felt' ~and~on, to 
cutmln, 8=XI 2" with diesel or 
e~e~r~ motor Call 1.392- 
2787 lesve message, 
Wl~ams ~.  
BUILDINGS- ROCK-BOT- 
TOM PRICES. B,C. P~otory 
OutleL SlraJght-sldad ~d utfl- 
~ models. Example: 30X40 ,2~B.; 40X60 $7,968,. Or- 
der for spring ~ 's~e.  Pio- 
neer Steel 1-800-66~5~22.- 
GARgENINIG 
ONE STOP GRF.ENHOUSE 
SHOP. B.C. Gr,zenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hadley 
A~.  Bumaby, B,C. VS~2R1. 
FREE BROCHURE. 
AluminumlGlass or 
~um[num/Ac~ sO P, Dou- 
ble-walled Greenhouses, 
~ ladu~ ~d complel~ ~ne 
of Greenhouse hocessories. 
Telephone (604)433-4220, 
Fax 4.33-1285. 
BUSINESSES ~/~,=1~-~, "~ 
additional income in' your spare+ 
( ~  • Dress Making ' 
 Lst-ro-Pure • Alterations time. + 
Bacteriostatic Water Purtrmrs " 
ENJOY SPARKUNO CLEAN WATER ON TAP. 
AT A FRACTION OF me C0ST OF e 0TTLEO WATER 
,.~,u,,..==. (604) 635-3697 
Terrace,  B .C .  
+ 
• • . . . .  • - ,  ~ •  • • : , /  i .~ .<~:~:~:?ii~iii!!,!{:ii~{.!i '¸  
If you •or someone you know iS 
interested, then ,give us  a Call 
TODAY! 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
i /4600- 4700 
Lazelle 
t /4000 -4600 
B 
Oueensway Area 
BACK UP 
CARRIERS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS. 
"Terrace+  Standard 
• 638  7283 + lib , " i ' 
Discovery Toys ® 
I.F..ALTH 
DIET MAGIC, nn more bro- 
ken resolut/ons, no w ig~r  
r~lubedill An mtural IOOY+ 
GUARENTEED, product. 
Burns fat, g~es super energy 
and c0mplet~ly ~nt~ots ap 
~Ii~. What have you got to 
Io~e (604)478-6750. 
SATELI'ITESYSTEM OWN. 
ERS: If you am losing ¢ha~. 
nels, please caJ] for Inforrna. 
l~an on VOil plus boards and 
costs- programmfng choices 
and c~s~s. 1.~00-465-~069, 
No obligation. 
MOBILE HOIglF-.~ 
USED MOBILES. M~nufao- 
lure must dear all mobiles. 
16 units to choose from. 
Priori from $10,000. Noble 
Homes (40,3)447-2333. 
WINTERWORKS SP~I~!  
An), new mobile or modulo 
lame ordered during J~nu- 
arywHI be equip .l~=clwlth 'cen- 
tral air =nd'~ontng" (~,000 
value) FREE of charge. We 
wig custom bugd your home_ 
Noble Homes (403)447.233& 
Home O l i lon lWigom,  Fondmlu .~ C l f f iogu l /~  
OM m"~ P~I  'l~mo ,It, Ful  T, me CwNI  Oppo~le l .  
SUSAN M, RIDLEY 
(604) 638-1319 
[• ' • Custom 
~yrl'~a Sewing 
635-1304 
Machine Quilting 
Beautiful, Fast and Inexpensive 
Let Me Do Your Quilling 
Joyce Casorso 638-8814 
Mustafa's Emporium 
Silver & Gold Jewellery a t  
Affordable Prices 
Leather Bags - Embroidered Vests 
Olive Wood Calvlngs Nativity Sets 
Showroom at 4719 Park Ave. 6.15-6218 
, ,, , , , , , ,  
LIST YOUR HOME- 
BASED BUSINESS 
HERE FOR ONLY 
$5.50 PER WEEK ON 
3 H HOLIDAY 
HOUSEHOLD HELP 
Complete House, Child & 
Pet Sitting Services 
Maxlne Bob 
46i4 Davls Ave, 638-8648 
FAX(604) 635.9068 Terrace; B,C, VSG 1Y2 A t3  W'EEK CONTRACT 
:'i, FaHnformaliOn On "The . : 
i ~ TERRACE HOME BASED BUSINESS ASSOCIAT IONS 
i!:i' ~ 'i; 'ii i: ~t tngs  held onThe  3rd of each month 
+ P lease  Phone 635-9415 
,,, , i i I n I 
Creative Linens 
Custom Made Bedroom ACcessorie= 
' carD, Ann c~../ 
I1! 
for25 
$195 -= 
$3.70 each,=d~on~wo~ 
Ifl 
FERSONAL 
OKANAGAN VALLEYGIRLS 
- Y.aren, syMe end Tanya - 
hays exalting Personal Pho. 
toe For Sale. For oiscreet 
lnfo, write KAREN, Box 670- 
GB. Ksiowna, B.O. V1Y 7P4. 
ADULTS ONLY PLEASEI 
WOULD YOU UKE t~ ton'e- 
for co~,pamonstdp or,m~r- 
doge? Ashgmve, P.O, Box 
205,_ Chase,B.C. VOE 1Me. 
i~OREATION VE~CLF-~ 
NEW ROADSTER Tent 
Tra~lar, OealeraWantad. C.~ 
a~d motorcycle models made 
In Canada. Compact on tile 
road, best doll~r Value t~l. 
era. 1(403)227-2885, ~i:~er'~. 
Fun-W,,~y Sales. 
SERVIOE5 
Major IOBC motor vehtde in- 
jury ddms: Joel A. Wener, 
blal lawyer lot 24 yeats. Call 
free: 1.800-665-1188. Con- 
t ingency fees available. 
Simon, Warier & Adler. 
MOBILE SAWMILL FARM- 
ERS, RANCHERS, youriogs 
b lumber, mP..x[mum size cut 
8"X12'X2.4'. For InformaJ~on 
leave message for Bruce at 
398-8212. 
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23. Work Wanted 
DO YOU NEED HELP?  
Contact 635-7668 For Home Mall e °trices. 
Some Services I nc ludes :  .Homosittlng 
-Shopping • Child Cam - Snow Shoveling 
• Home Cleanlng 
635-7668 
26. Personals THE FAMILY OF IRENE STRIMBOLD 32. Legal Notices i , N E w ~ L O  7C: :AT i  would like to thank all those who offered = m m B ~ B B ~ = ~ I ~ . .  
ATTRACTIVE, Considerate, intelligent help and sympathy dudng our time of 
single woman 40's. Financially and emo. O N tionally secure. Loves muse, loves to sorrow. Special Thanks to Elizabeth 
dance. Likes hiking, skiing, reading. Good Starkey, the United Church Guild Unll, ~ '~ ~r~n=,of anl~Wo~ (~ eve are preparing to open a new location in Terrace. The rompany 
sense of humor. Seeking active, ener. Joyce Cleon and Dr. Redpath. ~ ~,,hC,~umb=, F.=t~ 
getic man with similar interests. Reply to , ~ is looking to fill all employee ;~ositions, As a strong and diversified 
company that has a history of success, we can offer you: File 8, 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C. 30. Obituaries NOI~CE INVITING 
VaG 1S8 2P38 .Promotion from within .Comprehensive 
APPLICATION FOR TIMBER .Excellent training program benefit package 
28, Card of Thanks STRIMBOLD, Irene SALE LIGENCE A3657S .Flexibility of locations 
Passed away suddenly, Dec, FOR COMMERGIALTHINNING We will be conducting interviews from January 11th to 15th at the 
THANK YOU 0 1992, aged 81 years, at Pursuant o Section16 of the Forest Act Sandmanlnn,,Terrace. No experience necessary. 
Terrace, B.C. "Rene" was sealed tender applications wlll be accepted t 
born in 1 91 O at Avonlea, by the District Manager, Kalurn Forest 
Distd~ Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
I'he Parkside Parents Advisory Saskatchewan. She was 08:30am, on the l4th day of Jsnuaryl993 
Commiltee would like to thank the predeceased by her husband to be opened at 09:30 am on the14th day 
Thor in 1991. She will be of January 1993, for a "l'imber Sa le  I M P O R T  A U T O M O B I L E  following for their kind donaticns towards 
our children's Christmas goodie bags: sadly missed by her children, Llcence to authorize the harvesting of 
SAFE-WAY TERRACE RCMP 1,783cublc metres, more or less, of timber 
MCDONALDS TIMHORTON'S Gordon Strimbold, (Prince IocatedtnthoviclnityofThomhillMountain SALESPERSON REQUIRED 
WOOLWORTHS CO-OP Rupert), Anne Strimbold AccessRoedlntheKalumT1mberSupply 
NORTHERN DRUGS (Duncan) and Shirley Cook Area. 
SKEENABEVERAGES (Nanaimo). She is also TOTAL VOLUME:1,783cubicmetres, We have an opening for a commission 
CRAMPTONaROWNANDARNDT survived by 11 grandchildren rnoreorless 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH and 18 great-grandchildren. SPECIES: Hern~ock ~0~. Balsam: ~, salesperson to start immediately. A high 
2911 S, Sparks St. 638-1336 Memorial services were held Cedar: 12'/, 
at Knox United Church on TEaM: One (1) Year school diploma, neat appearance and the 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) Dec. 14, 1992. UPSETSTUMPAGE: =0.~ ability to deal directly with the public is a 
~,~cu~,, ,na~ e o~,,~n.d from tho must. Experience preferred but will be 10:55 Worship Service District Manager at //200-5220 Kelth 
Avenue. Te,,aoe, Br~sh Co~um~a. WG willing to train an exceptional person. Good 
Pastor: R0n J. Orr I saw your  p ic ture  in  the  ~" commissions available and also parent 
25i Business Opportunities paper ,  company bonus plans in effect from time to 
. ~ ,, ~ ~. . ,  v . .~ . ,  ~. , ~10w"0ucan ~ePac0~t'0~'atnicture~rever"~r0unhanewselvlce 33. Travel time. For appointment contact: IDEAL HOME BASE Business. MLM Mar- 
keting Consumable Products. Perfect for THORNHILL  MOTORS 
single mom's or couples. Call for2 rain. offerbythe TERRACE STANDARD. Come in and browse through our 3026 HWY. 16 EAST 
recorded message 561-6483.24hr. 4p36 
~ESTAU~r Equip~nt,or sa,e. Ca, newsph0t0flle.Reprints0fblackandwhitenewsph0t0s0rlhec010ur S IGHTSEE ING TERRACE, B.C. 
635-7855 or 635-3735 after 10 p.m, 3p39 
front page photo are available, Prices will vary depending on size. T O U R S 
26. Personals ~ 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free ~800 
copy of Crtsis of Conscience by Raymond print pl REGIONAL D IRECTOR,  
Franz, leave your name and number at1- 5X7 re s ................ : . ............................... ustax 
.~7~ ~.  WESTERN REGION CHRISTIAN of East Indian descent, *Other sizes are also available 
~ ' -T ' ] 'T~.  financially secured, warm, caring, affec- Prince Rupert, B.C. 
tionate, family4ype gentleman, tall, mid- ~ Specializing in customized III1| 
forty, Canadian. Interest: photography, ~ / town & country scenic tours. Northwest Community College has an opening for Director III1| 
sports; fishing, travelling, candlelights, NOTICE ~ / of Western Region whl©h encompasses Prince Rupert, Ill:ill etc. Seeks simple.romantic mate for Beverley Greening, Owner our the Queen Charlotte Islands, and several north coast I IIll 
meaningful: relationship. Phone, photo to [ (604) 635-7868 villages. Reporting to the President, the Regional Director i~ '~ "~ 
Hie 36, c/o The Terrace Standard 4647 [ TERRACE I . member of the Senlor Management eam of the College. Iit11' 
'l~azelle;.TerraceV8G 1S8. 4p35 The Regional Director is responsible for the development ,. I I IIII 
STEWART Single Bad 39 enjoys out- It is an offence under city bylaws and the ~ and direction of College programs (academic, carfare, .. IIIIII 
doors .'and.liometime, seeks lady for - -  technl©al, vocational, and (=ontlnulng edu©ation) end II ,11.,..tll 
Iopgterm~j~p~tton~h~, eeply ,file #5 c/o motor vehicle act to, place snow fr m ~__~. ,  .e,v,=. In .the region. Close working relationships with 
re,as. B.C.V6g ~S~. ap~6 private propert onto ~! ~ ght-of- ;; i _~' ~ otho,:-.~.=,.. :.=.v~ ,.vo,.m.., ,. tho =°.,m,,,~.- evaluation of programs end faculty, management of full time III1! 
.~ ,0..me ,.ou,ty e., .,.~o..,-.......o,v. I I lltl To do so creates drainage blockages and For All Your Travel Needs utilization of financial, material, and human resour©os will 
I IIII 
• .,oooea~,,~ .o.,.o tho Co,,e~. m,..,o.... ~o... l lIll interferes with routine snow plowing. FLORIDA SALE- Vancouver to The successful applicant will have progresaive management 
Orlando With Hotel from $739.00 experience, demonstrable knowledgo and recognition of the ~= u,,: • I IIII 
Residents are reminded that parking on per person, SEATTLE TO role of a community college, excellent wlttten and oral I 
AMSTERDAM - APRIL '93 from comm.nication skill=, and relevant post.secondary 
• education. Experlonce In a cross.cultural sorting Is I llll residential streets is .prohibited for winter $499.00 USD. CRUISE AND proferred. ..... " ...
MARSHALL JIM (BIIth Name) Dec. 18, months, and that vehicles interfering with DISNEYLAND - 7 Nights from App,cant  .,o ,O ,..,.., , . , ,o III 
:1971: Mills Memodal Hospital, Terrace, $899.00. PALMSPRINGS _Air CompeUtlon 92,0e4M 
B.C. Your'. birth mother and birth family traffic safety or snow removal may be Onlyfrom $188,00CAD Manager, Human Resour©e, I I I I I ;  
would love to meet you. Contact: Mary Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 44;:2 
dane Jim. do Box 4173,'Whitehorse, removed at the owners' expense. I-4 HRS. 635-61811 ~"' 
Yukon: Y1A 3S9. Phone 668-2312 or I - '  I NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE ..... 
~.~:  4pz7 City of Terrace !!!!! 
Terrace S.W.M., N,S,, N.D,, wid~ inter- - 
eats Including music; travel sailing read- 
ing etc, Kind, considerate, amusing On 
OCCanioI1, seeks:similar female 35-45Rep ly , t0 .F i l ,  25 C/0 Te race Standard .CAREERS I : l .t]stadBros.&Co. Ltd. (a slJbeidJary of Northwood Pulp and TJmbe.r Linlited) invites 
4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace. V8G-1S83p38 applications for the follow~ng position at their Rusted Plant: 
iNTELUGENT; fun.loving long,logged U~NI'--,--- "  ~ :" : :":"; 
V~oman would:like t0meet a man 25.35 
who enJ0y:Sfiii~tbal,, reading, steak and MAINTENANCE SUPERINTEN . . . .  
wine dinners, Send replies to Box 160 - 
Stew~,EC, V0T-~WO.Att,:Ch,s. ~p~a J r~  TERRACE REGIONAL Reporting to the Sawmill Superintendent for the P.ustad Plant, you wil l  be responsible for 
' ""~' .... " l a l  HEALTH CARE SOCIETY  liie oi:e~-ati0n of the maintenance program for the 250 mill ion fbm sawmill. You must have 
I ~ ~  INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES aminimum 5 years previous upervisory experience in sawmill maintenance functions, be 
a qualified millwright or electrician and have a strong technical background in sawmill 
equipment. The:'applicant must be a self-starter with excellent organizational nd 
Ter racey lew Lodge requires a communication skills. Proven leadership qualities and good interpersonal skills are 
QUAL IF IED HAIRDRESSER required. This is a challenging opportunity and applicants with previous experience in 
to  prov ide  ha i rdress ing  serv ices  for  the  res idents ,  operations of asimilar size will be given preference. 
P lease  contact  Bonn ie  a t  
638-0223 Responsibilities include planning, scheduling, training maintenance p rsonnel and technical , : ! 
evaluation of equipment tomaintain production levels while attaining recovery andquality.:: ,  i~:l': 
A preven~tive maintenance progran~ will be the highest focus along with regularequipme it,; " 
and machinery repair and rebuild. :i: .~-  :, ' ". " ~ : ? " : ),:~i~.i'~i "~:~:~::i~S?~ 
AUTOMOTIVE SALES CAREER . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  , :  . . . .  . . . . . .  ':",'-::!:~?:!.'!'::~:! 
$40,000 to $80,000 PLUS PER YEAR The Company offers agenerous wage and benefits package, i -:i;. :': "~!-'J~, 
Lord),/I.o An exciting and interesting sales career can be yours with a well- ~ ~::i '::~(: ,~,,,,~:~,:i:;,i 
ddie Mc is Forty! ': ~ ' Ro established Terrace business. We offer:an excellent work place, Plant Manager -Rustad Plant ili~ ~i:~';~_~/, 
employee benefits, including health and dental plan, group Rustad Bros.&C0.Ltd. ~:::~,!~:~'i~!~<~ 
: .. " :  insurance and~c0mpany vehicle, Prince. George, B, C. V2N 2K8 : i~!2,1 !~'''~::.. 
:22, Careers : - " During Initial training we offer a guaranteed salary but then you will Fax: (604~ 561-7048 i!<,. 
Local office requiresan: 1set your own wages througll our rewarding commlssion and 
" ~ ~  ~volume !ncentive;plans, Ongoing sa es i~d prOdUCt, knowledge 
OFFICE CLERK;;,: training.wii bepro~/ided, . .... : .  :~ ,: :- .,- . ' 
' , to '~ '~NP:A /B&: '~Yml i '  ' ' : ' '  : " '  ' " : 
fuhctlortsahdto:=~ssistin Qualificati0nsl :A ~lf s taiier::wbo: er~joi:sdeallng with 
Finar~ialata!ement ~!'  ' pe'0ple:i~Cet01~fi )yphohe;Grad~;12 education iequired 
:andsal~b~¢kg r be Wi! Ing to workSaturdays 
: '  prepataiionlMinimlJm0f 3 , :scirriei~/enings,/i Intraifilr~g and homestudy, 
, years ir~ a!~ecognized ; accounting ~ iam~&/ot  i SEN ~EIN STRICT CONI:iDENCE TO: : 
.... ' . . . . .  ,.. ~,.,. :isales Manager 
related:eXPetience'iequired. -~ ::/""::ii:::::!":;:i:'~:i, 
' Salary based0n:"'-/~.~ ' ii, ~,..~ ~r . . ;  ;! '~~ ' : , / : ; L ' '  ::: 
24. Notices 
PRO.UFE EDUCATION available to gen- 
eral public; videos, pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life issues 
such as abodion and euthanasia. Student 
enquiries welcome, Call 635-3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, 
excitement, perhaps a tropical island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635-6181 and catch 
the spirit! 5tfn 
FREE SERVICE, Help with your forms or 
letters, Call Melissa at 635.9119 for 
help. tfn 
ATTRACTIVE KIND, gentle, considerate 
wbman 57',125 Ibs, long blond hair, blue 
eyes and a good sense of humour is look- 
ing for attraclive, kind, gentle consideraie 
man ! age' 35~to '45 for: companionship, 
fitendshipl, oi lasting relationship. Please 
send photo and phone no. to file #S, The 
Ter ra~: Standard, 4647 L~elle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1S8 
~sset. Must wi 
(i rl in,vest extra timel  st dy, 
:"!;;'~'~'~ lini McEwan Motors ,: . .  i .  " : ". 
, .- ~:~ ...... :Terrace,.B,Ci ~,., :: ~.~.&.i!~:~:i.i.&.:,!i,:i::~: : . 
:e ~ ~o~e:calls , . I please, IntervieWs will b~e~ati~g~ih, i 
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Newspaper  Adver t i s ing  is 
"CONSISTENCY"  
Your Advertising Message is at your customers fingertips~ 
when they want to see it. If it's not in print your message is i 
X ,  D LAN D~-H-  ~ I justfloatingintheair. 1 : USINESS Business Directories ads $22.O0/week 
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MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL I ~c,.c..omo* 24Hours  Service I 
SERVICES LTD. I Reasonable Rates I 
Terrace Crematorium Directors:4626DavisAve"merrace I  w,aol 
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Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers :I~'t[I~.~AAA F . . . . .  ,S ..... I Service-Call ' TERRACE,  B,C. I & Pdnce Rupert vv**, ,,=.-,,,,,ii',,'al',-n, Assoc,at,on I I 
PET  LOVE 
Dog & Oat Grooming- All Breeds 
Home or Door to. Door 
JOANNE 635:3772 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kelum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800~61-2878 
Pioneer Upholstery 
Same Location 
Same Phone 
Same GreatSeMce 
S INCE 1073 
3901 Dobble Street 
Terrace. B C. . . 
685 -9434 
Furniture Reupholstery 
Boat ops. auto customizing 
Car carpet fabrics, vinyls & canvas 
• CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
0 
JANE TURNER 
Ja ne~',;. Pet Gallery 
Dog and Cat (;rooming 
].'RI'[" PICKUP AND DEI,IVI-RY ~ ~  
Pet Portraits 
Or~c, inal Pastel Portraits 
Dogs~ Cats,.] lorses and Wildlife 
635-6552 
638-8018 
O ' e " ,D  O 
Skeena Valley ~ 
Video Clinic 
Audio-Video-Computer R pairs 
• 2o2-4716 LazeUeAvenue Ter race  635"7762 
N~ vi '. i "5002 Pohle 
CANADA LTD. 
Northland 
Communications Ltd. 
Mobile Radio Sales & Service 
I = e 
638-0261 
PAUL G. NEUMANN 
Dr. of Optometry 
4550 Lakelse Ave, 
OPTOMETRIC Terrace, I B,C, V8G I P7 
C~11oN 
- -  (604) 638-2020 
MIRAGE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
Weddings -Insurance Claims - Business/Instn.ctional Seminars 
Entertalnment/Muslc/ReoJ Estate Demo Videos "All Special Even~" 
Say "Merry Christmas" with World Wide Video 
Send A Video Gift To Family And Friends Anywhere, 
MulU-Type Video Duplication (S-VHS,VHS, Video 8, Hi.Video8, also Super 8mm, 
Photos and Slide to Video Trsnsfers) ( Mail Orders Welcome) 
'PAL-NTSC-PAL end SECAM .NTSC-SECAM CONVERSIONS 
*Bulk Duplication *Full Editing &Broadcasting "l'ltling 
2807 Hall Street 
Gary Ventura Terrace, B.C. VSQ 2R6 635-3908 
Victor P. Hawes, O.D. 
/ 
, i;..:i . .OPTOMETRIST 
I I I I . 
:" ' :, Terrace~EO',:', :~: F~X 638-808?. I 
.~  Windshield Repair/Replacements 
~ ~,~ .,, • ICBC Replacemente 
• , ,~  I~_~I)~v~"H:', • • Mirrors 
~'  ~ ~  • Win~ows 
.. ~......-~ ~ ~ ' ~  • Sealed Units 
~ ~  AL-CS GLASS LTD 
~'~'~!  638-8001,  in Kitimat 632 .4800 
I I I 
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BREAD ~ 
Fresh Baked 
400g ea  
FRESH-BEEF 
SAUSAGE 
Regular, With Onion 
or  
Dinner Sausage. 
4.37/kg 
HEAD 
LETTUCE 
U.S. Grown. 
No 1. Grade. 
Large Size. 
'J98 
b 
U.S. Grown. 
Extra Large: 
No. 1 Grade 
1.94 /kg  
II 
i '  " 
aRo~ 
B|EF  - 
Regular Quality, S lb. chub, 4,90 ea. 
"*~o2.16 kg 
Llrntt I. Over |mlt ixlce e.4~ ee." 1,29 Ib. ~O4/kO 
 e.8o °°'°°°V'6o 8; "°  881 .o,o., TUNA FRESHENER TREATMENT Chunk Light. Glade. Assorted VO5, Assorted 
In Water. Varieties. Varieties. 2X14 mL 
184. g tin e ~ 150g or 2X25 mL 
,u, , ,  ea ° 'O '  Town House. 
From Concentrate. 
1 Litre . . . .  2 mL 
'/88 
ea  
CLOSE, UP 
TOOTHPASTE 
Reg., Mint, Gel 
or Tarter. 
100 mL. ea  Ii 
88 ,.,.u, .8o.°,,,. 8.o'""" Empress. Creamy Safeway. Reg., Peppermint or Smooth or Super Crunchy. Disposable. Antiseptic. 
1.5 Litre. l O0's 750 mL ea  
COCKTAIL FILTERS 
Town House. Generic. #2, #4 
Assorted 
Varieties. and #6, 100's 
398 mL tin ea  or Basket 200's 
BULBS 
:Generic. 
60 or 100 watt. 
Pkg of 2, ea  
Advertised prices in effect until closing Saturday Jan. 9, lgg3 at your Friendly Courteous Terrace Safeway store. 
Quanti~r!ghts reservedl Some items may not be exactly___as hown. Prices effective for personal shopping only. 
i 
